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Structure, Dynamics, And Elasticity In Amorphous Systems
Abstract
In amorphous systems, the connection between local structure and the dynamics is far from understood.
Here we address several aspects of these systems, particularly in supercooled liquids and jammed
packings. We study the connection between mean-field theory and finite-dimensional jammed packings,
both by studying the correlation between local structure and rearrangements as a function of spatial
dimension, and by studying the predictions of elastic models in mean-field theory and more ad-hoc meanfield-like calculations. We also study how local structural variables identified by machine learning can be
used to develop models of dynamics, both in athermal and thermal systems. In Chapter 2, we discover
that rearrangement events under athermal quasistatic shear remain localized and well-correlated with
local structure in any spatial dimension. This suggests a modification of the conventionally-understood
picture relating mean-field theory to finite-dimensional jammed packings. In Chapter 3, we elucidate the
relationship between local structural softness, elastic strain, and plastic events during avalanches in
athermal systems. In Chapter 4, we identify how the underlying requirement of time-reversal invariance
constraints the type of model that can be constructed for dynamical facilitation using machine-learned
softness in thermal systems, and construct such a model. In Chapter 5 we turn instead to the defense of
mean-field theory, showing that it predicts not only the exponents of scaling laws near unjamming but
also the dependence of the amplitudes on dimension. We reproduce one of these scalings with
dimension using a simple theoretical calculation outside of mean-field. In Chapter 6, we study the linear
elastic response to two different kinds of random or local deformation. For one of these definitions we
are able to produce theoretical predictions of the moduli, demonstrating a strong system-size
dependence not reported in previous numerical work. For the other, we demonstrate a surprising similarity
between the theoretically-predicted distribution of elastic moduli for a random deformation, and that of
the shear modulus. Collectively, our results represent progress in two quite different directions: the
understanding of amorphous systems using machine learning to identify a relevant local structural
variable, and understanding the connection between real jammed packings and mean-field theory.
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ABSTRACT

STRUCTURE, DYNAMICS, AND ELASTICITY IN AMORPHOUS SYSTEMS

Sean Alexander Ridout
Andrea J. Liu

In amorphous systems, the connection between local structure and the dynamics is far
from understood. Here we address several aspects of these systems, particularly in supercooled liquids and jammed packings. We study the connection between mean-field theory
and finite-dimensional jammed packings, both by studying the correlation between local
structure and rearrangements as a function of spatial dimension, and by studying the predictions of elastic models in mean-field theory and more ad-hoc mean-field-like calculations.
We also study how local structural variables identified by machine learning can be used
to develop models of dynamics, both in athermal and thermal systems. In Chapter 2, we
discover that rearrangement events under athermal quasistatic shear remain localized and
well-correlated with local structure in any spatial dimension. This suggests a modification
of the conventionally-understood picture relating mean-field theory to finite-dimensional
jammed packings. In Chapter 3, we elucidate the relationship between local structural
softness, elastic strain, and plastic events during avalanches in athermal systems. In Chapter 4, we identify how the underlying requirement of time-reversal invariance constraints
the type of model that can be constructed for dynamical facilitation using machine-learned
softness in thermal systems, and construct such a model. In Chapter 5 we turn instead to
the defense of mean-field theory, showing that it predicts not only the exponents of scaling
laws near unjamming but also the dependence of the amplitudes on dimension. We reproduce one of these scalings with dimension using a simple theoretical calculation outside
of mean-field. In Chapter 6, we study the linear elastic response to two different kinds of
random or local deformation. For one of these definitions we are able to produce theoretical
predictions of the moduli, demonstrating a strong system-size dependence not reported in
previous numerical work. For the other, we demonstrate a surprising similarity between
the theoretically-predicted distribution of elastic moduli for a random deformation, and
that of the shear modulus. Collectively, our results represent progress in two quite different
directions: the understanding of amorphous systems using machine learning to identify a
relevant local structural variable, and understanding the connection between real jammed
packings and mean-field theory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This thesis deals with the connection between structure and dynamics in amorphous solids
and supercooled liquids. In these systems there is no clear order parameter to identify
structural defects, and thus the important structural features to study are not clear.
Chapters 2 through 4 address this problem through the lens of Softness, a simple local
structural variable constructed through machine learning. The moment machine learning
is introduced into the discussion one may obsess over questions of what the best possible
predictor of dynamics is, algorithmic details, etc. While some of chapter 2 deals with these
issues, we generally try not to dwell on them. Instead we take the view that the machine
learning is only interesting insofar as it identifies a local structural variable which appears to
have certain properties; we then try to interrogate the connection between these properties
just as an experimentalist tries to understand the output of whatever particular box they
have hooked up to the wall. The introduction of machine learning as a “black box” may
create some unique complications, but our view is that a quantity defined through machine
learning is still a legitimate object of study.
Chapters 5 and 6 present some results on the linear response of jammed, frictionless
packings. Chapter 5 consists of a paper written with James Sartor at the University of
Oregon, in which we showed that mean-field theory predicts (in some sense) the precise
prefactors of scaling laws near jamming. Chapter 6 presents numerical and analytical
results on the energy cost of “random” deformations in soft sphere packings, and their
connection to the ordinary shear modulus.

1.1

Softness

The first few chapters of this thesis relate to the correlation of structure and dynamics in
disordered systems using machine learning.
This program was initiated by Andrea Liu (my advisor), her former student Sam Schoenholz, and collaborators relatively recently; since then, many others have worked in the area,
1

before and in parallel with me.
I will summarize some previous work in the area, while trying to simultaneously explain
my views on how these results should be interpreted and the ways in which the method can
be used to gain physical insight.

1.1.1

Structure and dynamics in supercooled liquids and
amorphous solids

If we cool down a liquid, we expect that at some temperature the equilibrium phase will
become a crystal, and the liquid will freeze. Many liquids, however, will avoid this crystallization when cooled fast enough, remaining a “supercooled liquid” below the temperature
where a crystal might be thermodynamically favored. As the liquid is cooled more and
more, it moves more and more slowly, eventually falling out of equilibrium as the relaxation
timescale becomes much longer than the timescale of our experiment. At this point, we
refer to it as a “glass”.
The connection between structure and dynamics in glass-forming liquids is a longstanding puzzle. On one hand, the formation of the glass as a liquid is cooled has no clear
structural order parameter; unlike in e.g. freezing only a gradual change in the pair correlation function g(r) is seen. On the other hand, the slowdown of the dynamics as seen
e.g. in the viscocity is dramatic, and there are clear indicators that particles with different
structures have dramatically different mobilities in the supercooled liquid.
The magnitude of the slowdown in the dynamics can be seen by studying a plot of a
characteristic relaxation time or of the viscocity as a function of 1/T , as seen in Figure 1.1,
taken from [5]. Some glass-formers are “strong”. In some sense, their behaviour is trivial:
they display a growth in relaxation time which is Arrhenius, i.e.
τ ∼ e−∆E/T ,

(1.1)

which is explained simply by the difficulty of crossing a fixed energy barrier ∆E increasing as temperature is decreased. On the other hand, some glassformers are “strong”:
in Figure 1.1, the growing slope indicates a growing energy scale as T decreases. This is
sometimes fit to a form with a divergence, as if there were a true phase transition (as their is
in mean-field theories), but the existing data may also be adequately fit with non-divergent
forms. This growing energy scale with little apparent structural change is a puzzle.
The varied mobility of particles in the supercooled liquid can be seen in “isoconfigurational maps”. An isoconfigurational ensemble is produced by fixing a set of initial positions
for the particles in a simulation and sampling over the thermal distribution for the velocities. Since the system is disordered, this initial configuration will be at least microscopically
heterogeneous - each particle has a slightly different local environment. Some particles due to the structure of the system in this particular configuration - move much more than
2

Figure 1.1: Figure from [5] showing the viscocity as a function of temperature for a variety
of glass-forming liquids. Some liquids are “strong”, with a simple arrhenius growth in the
viscocity; others are “fragile” with superarrhenius growth.
others. This is seen for example in Figure 1.2, taken from Ref. [168]. This provides direct
evidence that somehow there is dynamical information embedded in the structure of the
system, although its nature is still left unclear - for instance, the question of whether it is
the local environment of a particle which matters, or some more nonlocal, collective effects.
Recently, machine learning has been used to identify variables, such as the softness S
[10, 21, 141], which predict the dynamics from local structure. Thus, at least a large part
of the information in this isoconfigurational map really does represent the effects of local
structural information.
These dynamical correlations grow as the temperature is lowered and relaxation becomes
slower. The magnitude of correlations can be quantified, for example through a dynamical
susceptibility χ4 (t) [49, 67, 83].
No known static lengthscale has been found to grow as quickly with temperature as the
growing lengthscale of dynamical correlations [29, 44, 156]. We are thus inclined to imagine a picture including some form of “dynamical facilitation”: as particles rearrange, they
make it easier for other particles nearby to rearrange, leading to a dynamical lengthscale
that grows with time. One simple type of model which epitomizes this idea are “kinetically
constrained models”, which have trivial thermodynamics, but produce growing relaxation
times and dynamical correlations as the temperature is lowered through local rules restrict3

Figure 1.2: Taken from Ref. [168], contour plots of the probability of a particle losing four
neighbours within some period of time, in the isoconfigurational ensemble.
ing which particles may move [63]. In chapter 4, we will develop a model of dynamical
facilitation based directly on the properties of the machine-learned softness.
The issue of connecting structure and dynamics is not just a confusing one in supercooled
liquids, but also in solids which effectively reside at zero temperature. Let us take a sample
and pull on it until it breaks. In crystals, the plastic strain (i.e. irreversible deformation) is
localized at defects in the crystalline order. [158, 159] In a disordered solid, however, it is
not clear a priori if there are “structural defects” where plasticity will localize. “Softness”
provides a means of identifying putative defects in the disordered structure. Chapters 2
and 3 deal with this notion of structural defects that control plasticity under shear.

1.1.2

Softness

The goal is to identify some local structural variable, S, which correlates to the dynamics.
A common approach to this problem is to pick a variable with some prior physical interpretation, some examples (not exhaustive) can be found in [65, 99, 101, 102, 131, 142, 147,
162, 163, 167, 168, 176].
The present approach, however, is to try to infer from the observed dynamics what an
appropriate variable S is. The essential procedure is [37, 141]
1. Identify particles which are rearranging and particles which are not rearranging in a
simulation or experiment. Usually “rearranging” is taken to refer to outliers in the
4

distribution of motion; this commits us to some extent to a view that rare, localized
excitations are important in the dynamics.
2. Describe the structure of each particle with a large set of local structural variables,
which hopefully overdetermine the local structure. Traditionally, these are a combination of Gaussian weighting functions which roughly count the number of neighbours
a particle has at each ri , and three-body functions which count the angles between
triplets of particles as well as their separation. [15, 37] Usually we will measure these
structural variables in the “inherent state” - the energy minimum closest to the corrent
position.
3. Use some kind of “machine learning” (i.e. fitting) algorithm to identify some combination of the structural variables which correlates well with the classification of particles
as rearranging or non-rearranging.
Both the choice of dynamical indicator and the choice of structural variables can play
an important role.
If the set of structural variables is not sufficient to describe the important aspects of
local structure, then S will not be as predictive as it could be [71]; if the set of structural
variables is cleverly chosen then it may dramatically simplify the model and reduce the
amount of data needed to train it (see for example Chapter 2).
The choice of dynamical indicator has a murkier role, and is probably equally important.
It is clear that we will run into trouble if we don’t have enough structural variables to fully
describe the local environment, and that adding enough will alleviate the problem. In
principle there are two questions: which dynamical indicator to use to train S, and which
one we ultimately try to predict and use to describe the overall dynamics of the system. The
obvious thing to do is to take the two to be the same, but in principle this isn’t required;
2
in chapter 2, for example, we train S using local fluctuations in Dmin
that we find to be
better correlated with local structure, but ultimately use prediction of rearrangements as
our indicator of success. The issue of what dynamical indicator correlates best with local
structure, and therefore is suitable for training S, is in principle easily answered by trial and
error. The question of which dynamical variables might be most useful for understanding the
overall dynamics of the system, however, is a much thornier issue: usually we choose to focus
on localized events in the spirit of e.g. [82, 160], but it is not conclusively established that
such localized motions are necessarily sufficient to describe the full macroscopic dynamics
of amorphous systems. This issue is discussed further in chapter 2.
As we have just said, usually our the goal is to identify particles with large, sudden
motions (e.g. changes in neighbors). To this end, two dynamical indicators have been used:
2
2
1. Dmin
[55], a scalar which quantifies the local deviation from affine motion. Dmin
is
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large when a particle moves a lot relative to its neighbours, and the motion is not
solely described by a rotation, expansion, or shear.
2. phop , a quantity which indicates a sudden displacement between two different equilibrium positions. The definition of phop has been somewhat inconsistent, with e.g.
[141] and [27] using slightly different definitions.
Some works (e.g. [90]) use all particles as examples in the training set, with particles
with motion above some threshold being considered rearranging and particles below that
2
same threshold being considered non-rearranging. The distributions of phop and Dmin
are
generally smooth and not bimodal, however: there are many particles in the bulk of the
distribution whose status as rearranging or not rearranging is unclear. Furthermore, while
a particle which is rearranging is clearly soft, a particle which is not rearranging may have
just not gotten the right thermal kick. For this reason, most past work has omitted less
extreme examples from the training set. One approach, for example, is to take a very high
threshold of motion to put particles in the rearranging training set, to ensure they are
definitely rearranging, and then to only use as non-rearranging examples particles which go
a very long time without rearranging, which should definitely be “hard”. [141]
The most commonly used model to fit the relationship between the structural variables
and the dynamics is a linear one, trained using the support-vector-machine (SVM) algorithm. The resulting softness for particle i can be thought of as an approximation of an
expression like
Si = B +

XZ
ν

3

d

(2)
r wν (r)ρν,i (r)

+

XZ

 (3)

d3 r d3 r0 hν,ν 0 r, r0 ρν,i r, r0

(1.2)

ν,ν 0
(2)

where ν indexes the particle type in systems with more than one species, and ρi (r) is
the local version the density of neighbors at distance r (and ρ(3) the frequency of triplets
of particles). w and h are the functions that are “learned” by our fitting algorithm. In
the framework of the SVM, the neighbor distribution functions are discretized as “vectors”
and the weight functions are the normals of a hyperplane separating rearranging and nonrearranging in some high-dimensional structure space; we will thus informally refer to the
choice of weight functions as “the plane”.
The matter of whether or not a given particle will rearrange is ultimately stochastic. In
a thermal system, it is genuinely stochastic: given a single fixed structure, which particles
will soon rearrange depends on the velocities, which are drawn at random from a Boltzmann distribution. In an athermal system e.g. under shear, the dynamics are in principle
deterministic, but in practice if we only have access to the local structure then we may think
of our local defect as being subjected to stochastic interactions with the rest of the system
(and furthermore if we do not include information about the direction of the driving, it is
also effectively random).
6

Figure 1.3: Probability of rearranging for A particles as a function of softness S in a KALJ
glassformer at T = 0.470, showing the roughly exponential dependence on S.
Thus, the relevant quantity to study is not the prediction itself, but P (R|S), the probability that a given particle will rearrange. At a given fixed (or zero) temperature, in a wide
variety of systems [41, 98, 141, 143, 148, 157, 175], it is seen that
P (R|S) ∝ eγ(T )S

(1.3)

for intermediate S, with the behaviour levelling off at large S. An example in a KobAnderson Lennard-Jones liquid (molecular dynamics simulation) is shown in Figure 1.3.
Here, for a given fixed system, S is always defined using the same plane at all T . It is
found that for a given system training the plane at a different T leaves the weights almost
unchanged and only affects the shift B in Equation 1.2. (This is not meaningful: since we ask
the SVM algorithm to draw an arbitrary plane between rearranging and non-rearranging
but every particle has a nonzero probability of rearranging. If we multiply P (R|S) by a
constant factor greater than one, which is one of the things that happens when we raise
the temperature, then the SVM will pick a larger value of B, i.e. it will call all particles
“softer” even though nothing has really changed.)
The empirical probability of rearrangement P (R|S) is defined by observing all particles
of softness S and measuring the fraction of them that rearranges; the strong dependence
on S seen e.g. in Figure 1.3 indicates that S contains a large amount of information about
the probability Piso (R) for particle i to rearrange. Does it contain all of the information?
Is P (R|S) really the isoconfigurational probability for a particle to rearrange? The answer
is, as expected, no, but it isn’t too bad. Defining “rearrangement” as a displacement above
some threshold in the inherent state in some time interval τR , my unpublished data in
7

Figure 1.4: Probability of rearranging for A particles as a function of temperature T , for
different values of S. The behaviour is Arrhenius, with each S corresponding to a different
energy barrier.
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Figure 1.5: Linear correlation R2 between S and log Piso(R) , and “fit” correlation when the
same structure functions are trained to predict log Piso(R;τR ) directly using ridge regression,
as a function of the timescale τR over which we wait for a rearrangement. Except at very
short timescales S explains about half of the variance in the log of the isoconfigurational
rearrangement probability, and we do slightly better if we train on this probability itself.
Data come from a Kob-Anderson Lennard Jones mixture, at T = 0.470. In order to estimate
the rearrangement probability even for very immobile particles, for each of 5 configurations
with N = 10, 000 we collect 500, 000 independent (but very short) isoconfigurational runs.
As usual, analysis is conducted on “A” particles.
Figure 1.5 below show the linear correlation R2 between log Piso (R, τR ) and log P (R|S).
Except at very short timescales, about half the variation in the log of the isoconfigurational
rearrangement probability is explained by S; we can slightly increase this number by training
S directly on the isoconfigurational rearrangement probability using linear regression as
shown by the second curve in the plot.
Because of the stochastic nature of rearrangements, P (R|S) is a more meaningful indicator of the predictiveness of S than the prediction accuracy on the training set. P (R|S)
describes how much local structure can predict and a comparison to the isoconfigurational
rearrangement probability as described above gives an indication of how much available
information is missing. (See also [157].) The prediction accuracy itself is difficult to interpret directly because even if all available structural information is captured by S, a hard
particle will sometimes get a thermal fluctuation that allows it to rearrange, while a soft
particle will still usually not rearrange, because it fails to get such a thermal fluctuation.
There are various quantities [40, 124, 157] which avoid these issue by quantifying the relative probability of rearrangement for different S; for example, the average rank in the S
distribution for rearranging particles. In general, all we are hoping is that we identify the
structural defects, and thus that the rearranging particles are usually drawn from among
9

the putative structural defects. If the number of structural defects is extensive, then we
aren’t necessarily expecting to construct such a detailed description as to predict which
specific structural defect will rearrange next.
One possible criticism of all of these methods is that they focus solely on particles with
very extreme motion: we adopt a cartoon picture where some particles are rearranging, the
vast majority are not, and we pat ourselves on the back when we identify the rearranging
2 .
ones, even though we can say almost nothing about the bulk of the distribution of e.g. Dmin
2
For example, we see in Chapter 2 that Dmin
correlates quite poorly with local structure
outside the extremes of the distribution. Let us briefly explain how this attitude is justified,
in the context of chapter 2 and also in thermal systems.
If we measure the displacements of particles using the instantaneous positions in a
thermal system, there will be large thermal fluctuations. In this context, the majority
of intermediate-sized motions reflect thermal fluctuations within the “cage” and do not
reflect a rearrangement where neighbours are changed. Let us move beyond this trivial
justification, however, and describe motion using the inherent states, the energy-minimized
structures closest to a given configuration. Thus, if the thermal motion does not take the
system from the vicinity of one (local) energy minimum to a different energy minimum,
all dynamical quantities will be 0. Even in such a context the distribution of dynamical
quantities is quite broad, see for example the data in Figure 1.6, taken from simulations
of thermal soft spheres by Inrajit Tah. These distributions are taken from systems at
different densities. Notice that these distributions are quite broad; can we really justify
only attempting to predict the particles which have large rearrangements, and not the full
breadth of the distribution? In Figure 1.6, many more particles in the low-density sample
2 , so we would say it has more rearrangements - but this sample
have extremely large Dmin
2
also has many more particles with extremely low Dmin
- so are we missing something by
only looking at whether a particle is rearranging or not?
As discussed in detail in Chapter 2, even in a cartoon picture where there are a small
2
number of localized rearrangements, we expect to see this kind of broad distribution of Dmin
for non-rearranging particles. The inherent states of the glass are rigid; if there is a local
structural reorganization at the origin, then on short timescales there will be a response
that decays away from the rearrangement like a power law, because the other particles need
to get out of the way. Thus, even if our cartoon is correct, there will be a broad distribution
2 , but the bulk of this distribution just reflects the distribution of distances of nonof Dmin
rearranging particles from the nearest rearrangement. It is thus unsurprising that these
2
intermediate values of Dmin
are poorly correlated with local structure, as seen in chapter 2.
This explanation of the bulk of the distribution tentatively seems consistent with the density
dependence seen in Figure 1.6; packings closer to the jamming transition point (see section
1.3) have a longer-ranged elastic response to perturbations [94]; thus in this system few
particles will have a weak enough response to the nearby rearrangements to have very low
10

2
Figure 1.6: Distribution of inherent-state Dmin
for small particles taken from thermal softsphere simulations by Indrajit Tah (T = 0.00065 at the low density and T = 0.0045 at the
high density, chosen to give similar relaxation times). The distributions of inherent-state
2
Dmin
are very broad - should we be worrying about the details of the left tail instead of just
classifying all these particles as “non-rearranging”? As we explain in the main text, the
2
huge breadth of Dmin
at very low values can be explained by non-rearranging particles being
pushed different amounts by rearrangements at different distances from them, consistent
with our approach of treating them all equally as non-rearranging.

2 . It will be interesting in the future to check if this argument quantitatively explains
Dmin
2 , but for now it serves as justification for ignoring the complexities
the distribution of Dmin
of this low-motion tail.
There are two ways we can try to make use of S to develop an understanding of a given
system.
The first is by interpreting prediction accuracies (or related quantities as described
above) in order to draw conclusions about which variables are important in which systems.
The ur-example of this is the work of Daniel Sussman on simulations of thin polymer
films [154]. In freestanding polymer films, the apparent glass transition temperature in
experiments is much lower than in bulk samples; this is understood to be because dynamics
are faster near a free surface [59]. One can imagine many theories to explain this fact,
which could be broadly fit into two classes - those that suppose the structure near the edge
of the film differs from that in the bulk, and those that explain the speedup using means
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other than local structure. Daniel’s work probes the dynamics at the level of individual
particles, and rules quite convincingly in favour of the latter class: after training S to
predict rearrangements in the film, the distribution of S is completely identical near the
edge of the film to in the bulk while P (R|S, z) depends strongly on the position z in the
film. Furthermore, trying to train an SVM to directly identify whether a particle is near
the edge of the film or in the bulk using local structure; the SVM fails at this task, further
supporting the conclusion that local structure is not the origin of the faster dynamics near
the edge of the film.
Since this work, many others have similarly leveraged prediction accuracies to draw
conclusions about physics. One class of such works is those which try to identify which
variables are necessary to get a good prediction: work on granular pillars of non-spherical
particles by Matt Harrington & Doug Durian [71] establishes how the orientation of the
particles enters into the prediction of their dynamics. Other works, such as [10] (using a
different machine-learning method) and [135] (section2.4 of this thesis) have studied how
far from the particle under consideration one must look at the structure to get good accuracy, which indicates something about how local the structural features which result in a
“structural defect” are. Chapter 2 of this thesis uses the predictiveness of rearrangements
in systems with different numbers of spatial dimensions to try to probe the relationship
between localized rearrangements in real systems and mean-field theories of glasses. Recent
experimental work on foams [164] (using a different machine-learning method) illustrates
several tricks to extract physical information from prediction accuracies. To argue that the
amount of water in a local part of the film does not affect the likelihood of T1 events, they
show that converting their experimental images from grayscale to black-and-white images
(only showing the cells of the foam) does not reduce the prediction accuracy. They also
demonstrate that images centered on the vertices are much easier to classify as rearranging
or non-rearranging than images focused on the cells, an elegant (although still somewhat
mysterious) demonstration that the vertices of the foam are the “relevant unit” for the T1
events rather than the cells. In this particular case the conclusion may be “obvious”, but
this kind of trick is one that is likely to be very useful to have in our arsenal. As a final
example, recent work has used the predictiveness of S to argue that, contrary to the belief
of many, the difference in dynamics observed when the Lennard-Jones potential is replaced
with a purely repulsive (WCA) analogue is in fact the result of the small changes in local
structure [90].
This approach does come with some danger. In the type of problem we are studying,
“perfect prediction” is a fantasy - we have already pointed out that thermal fluctuations, for
example, render it impossible. Also, as we have briefly discussed, the best way to measure
the accuracy of our predictions is not always obvious. This introduces some element of risk
into this kind of argument - we may conclude that e.g. certain variables weren’t necessary
to make a good prediction, but how can we be sure that this isn’t just because our algorithm
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didn’t use them properly? There could be a different type of model that would use those
variables more effectively. This issue has not really been resolved in the above, although we
address it briefly in Chapter 2.
The second way to try to use S is to just treat it as we would any other physical variable
that an experimentalist can measure, like the energy E. We have an apparatus which tells
us S, so we can begin to make measurements of it in different circumstances and try to
understand how it correlates with other observations. Eventually, we can try to form a
theory (such as in chapter 4) where S is used to describe the dynamics. A fair bit of
progress in this direction has been made previously. The early work [141, 143] looked at
the behaviour of P (R|S) as a function of temperature and out of equilibrium; it established
that P (R|S) has an Arrhenius temperature dependence (see Figure 1.4, as if each value of
S corresponds to a local energy barrier ∆E = 0 − 1 S to rearrangement, and that this law
still describes the behaviour out of equilibrium. This work also finds that hSi correlates
with the evolution of the relaxation time out of equilibrium. Other work established that,
as you would expect from taking P (R|S) seriously, the lifetime of a given state can also be
predicted using the softness S [98]. S has been used to explain the onset of plasticity at a
common yield strain in a variety of disordered solids at very different lengthscales, as well
as the size of rearrangements in these systems. [38] Finally, S has been found to capture
the strong-to-fragile crossover in a simulation model of silica [41].
In the picture of [41, 141, 143], the fragility of a supercooled liquid appears to be
connected to its distribution of softnesses, or equivalently to the log-slope γ(T ) of P (R|S).
At the (high) “onset temperature” T0 , S loses predictive ability, and all particles effectively
have the same energy barrier to rearrange. Then at lower temperatures, γ(T ) increases, and
the difference between different softnesses becomes greater. As argued in chapter 4, this
should result in the average softness hSi decreasing, and in practice it does. Thus a typical
particle effectively has a higher energy barrier to rearrangement at lower temperature,
resulting in fragile behaviour.
Chapters 3 and 4 make further progress in this program of explaining the phenomenology of amorphous systems in terms of softness. The former studies the interplay of S with
local strains during avalanches in athermal quasistatic shear, while the latter uses S as the
basis of a model for the dynamics of a supercooled liquid, and its dynamical heterogeneities.

1.2

Continuum elasticity

Another major theme of this dissertation is linear elasticity. Our work connects to it from
two very different directions. On one hand, we are interested in describing the macroscopic
properties of jammed packings (see section 1.3). Since these packings are solids on long
lengthscales, the appropriate description of their long-wavelength properties is linear elas13

ticity.1 Thus, the stress, elastic moduli, etc. (defined below) are a key observable to study
and try to predict theoretically, as we do in Chapter 5. Furthermore, in Chapter 6 we
consider generalizations of elasticity to other types of deformation.
In the above context, an entire simulation sample is viewed as an infinitesimal piece of
a continuum material, with a single value for continuum variables such as stress and strain.
We have also found occasion to describe our simulation samples, however small, as continua
with spatially-varying strain fields. In Chapter 3 we use this approach to try to understand
the interplay between Softness and rearrangements during avalanches in athermal packings.
This rough idea is also very important to our developments of the machine-learning method
in Chapter 2, as we have already alluded to above in Section 1.1.

1.2.1

Theory

We briefly review linear elasticity (quoting results from [89]), in order to define the elastic
moduli and some other concepts used in chapters 3, 5, and 6.
Let a body, modelled as a continuum, undergo some small deformation. The initial
coordinates of some point in the body are x; let their new coordinates be u(x). One may
show that the change in separation between any two points in the body, at linear order,
depends only on the strain tensor
ij ≡

∂uj
∂ui
+
.
∂xj
∂xi

(1.4)

The stress tensor σij may be defined in one of two equivalent ways. It is the thermodynamic variable conjugate to ij :

σij =

∂E
∂ij




=

S

∂F
∂ij


,

(1.5)

T

and its divergence is the force density within the body at equilibrium,
fj =

∂σij
.
∂xi

(1.6)

The most general first-order constitutive relation between stress and strain is
σij = Cijkl ij ,
1

(1.7)

As the unjamming transition is approached (see section 1.3), the continuum-elastic description fails
on longer and longer lengthscales ( [14, 80, 94] and also unpublished work by myself and separately Daniel
Hexner). I I have some thoughts on the appropriate continuum description in this limit but you’ll need to
wait a couple of years to see if they amount to anything. In case I am wrong, I would be remiss if I didn’t
mention that others have been working on continuum theories of amorphous solids, e.g. [46].
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which therefore implies that at linear order
1
E = ij Cijkl kl .
2

(1.8)

Note that we may regard the ij as living in a d (d + 1) /2 dimensional vector space;
the elastic energy is thus a symmetric quadratic form on this vector space defined by Cijkl .
This perspective is useful in developing the motivation for Chapter 6.
The components of the “elastic modulus tensor” Cijkl are not all independent; they are
constrained e.g. by the symmetry of σ and . In the special case of an isotropic material,
there are only two independent components of Cijkl . Firstly, the bulk modulus
B≡−

1 ∂P
,
V ∂V

(1.9)

where P = −σii /d is the pressure (d being the spatial dimension).Secondly, the shear
modulus
G≡

∂σxy
,
∂γ

(1.10)

where the “engineering strain” γ ≡ 2xy . The expression relating Cijkl to B and G
depends on the spatial dimension.2 In the general low-symmetry case, we note that there
is a d (d + 1) /2-dimensional space of symmetric strain tensors, and since the elastic modulus tensor may be regarded as a symmetric quadratic form on them, there are in general

d (d + 1) d2 + d + 2 /8 independent elastic constants (which can be reduced to d (d + 1) /2
“eigenvalues” and a choice of basis).
Equations 1.4- 1.7 above combine to give the equations of motion
ρüi = Cijkl

∂ 2 uk
+ fi ,
∂xj ∂xl

(1.11)

which can be e.g. generalized to the inclusion of drag forces by adding other terms, as
in Chapter 3. At equilibrium, this equation reduces to
0 = Cijkl

∂ 2 uk
+ fi .
∂xj ∂xl

(1.12)

Solutions to this equation and other problems (such as that of an “inclusion”, a small
region in the body which has different elastic constants, or undergoes some change in equilibrium shape) may be constructed in terms of the Greens function for response to a point
force, which decays like 1/r in 3d or log r in 2d.3 This Greens function proves to be quite
2

Maybe I should have used the Lame coefficients to avoid the dimension dependence, but in later chapters
it’s always B and G that we need.
3
It has extra angular dependence because the differential operator is more complicated than the Laplacian,
see Chapter 3. And yes, log r isn’t actually a “decay”, but just like in electrostatics we get to take another
derivative before getting anything like an energy, so most things decay...
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useful, for example for showing that the strain induced in the far field some distance r from
a plastic event in a system under shear should decay like 1/rd , with a characteristic angular dependence (quadrupolar or dipolar, depending on the component of the strain tensor)
[127, 175].

1.2.2

Measurement of elastic constants in athermal simulations

We perform simulations without temperature in a finite periodic cell. To measure elastic
moduli, we imagine that our periodic cell represents an infinitesimal portion of a macroscopic
body, and therefore should be assigned a single strain tensor ij . To enforce a given strain
tensor, the linear transformation δij + ij is applied to the vectors defining the boundaries
of the periodic cell.
Using the definition in Equation 1.5, it is easy to show that in an athermal system
σij = −

1 X
fi,kl rj,kl .
V

(1.13)

k,l

where fi,kl is the i−th component of the force exerted by particle k on particle l and
ri,kl is the vector pointing from particle k to particle l.
This then allows Cijkl to be measured numerically.
One can imagine the particles in the system moving “affinely”, so that each has a final
position of (δij + ij ) xj after the boundary conditions are applied. This only occurs for a
Bravais lattice, however; in general this affine motion induces a net force on some particles
and thus there is a “nonaffine” relaxation. The affine estimate of the elastic moduli is thus
an overestimate.
To compute the exact linear response, introduce the Hessian matrix
Hij =

∂2U
,
∂xi ∂xj

(1.14)

where now i, j run over all the dN particle coordinates.
This allows us to obtain, for some generalized γ along any component ij [100]
∂fj
dxi
∂xi
=
− Hij−1
,
dγ
∂γ
∂γ

(1.15)

were fj is now the force induced by the affine deformation. This allows us to compute
the exact elastic moduli for an infinitesimal deformation.
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1.3

The Jamming Transition

Chapters 2, 5, and 6 study a very simple model amorphous solid, a “frictionless jammed
packing”. These are classical systems interacting with a pair potential

Uij =
α



|rij |
1−
σij

α



|rij |
Θ 1−
,
σij

(1.16)

with Θ(x) the step function that is 0 for x < 0, and 1 for x > 0. In this thesis, α may
be chosen to be either 2 (“Harmonic”) or 5/2 (“Hertzian”); the former is simpler, while the
latter is useful to guarantee continuity of two derivatives of the potential.
This model is usually studied “athermally”: we construct energy minima of the model,
by preparing a high-temperature system and then quenching it locally to a nearby forcebalanced state. This does not, however, correspond to studying an equilibrium T = 0 state.
This can be thought of as analogous to the preparation of a glass, where the system is
cooled rapidly enough that it falls out of equilibrium.
This model is generally discussed in the context of the “Jamming Transition”, which is
a transition as a function of the packing fraction φ. In the present model, the transition is
from a “mechanical vacuum” (zero energy, zero resistance to applied forces) at φ < φc to
a “jammed” state where particles are constrained, the energy is nonzero, and the packing
resists applied deformation; in thermal hard spheres, the transition is instead from a mobile
state to an immobile state.
The jamming transition in soft spheres behaves in many respects like a critical point. [69,
70, 96] At the transition, the average coordination Z of each particle jumps to a critical
value Zc = 2d. Defining ∆Z = Z − Zc and ∆φ = φ − φc , as we raise the density, mechanical
quantities scale like powers of ∆Z (or ∆φ). For instance,

∆φ ∼ ∆Z 2

(1.17)
2

(1.18)

B ∼ keff ∆Z 0

(1.19)

G ∼ keff ∆Z

(1.20)

P ∼ keff ∆Z

E ∼ keff ∆Z 4 ,

(1.21)

where keff ∼ ∆Z 2(α−2) is the typical “spring constant” between two interacting particles, and B is the bulk modulus, G the shear modulus, and P the pressure. Note that
these exponents are independent of dimension, apparently indicating that the upper critical dimension of the transition is 2; in agreement with this mean-field theory successfully
predicts the exponents, as well as others associated with the force distribution (discussed
more in Chapter 2) [31]. Recent numerical work has cleverly verified this by constructing
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pseudo-one-dimensional packings, which display some different exponents. [76]
Furthermore, a plethora of diverging lengthscales have been observed in the mechanical response and dynamics of these packings as the transition is approached [83, 94, 111,
115], and recently some structural lengthscales have been observed to diverge as well [72].
Alongside these diverging lengthscales, finite-size scaling is observed, as one would expect
at a critical point.[68, 69]
Like glasses, these packings also display an excess of low-frequency vibrational modes
(above the Debye prediction). These modes in jammed packings are characterized by a
√
frequency ω ∗ ∼ keff ∆Z above which there is a plateau in the density of states; thus, as
unjamming is approached these modes extend all the way down to zero frequency.
As alluded to above and discussed in greater detail in Chapters 2 and 5, many properties
of the jamming transition are well-described by recent mean-field calculations. We approach
the connection between mean-field models and real jammed packings from two different
angles. In Chapter 5, we show that the mean-field theory seems to even predict the
prefactors of scaling laws 4 , and in Chapter 6 we try to find similarities between global
deformations and “random” ones, which is very mean-field in spirit. On the other hand, in
Chapter 2, we show that local structure continues to correlate with localized rearrangements
under shear in packings of growing spatial dimension, in apparent contradiction with the
prevailing view of how mean-field theory relates to finite-dimensional jammed packings.

1.4

Unstressed elasticity and states of self stress

The linear response of athermal systems may be studied by replacing them with a network
of springs. In principle, for a jammed packing above φc , these springs are not at their rest
length, which has a destabilizing effect. [3]. (To put it in a way even I can understand:
think of e.g. a beam under compression - it has a tendency to buckle because the length
can be increased, toward the rest length, by transverse motion.) Near jamming, however,
it is common to study the so-called “unstressed” system obtained by taking these springs
and setting their rest lengths to be equal to their equilibrium length. This will tend to
overestimate elastic moduli and characteristic frequencies, and for e.g. the shear modulus
it is never numerically exact (because the shear modulus vanishes near jamming to begin
with; the pre-stress term enters at the same order in distance from unjamming) but for
e.g. the bulk modulus it can be essentially exact. Even in cases where it isn’t exact, the
unstressed system always seems to give the same scaling behaviour, so it is essentially a
4

At least, it predicts how they scale with spatial dimension d. But if this is right and the prediction is
correct as d → ∞, it should work in all dimensions - but no one has actually done the precise numerical
calculation to check this on the mean-field side. Also, x is a dimension. z is a dimension. “4d” is not “a
dimension”. So really, the right phrase is “dimensionality” or “number of spatial dimensions”. But that’s
cumbersome and everyone says “dimension” now and then, so we’ll stick with it. I’m still not budging on
calling acoustic modes “phonons”, though. They are, but so are all the other vibrational modes.
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way to understand how scalings originate from ∆Z, even if the prefactors are wrong.
For the unstressed system, there is a very nice formalism for computation of the linear
response (e.g. elastic moduli) [97, 126, 169]; we make use of this formalism in chapters 5
and 6, so we review it briefly here.
Let a network of springs have N nodes and Nb bonds. Because the system is linear,
there is a matrix which maps the set of tensions on the bonds T ∈ RNb to the set of forces
on the particles, F ∈ RdN ; we call this the “rigidity matrix” Q:
F = −QT.

(1.22)

We call the null space of Q, which is a subspace of RNb , the “states of self-stress”:
these are sets of tensions on the bonds which produce no net force on any particle, and are
therefore possible equilibria with no additional external forces (hence, “self stress”). It turns
out that the orthogonal complement of the states of self-stress are the “states of compatible
stress”; these are sets of bond extensions that are in principle possible to produce using a
displacement of particles, without involving a change in the boundary conditions.
It is thus intuitively clear how to compute the new minimum of the energy after some
change in boundary condition is applied. Let the applied deformation induce some “affine”
change in the length of each bond, E. (For e.g. a global strain, this is obtained by computing
r̂i ij rj .) Any component of E that lies in the states of compatible stress can be relaxed
out by some deformation of the particles; therefore after allowing the system to relax nonaffinely all that remains is the projection onto the states of self stress. In the case where all
the bonds have equal stiffness this argument is correct in detail, and one obtains
Nsss
kX
|E · Si |2 ,
U=
2

(1.23)

i=1

where Si are an orthonormal basis for the states of self stress.
In general, there is some “stiffness matrix” k; a diagonal matrix whose elements are the
spring constants. Letting S denote the projection operator onto the states of self stress, we
have
 −1
1
U = ET S S k −1 S
SE.
(1.24)
2
In Chapter 5 I use this formalism to estimate the bulk modulus of packings near jamming; the basic idea is quite old [169], but no one ever found a reason to care about the
precise numerical value of the bulk modulus before; I was able to show that this prediction can easily explain the scaling of one of the scaling-law-prefactors with dimension, in
agreement with both numerical results and mean-field theory. In Chapter 6 we use this formalism to study the energy cost of certain random deformations (or equivalently, the shear
modulus under the assumption that the states of self-stress are random); we find that the
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real shear modulus for unstressed systems has a distribution which is surprisingly similar
to this random prediction.
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Chapter 2

Correlation between structure and
dynamics in athermal soft-sphere
packings
This chapter is adapted from two papers written with Jason Rocks and Andrea Liu on
the correlation between structure and plasticity in athermal soft-sphere packings under
shear. The first [135] gives the details of our “machine learning” approach as well as
Jason’s attempts to use persistent homology to understand my simulations, which helped
inform our approach. The second [133] applies this methodology to the question of how the
predictiveness of local structure depends on spatial dimension.
Before presenting these papers, I will give some background information to motivate the
problem, and then describe unpublished details of my simulations (which include some small
efficiency advances over standard techniques). In between the two papers, I will describe and
present some unpublished data on a machine learning method which is slightly different from
the one we decided to finally use. This method was, however, used by us in [131]. Finally,
we will make some cautionary notes about weaknesses of our approach before concluding.

2.1

Introduction

There are two questions motivating the work described in this chapter.
This first, more down-to-earth question. As described in section 1.1, simple machine
learning appears to identify local structures which correlate well with dynamics in an enormous range of systems. How general is this phenomenon? Can we find a system in which
local structure seems to be less predictive?
One natural place to look to answer this question is in the jammed packings of soft
spheres introduced in section 1.3. Firstly, as discussed in that section, various lengthscales
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describing the response and structural correlations in these packings diverge as P → 0.
Thus, we might expect that local structure should cease to be predictive of dynamics in
this limit. Secondly, as we will describe in detail momentarily, there are various reasons to
believe that dynamics should become less correlated with structure as the spatial dimension
d is increased.
Thus, by systematically measuring the correlation between structure and dynamics in
jammed packings at various P and d, we may see if there is any limit in which local structure
ceases to be predictive.
The true motivation of this work, however, is the program of trying to connect the meanfield theory of glasses and jamming to finite-dimensional observations. Many advances in
this theoretical approach, related to that used in spin glasses, have been made recently.
This mean-field theory has proven to be very successful. Mean-field theory predicts many
qualitative glass transition [31] phenomena, even in d = 2, 3, such as the qualitative shape
of the glassy relaxation, which is the same as the prediction of mode-coupling theory, but
with a more solid theoretical foundation. Mean-field theory also predicted the existence
of a second transition to a “marginal glass” phase within the glass, called the Gardner
transition. The existence of which as well as the qualitative aging behavior within it have
been since observed [17], although some dispute the interpretation of these results as a
Gardner transition [73]. Furthermore, mean-field theory quantitatively predicts aspects of
jamming criticality in d = 2, 3, e.g. critical exponents, the distribution of weak contact
forces, and as we show in chapter 5, the dimension-dependence of the prefactors of scaling
laws. However, mean-field theories do not include complicated details of local structure
and structural correlations, and in mean-field the low-energy vibrational modes are extended across the system rather than being localized. [61] Without detailed local structure,
how can local structure predict rearrangements? And without localized low-energy modes,
rearrangements shouldn’t even be localized around particular particles to begin with!
So on one hand, rearrangements in low spatial dimensions have been clearly correlated
with local structural features. On the other hand, in infinite spatial dimension they should
apparently not be. What sort of behaviour connects these two limits?
There has been much recent work trying to understand how this mean-field theory
relates to real systems in d = 2, 3. From the theory side, there are various lines of attack
which we do not dwell on here; as a small example there has been work trying to understand
the upper critical dimension of the Gardner critical point in field theory [30].
More substantial progress has been made in simulations. The general picture supported
by these simulations is that the behaviours seen in finite dimensions converge to those of
mean-field theory as the dimension is increased. [16, 32, 33, 34, 150] Particularly relevant
to us are the following:
Firstly, it has been found that the low-frequency density of states of jammed packings
converges to the mean-field form, with all low-frequency modes being extended in space, as
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dimension rises [34, 150]. In finite dimensions, there are “quasilocalized” modes at very low
frequencies, whose density scales like ω 4 , and are associated with rearrangements [64, 88,
101, 132, 166]. (So-called because they decay in space like a power-law as one might expect
from continuum elasticity, rather than being strictly localized e.g. exponentially decaying.)
In particular, in athermal quasistatic shear (described below), a plastic rearrangement is always preceded by the vanishing of a vibrational mode frequency, since without temperature
a rearrangement may only happen when an unstable direction develops in the energy landscape. But as dimension rises, the prefactor of this ω 4 contribution to the density of states
becomes smaller and smaller, and the average low-frequency mode becomes less and less
localized [34, 150]. This suggests that the dynamics of the system may change accordingly,
to one which is less localized and less correlated with local structure.
Secondly, the local structure of jammed packings becomes more homogeneous in higher
spatial dimension. This can be meant in two senses. Firstly, in large spatial dimension,
structural information beyond the nearest neighbor shell is not present - the probability
that two of a given particles neighbors are neighbors of each other vanishes, and the virial
expansion may be truncated at second order [119]. Secondly, even this nearest-neighbor
structure, as measured through a particle’s coordination number Z, has a distribution which
narrows in some sense in high d. One of the most dramatic successful predictions of meanfield theory is the exact distribution of contact forces in jammed packings; this prediction is
only exact, however, if “rattlers” and “bucklers”, particles with fewer than d+2 contacts, are
removed [32, 33]. These particles are locally unstable or barely stable, and thus are thought
to be the site of localized excitations which cause deviations from mean-field theory. They
become exponentially rare, however, as d rises - thus causing a convergence to mean field
theory due to the absence of these particles with extreme local structures. More generally,
the standard deviation of the relative excess coordination, σZ /Zc , decays asymptotically as
√
1/ d, suggesting that in high d all particles have very similar local environments [32]. This
suggests that local structure should cease to be predictive because of a lack of structural
information available to exploit. More precisely, if we believe that the probability of a
particle to rearrange PR (Z) is a function f (Z/hZi) or f (Z/Zc ), then no prediction will do
better than random guessing in large d.
We will find in our second paper, section 2.6, that local structure remains predictive of
local structure in high spatial dimensions, and address how these two arguments may fail.

2.2

Challenges

There are three problems which make this question difficult to answer.
Firstly, the meaning of structure being “more predictive” of rearrangements in one system than another is somewhat slippery. Given a single system, previous work has suggested
quantities for comparing the predictiveness of different structural variables for the same
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rearrangement events, e.g. [40]. However, what we want to do is compare predictiveness
in different systems. Of course, the potential is the same, but not all definitions of rearrangement need to coincide between different d. Past work has defined rearrangements as
all particles with motion above some threshold [40, 141, 175] (see chapters 3 and 4). If the
size of rearrangements differs in different dimensions, however, it is unclear that there is a
unique way to choose thresholds across different systems. As discussed in detail in section
2.3, elasticity also makes it unclear whether particles with intermediate displacements are
really “rearranging”. We decided in the end to follow other recent work [124, 131] in defining the rearrangement as the particle in the center which is moving the most, in the initial
rearrangement at the beginning of an avalanche (see section 2.3). This particle is definitely
rearranging, and thus this choice avoids these issues of defining rearrangements in a way
that is consistent in different P and d.
A second issue is the fact that we lack an obvious choice of “equivalent” pressure P0 (d) to
control for any pressure dependence when making comparisons across dimensions. The pressure itself is not necessarily a logical choice; it is dimensionful, and depending on whether
one chooses to nondimensionalize it using the particle volume or the particle diameter,
one will get different scalings with spatial dimension (see chapter 5). The excess packing
fraction ∆φ and the excess coordination ∆Z offer two different choices. Recently, it has
been proposed that the “prestress”, a quantity related to the balance of stabilizing and
destabilizing terms in the linear response, is the appropriate variable for comparing packings in different dimensions [150]; however the only real evidence provided in favor of this
conclusion is that it scales in the same way as ∆Z/d, which we do not know a priori to be
the right variable for describing plasticity. In mean-field theory there is a prescription for
rescaling these control variables in differing spatial dimension (see chapter 5), but in 2d the
coordination Z still does not match the asymptotic scaling, and in low dimensions it is not
obvious that the control parameter which is the “right” one in mean-field should also be the
right one for describing localized rearrangements in small d. As a result of this confusion,
it is necessary to simulate a wide range of pressures, to try to establish the P dependence
of the correlation between structure and dynamics. Fortunately we find that the P dependence is surprisingly weak, making comparison between different spatial dimensions easier
than it could have been.
The third issue is a purely practical one: simulations become slower and slower in higher
spatial dimension. Previous studies have reported on packings in d = 2 − 10 [16, 34, 139,
150] but these are either static simulations of single packings, or MD simulations of very
small systems (or even very small static packings). Collecting long trajectories with many
examples of rearrangement events is thus numerically challenging. This issue is compounded
by the need to run simulations at many different pressures, as described above. This concern
was partly addressed by advances we made in the method of training softness which allowed
us to construct a quality training set using many fewer rearrangements. Even so, some of
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our data come with large uncertainties due to the limited number of rearrangements we
have observed, e.g. in figure 2.18.

2.3

Simulations

To analyze the relationship between structure and dynamics which underlies plasticity, we
generate an ensemble of configurations of particles undergoing plastic rearrangement. We
first create a collection of jammed packings of soft spheres and then athermally shear each
configuration until the onset of rearrangement.
Prior to shearing, we prepare each configuration using standard methods from the study
of jamming [112]. We start by placing N = 1024 − 16384 particles at random positions in
a square periodic box in d = 2 − 5 dimensions (corresponding to T = ∞). To avoid
crystallization we choose a 50% : 50% bidisperse mixture of particles with radii of σ and
1.4σ. The box size is chosen to produce a target packing fraction φ which is above the
jamming density; in some simulations the box size may change in order to maintain the
pressure (see below).
Particles interact according to a finite-ranged soft pairwise (Hertzian) potential defined
in section 1.3. Many studies of jamming e.g. those which verified the mean-field force distribution and density of states, elect instead to use a harmonic repulsion instead, for which
U is proportional to the square of the overlap. As described below, however, our approach
relies on being able to describe the initial motion at the beginning of a rearrangement using the second-order approximation of the energy landscape. The finite-range “harmonic”
potential has a discontinuous second derivative when a contact is on the cusp of breaking
or forming, which seemed prudent to avoid as a complicating factor. For some discussion
of these contact-breaking events, see [45, 107].
After creating an infinite-temperature packing we apply the FIRE algorithm to find
a local minimum of the energy for the configuration, i.e. a mechanically stable state[19].
For almost all state points we generate 32 independent configurations in this way from a
different random initial condition; for the detailed study of our methods in section 2.4 we
used 399 independent configurations at d = 2, N = 4096, φ = 0.95.
Next, we examine each of these configurations under athermal quasistatic shear, broken
up into a sequence of small strain steps. This means that we seek to model the limit of zero
strain rate, with no thermal fluctuations (which does not mean the system is at thermal
equilibrium at T = 0, since we are trapped in a local minimum rather than the ground
state).
To achieve this, at each step we apply a small strain of ∆γ0 = 10−4 (section 2.6) or
10−5 (section 2.4) by changing the shape of the simulation cell and re-minimize the energy
to find a new stable state. This procedure generates stress-strain curves that are roughly
piecewise linear, as seen in figure 2.3.
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For systems well above jamming we apply this shear at fixed box volume. Close to
unjamming, however, the pressure P fluctuates large amounts relative to its mean value
when the system is sheared at constant V . Thus, for simulations at low P we instead shear
at fixed P , rather than fixed V . To accomplish this, as in real life, the volume of the system
is allowed to change in response to the applied external pressure: we minimize the enthalpy
H = E + Ptarget V,
with respect to both the coordinates {xi } and the box volume V . Since we have
∂E
= −P,
∂V
this enthalpy is only minimized when the system pressure has reached the target pressure.
Our simulation algorithm requires two further embelishments: the first to increase the
speed of the simulations in the linear regions, and the second to achieve fine resolution in the
strain window leading up to a discontinuous drop (these drops are genuine discontinuities;
this is possible the dynamics are quasistatic - there is a single precise value of γ at which
the current local ground state becomes unstable) by changing ∆γ to values less than ∆γ0 .
First, we discuss the efficient simulation of the linear regime. At each ∆γ, we must
find a new local minimum of the energy. Of course, it doesn’t suffice to find any local
minimum; we want to sample a continuous curve x(γ) which is connected to the previous
local minimum we were in. We can imagine doing this, for example, by taking x(γ1 ),
changing γ1 → γ1 + ∆γ0 , and then re-minimizing the energy. x(γ1 ) thus serves as a guess
for x(γ + ∆γ), which is refined upon minimization. This, however, is not a very clever guess
- and anyway, depending on how we implement the shear via a change in the periodic cell
shape, some of the positions may no longer be in the box! So a more common approach (see
for example [79]) is to use as our initial guess the affine deformation, where the position of
each particle is moved as if it followed the applied strain perfectly, x(γ1 ) + ∆γ x(γ1 ), where
 is the strain tensor for the applied deformation. This serves as a reasonable approximation
from which to begin minimization.
The affine deformation, however, is not even the correct deformation of a disordered
system (or any generic crystal with a unit cell larger than one particle) at linear order in
∆γ [97, 103]; generically it will produce an unbalanced force f . Thus, the error in our guess
for the positions before minimization is O(∆γ).
For a relatively small system (e.g. N = 4096) we can speed up the simulation by
computing the exact linear response and using it as our guess before each strain step. To
do so we construct the Hessian matrix
Hij =

∂2U
,
∂xi ∂xj
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(2.1)

which allows us to obtain [100]
∂fj
dxi
∂xi
=
− Hij−1
.
dγ
∂γ
∂γ

(2.2)

Here the partial derivatives are understood to mean “folowing the affine deformation”,
and fj is the net force produced on a given particle under the affine deformation. (Note
that we cannot write this force solely in terms of the Hessian because we are also changing
the periodic boundary conditions; the list of changes in bond separations δrij cannot be
written as just δxj − δxi . This is not a minor issue; it is this change in boundary conditions
which causes the shear to begin with!)
Thus calculating the exact linear response requires solving a matrix equation of dN
variables. In practice for small systems this seems to be fast enough to be worth using this
exact linear response as our guess for the new x after a strain step; the speedup can be seen

in figure 2.1. One might have guessed that, since the error in the positions is now O ∆γ 2 ,
that the minimization time would decrease accordingly and therefore the total simulation
time might actually decrease as the step sizes are made smaller, like O(∆γ) (since the

number of steps is O ∆γ −1 ). However the scaling of the minimization time with the error
is much slower than this (roughly logarithmic [19]), so in practice we see in figure 2.1 that
simulations with finer strain steps still take longer. 5
Although this scheme does well, for large systems in high dimensions the linear response
calculation takes substantially longer; this is actually worse than the dN scaling of the
number of variables would suggest because the Hessian is sparse in low d but becomes
denser in high d. Thus we take a different approach in higher d. We note that the stressstrain curve is quite close to linear in between the stress drops. Thus, it is reasonably
accurate to approximate the linear response in one strain step ∆γ using the linear response
in the previous strain step. Thus, instead of doing an expensive calculation, we can just
use the nonaffine displacement from the previous strain step as our guess.
When there is a plastic event in which the stress drops suddenly (see below), the estimate
of the derivative will be very large for small strain steps: we then “forget” the gradient and
start over using the affine guess.
Figure 2.1 shows that in 2d this scheme works as well as or better than the exact linearresponse guessing scheme. At small ∆γ it works even better; this may in part be because
because when ∆γ is small enough, even for N = 4096 in 2d, the time taken to compute the
exact linear response becomes comparable to the time spent on minimization. I have not,
however, studied the performance of these methods in detail.
In our simulations I have used a mixture of the affine guess, the exact linear response
5

I played for a bit with even more elaborate approximation schemes based on e.g. the Runge-Kutta
method for approximating ODEs; these methods can dramatically reduce the pre-minimization error but
because of this slow scaling of speed with error, the corrections aren’t worth the computational cost of
computing the exact linear response extra times.
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Figure 2.1: Speedup of athermal quasistatic shear by improved pre-minimization guesses.
The top panel shows the total number of minimization steps required to achieve a strain
of γ = 10−3 using a given strain step ∆γ for each of the three possible pre-minimization
guesses: affine, exact-nonaffine, and “memory” of the previous strain step. The bottom
panel shows the number of average minimization steps required for each strain step.
Now we focus on the sudden drops in stress. These stress drops correspond to plastic
(irreversible) events in which particles change neighbors [50]; we want to approach these
events with a very fine strain step. When such an event is detected, the system is reverted
to its configuration prior to the event, and is approached a second time with a smaller strain
step size. This process is repeated until the event is passed through with a strain step size of
10−12 . At this very small strain step, the main source of numerical error becomes the finite
error of the minimization algorithm, rather than the finite strain step. Similar algorithms
have been used in [45, 107].
Our goal is to identify which particles are structurally predisposed to rearrange during
one of these plastic events. However, these events can often involve a sequence of many
smaller rearrangements as the movements of some particles can induce the movements of
others, resulting in an avalanche of rearrangements [100]. A particle with a hard structure may become softer during this sequence of rearrangements; thus the structure at the
beginning of the event need not be strongly predictive of motion at the end of the avalanche.
We decided to focus on the correlation between the structure at the beginning of the
event and the initial motion during the event; for predictions made during the course of the
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avalanche see the work done by Ge Zhang in chapter 3.
At the onset of a plastic event, the system becomes linearly unstable toward a single
direction in the dN dimensional space of particle coordinates, denoted ~xi for particle i;
this direction corresponds to the onset of the initial rearrangement [100]. We identify this
direction by diagonalizing Hij , and finding the eigenvector whose eigenvalue goes to zero at
the onset of instability, as shown in figure 2.3.
In the critical mode, such as in figure 2.4, one sees strong localization around a single
location, which we identify as the site of the rearrangement. We quantify the motion of
2
each particle relative to its neighbours with Dmin
[55], which is defined for the displacement
eigenvector u as
2
Dmin,i
=

1 X
(ui − uj − Λi ri j)2 ,
Ni

(2.3)

j,di,j ≤2

P
2 .
where Ni = j,di,j ≤2 1 and Λi is chosen to minimize Dmin
2
is certainly rearranging. Because the system
The particle with the largest value of Dmin
2
is a solid, however, Dmin shows a power-law decay away from this rearrangement, as illustrated schematically in figure 2.2. A particle far from the rearrangement is not necessarily
2 ; a particle which is near the rearrangement will
“hard”, but it will have a very small Dmin
2
even if it does have a particularly stable local
be relatively high in the distribution of Dmin
structure. This is reminiscent of the issues of training set construction discussed in our
section 1.1.
The idea to solve this problem is simple. Imagine that there is an underlying “softness”
2
field as shown schematically in figure 2.2; the Dmin
of each particle is correlated with this
field but is primarily driven by the response to some strong forcing at the origin. As shown
in figure 2.2, we would still expect that a particle which is “soft” should move more than
its neighbours, and a particle which is “hard” should move less. Thus, we may construct a
training set by looking for particles which move a lot (very little) relative to their neighbours.
2 . Subsequently, Jason
My initial idea was to look for local minima / maxima of Dmin
2
Rocks realized that we could get an even larger training set by normalizing Dmin
of each
particle by the average value in its neighbourhood, creating a regression problem where
every single particle may be used in the training set.
We will now present the paper detailing this final regression method. We will follow it
with with a brief presentation of unpublished results for the older local min/max approach,
showing similar effectiveness.
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2
Figure 2.2: Schematic cartoon illustrating the decay of the Dmin
field and how bumps in
it should correlate with the underlying local structure, here a hypothetical “softness”. For
2
2
actual decay of Dmin
and local fluctuations in Dmin
in a 2d system, see figures 2.4 and 2.15.
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2.4

Learning-based approach to plasticity in athermal
sheared amorphous packings

This section is published as [135]. I performed the simulations, while Jason Rocks did
the persistent homology analysis which informed our choices of structural variables. The
remainder of the analysis was done in collaboration.

2.4.1

Introduction

Machine learning has proven effective in identifying a structural quantity, softness, which
predicts plastic rearrangements in solids [37, 141, 148]. In crystals, defects in crystalline
order such as dislocations and grain boundaries – around which rearrangements are known
to localize [158, 159] – are typically characterized by high softness [148]. In disordered solids,
softness succeeds remarkably well at addressing the long-standing challenge of identifying
a structural indicator of a particle’s propensity to rearrange. In particular, in supercooled
liquids, the probability that a particle will rearrange depends approximately exponentially
on the particle’s softness, spanning several orders of magnitude [141]. However, although
softness is highly predictive in a wide range of systems studied in both simulations and
experiments [37, 38, 141], it still suffers from some significant drawbacks.
The first drawback is a practical one. Calculation of softness is significantly constrained
by the need for training examples of rearranging particles, which constitute a very small
fraction of the total number of particles in the system [141]. This has the effect of substantially increasing the number of independent configurations needed, reducing the method’s
practical use for analyzing limited experimental data.
The second drawback is a scientific one. Although softness yields insight into the underlying physics of glassy systems and can be considered a quantification of the old idea of a
cage [141], its meaning in terms of the local structure can be difficult to interpret because it
is defined in terms of a large number of local parameters. This diminishes the insight that
it can provide for the development of a structural theory of plasticity from first principles.
To calculate softness, a support vector machine (SVM) is trained to sort particles into
one of two classes based on their current local structure: particles that are likely to participate in a rearrangement in the future (those with “high softness” environments) and
particles that are not likely to participate in a rearrangement (those with “highly negative
softness” environments). To train the classifier, examples of non-rearranging and rearranging particles (which we will refer to as “rearrangers” and “non-rearranger”, respectively)
must first be identified by observing a series of configurations undergoing rearrangement
events in either simulation or experiment. The SVM then attempts to find a hyperplane
that best separates the two classes of particles within a high-dimensional space of structural descriptors. These descriptors are derived from each particle’s local pair correlation
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function. Softness is computed as the signed distance from the hyperplane, with particles
located far from the hyperplane in the positive direction being softer, and therefore more
likely to rearrange, while particles located far from the hyperplane in the negative direction
considered to be harder and less likely to rearrange.
Here we propose two refinements to the softness calculation, addressing both drawbacks
of the previous approach. First, we consider local variations in the displacement far from
a plastic event to define a dynamical quantity which effectively characterizes a particle’s
susceptibility to rearrangements, or mobility. Since we can calculate this quantity for each
particle in a system, we avoid the problem of having to choose examples of relatively mobile
and immobile particles, converting the softness problem into one of regression rather than
classification. This has the effect of greatly increasing the amount of data available from
a single configuration and thereby improving performance when applying this technique to
experimental systems or simulations with limited data.
Second, we use persistent homology, a form of topological data analysis, to systematically define a set of simple local structural parameters in a physically meaningful way,
eliminating much of the guesswork. We demonstrate how to combine persistent homology
with a machine-learning-based approach to identify a new version of softness that captures
correlations between the dynamics and the local topological structure for each particle.
We compare both aspects of our new approach with current methods to compute softness
and demonstrate that it is just as effective. We find that the same structural information
which predicts local fluctuations in the displacement field is also predictive of rearrangements. Furthermore, we find that excellent accuracy is achieved with very few structural
descriptors, in this case simply a particle’s species and the number of nearest neighbors
contacts.
This article is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we describe our process for generating
configurations of particles at the onset of rearrangement. In Sec. III, we describe how
particle dynamics are characterized to define the original softness, and introduce our new
measure of effective particle mobility. We explain how the choice of characterization determines which type of statistical model is appropriate, which in turn affects the accuracy
of the softness method when data is limited. In Sec. IV, we apply persistent homology to
our configurations and interpret the results of the procedure. Next, Sec. V shows how to
find correlations between the dynamical and structural characterizations we have developed
and uses the resulting insight to define a new set of structural descriptors. Finally, Sec VI
describes the results of our analysis with further discussion in Sec. VII.

2.4.2

Onset of Plastic Rearrangements

To analyze the relationship between structure and dynamics which underlies plasticity, we
generate an ensemble of configurations of particles undergoing plastic rearrangement. We
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first create a collection of jammed packings of soft spheres and then athermally shear each
configuration until the onset of rearrangement.
Prior to shearing, we prepare each configuration using standard methods from the study
of jamming [112]. We start by placing N = 214 particles at random positions in a square
periodic box in d = 2 dimensions. To reduce the probability of creating packings with
crystalline structures, we choose a 50% : 50% bidisperse mixture of particles with radii of
σ and 1.4σ, where σ is the radius of the smaller particles. The size of the box is chosen
to achieve an average packing fraction of φ = 0.95, well above the jamming density for
this ratio of radii. Particles interact according to a finite-ranged soft pairwise (Hertzian)
potential defined by

V (rij ) =







2
5

1−

rij
Ri +Rj

5

2

rij < Ri + Rj

(2.4)

rij ≥ Ri + Rj


 0

where Ri is the radius of particle i, rij is the distance between particles i and j, and  sets
the energy scale. Next, we apply the FIRE algorithm to find a local minimum of the energy
for the configuration, i.e. a mechanically stable state [19]. We generated approximately 400
independent configurations in this way, each from a different set of random initial conditions.
Next, we examine each of these configurations under athermal quasistatic shear, broken
up into a sequence of small strain steps. At each step, we apply a simple shear strain of 10−5
by changing the shape of the simulation cell and re-minimize the energy to find a new stable
state. Before energy minimization takes place, we make an educated guess as to where the
particles will move up to linear order. During the first step, particles are displaced affinely
according to the applied global strain, while in subsequent steps, the particles are instead
moved along the non-affine displacement field produced by the previous strain step. Since
the elastic response of this model is almost piece-wise linear, this produces a state closer to
the new energy minimum and reduces the time spent on minimization.
As the system is strained, the shear stress and energy rise; after a sufficient amount of
shear strain, the two drop suddenly, as shown in Fig. 2.3. These stress drops correspond
to plastic (irreversible) events in which particles often change neighbors [100]. When such
an event is detected, we back up to the configuration prior to the event, and approach it
a second time with a smaller strain step size. This process is repeated until the event is
passed through with a strain step size of 10−12 . At this very small strain step, the main
source of numerical error stems from the minimization algorithm, rather than the finite
strain step. We note that similar algorithms have been used in previous work [45, 107].
Our goal is to identify which particles are structurally predisposed to rearrange during
one of these plastic events. However, these events can often involve a sequence of many
smaller rearrangements as the movements of some particles induce the movements of oth33
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Figure 2.3: (a) A typical stress-strain curve observed when applying a simple shear to a
jammed packing in simulation. Elastic branches are broken up by sudden plastic events
where the shear stress suddenly drops. In this study, we focus on the the initial rearrangement at the onset of such events. (b) The lowest 5 normal mode frequencies of the
dynamical matrix near one of these plastic events, showing that a single mode frequency
goes to zero. The set of displacements described by this critical mode describe the initial
rearrangement for this plastic event.
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ers, resulting in an avalanche of rearrangements [100]. A particle with a relatively hard
structure may become softer during this sequence of rearrangements, thus the structure at
the beginning of the event should not be expected to strongly predict motion towards the
end of the event.
Therefore, we specifically try to identify structures that correlate with the rearrangement
that initiates each event, following earlier work [101]. At the onset of a plastic event, a
configuration becomes linearly unstable toward a single direction in the dN dimensional
space of particle coordinates [100]. We find this direction by diagonalizing the Hessian
(i.e., the matrix of second derivatives of the energy or dynamical matrix) and identify the
eigenvector whose eigenvalue goes to zero at the onset of instability, as shown in Fig. 2.3. We
denote this “critical mode” ~u, with the displacement of particle i denoted ~ui . An example
of such a critical mode is shown in Fig. 2.4. During each shear trajectory, we record the
first 10 particle rearrangement events. We utilize the first event in each trajectory for our
analyses and the remaining events to identify examples of particles that are unlikely to
rearrange in the future for the classification-based approach (see next section).

2.4.3

Dynamical Characterization and Supervised Learning Strategy

The softness method relies on measuring each particle’s mobility by observing configurations of particles undergoing rearrangements in either simulated or experimental systems.
To accomplish this, the method requires a means to quantify the amount by which each
particle participates in a given rearrangement. This choice of dynamical characterization
determines the type of statistical model that is most appropriate to identify correlations
between particle dynamics and local structure. In this section, we describe the characterization of particle dynamics used by the original softness method and how it leads to a
classification-based approach. We then show how the original approach may be generalized
to allow for a simpler regression-based model, greatly improving its power when applied
to limited data. By choosing a more natural characterization, we are better able to take
advantage of available data.
Classification via Dynamical Outliers
In order to define an observable proxy for particle mobility, we start with the critical mode
~u describing the onset of a rearrangement, as defined in the previous section. Since rearrangements are characterized by the relative motion within local neighborhoods of particles,
we use a measure of the local non-affine motion in each particle’s environment, commonly
2
referred to as Dmin
[55]. This ensures that particles that move together as rigid clusters are
assigned small measures of motion, even if they display large displacements. We define this
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quantity for a particle i in the standard way,



 1
X
2
(F ∆~xij − ∆~uij )2 ,
Dmin
(i) = min

F  |Ni (`)|

(2.5)

j∈Ni (`)

2 (i). The
where F the deformation gradient matrix of size d × d calculated to minimize Dmin
sum iterates over all particles in the neighborhood of particle i (excluding itself), represented
by the set Ni (`) with size |Ni (`)|. The size of the neighborhood is set by a discrete cutoff
distance `, which we calculate using the minimum path length between pairs of particles
in the Delaunay triangulation of the configuration (typically equivalent to a Euclidean
distance of 2-3 particles diameters; see Sec. 2.4.5 for a comprehensive discussion). Denoting
the position of particle i as the d-dimensional vector ~xi , the vector ∆~xij = ~xj − ~xi is then
the position of particle j relative to i. Similarly, ∆~uij = ~uj − ~ui is the relative displacement
between the two particles calculated from the critical mode.
2
Fig. 2.4(a) depicts Dmin
for each particle in a configuration at the onset of a rearrangement. The inset shows the local neighborhood at the “source” of the rearrangement (defined
2 ) with arrows depicting the critical mode ~
as the particle with the largest value of Dmin
u,
1−d
indicating the initial particle movements. We expect ~u to decay like r
where r is the
distance from the source of the event and d is the dimension [127]. This suggests a power
2 , which depends on
law dependence of r−d for the non-affine motion as measured by Dmin
the difference in motion between adjacent particles and thus scales like the strain.
2
Once Dmin
has been calculated, the naive approach would be to perform a simple linear
2
regression to determine the correlation between each particle’s observed Dmin
and a measure
2
of its local structure. However, the power-law dependence of Dmin poses a practical problem:
it is both system-size dependent and ranges over many orders of magnitude for a given
rearrangement [e.g., almost 10 orders of magnitude in the example depicted in Fig. 2.4(a)].
2
The result is that any correlations between Dmin
and any structural quantities of interest
2
are weakened. Indeed, we find that a linear model based on Dmin
and the various structural
quantities we consider in this work only accounts for a small percentage of the observed
variance.
To avoid this issue, the original softness method converts the problem into one of classification, defining two classes of particles: rearrangers, which will rearrange in the near
future, and non-rearrangers, which have not rearranged for a long time (or strain window
in this case). To train the classifier, examples of particles from both classes are identified
2 . In each configuration,
by imposing strict cutoff thresholds on observed values of Dmin
2
examples of rearrangers are found by choosing particles such that Dmin
is greater than a
cutoff qr . Similarly, examples of non-rearrangers are chosen by identifying particles with
2
low observed Dmin
within a relatively long window of time into the future. In this work,
2
we set an upper threshold qnr on the maximum Dmin
experienced by a particle within a
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Figure 2.4: The onset of a rearrangement within a two-dimensional configuration of jammed
2
soft particles undergoing shear. (a) The non-affine deformation Dmin
for each particle in the
configuration calculated from the critical mode ~u, describing the onset of the rearrangement.
(Inset) Zoomed-in view of the neighborhood within the red box located near the particle with
2 , defining the source of the rearrangement. Arrows indicate each
the largest value of Dmin
particle’s motion within the critical mode. (b) The locally rescaled non-affine deformation
∆2min calculated for each particle and (Inset) the corresponding zoomed-in view of the
rearrangement source.
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window of 10 rearrangement events into the future (including the current event).
This strategy reduces noise by limiting training to dynamical outliers, or particles in the
2 , as it is much easier to distinguish between particles in these
tails of the distribution of Dmin
two regimes. The primary problem with this approach is that there is not always a natural
choice for the thresholds qr and qnr . As we will demonstrate, the choice of these cutoffs can
dramatically affect the resulting classification accuracy of the model. To maximize accuracy,
these thresholds must be taken to be very strict, greatly reducing the number of particles
that can be utilized from each individual configuration. As a result, achieving adequate
accuracy with such a strategy can require a prohibitively large number of samples. While
loosening the strictness of the thresholds increases the number of samples, it also introduces
2
noise as some particles may have large values of Dmin
simply due to their proximity to the
rearrangement, even though structurally they are indistinguishable from non-rearranging
2
particles. Similarly, particles with small values of Dmin
may simply be far away from the
source of the rearrangement, but still have local structures with particularly low stability.
Regression via Locally Rescaled Motion
To remedy these problems, we take note of the fact that previous studies have determined
that a typical jammed packing can have many soft spots, or local regions with particularly
low energy barriers to rearrangement, with the source of the rearrangement contained within
just one (or a small number) of them [124]. Since a rearrangement in a homogeneous system
would consist of a local plastic event surrounded by a decaying strain field described by the
Eshelby kernel [127], we hypothesize that the related critical mode will consist of such a
field interacting with the underlying structural softness field. The result of this interaction
will manifest as small-scale variations on top of the continuum response. In this view, soft
2 , but rather
spots are not associated simply with particles with relatively large values of Dmin
with particles with large observed motion relative to particles within their local environment.
2
Therefore, we would like to normalize Dmin
so that it is independent of position relative to
the source of the rearrangement, but still captures particle level variations in the response.
2
To accomplish this, we introduce a simple modification to the Dmin
field. For each
2 (i) and
particle within the ith particle’s neighborhood including itself, we measure Dmin
2
2 (i) by this average value to obtain
calculate the average Dmin
. We then rescale Dmin
N (`)
i

2
2
∆2min (i) = Dmin
(i)/ Dmin

Ni (`)

.

(2.6)

For simplicity we consider the same neighborhood of particles for both the original cal2
culation of Dmin
and this locally rescaled version, but in principle, each could be chosen
separately. We choose the discrete cutoff distance ` such that it is large enough to capture
2 , but not too large as to lose information about potential soft
local variations in the Dmin
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spots. We find that a distance of ` = 2 is as small as possible while still capturing local
2
variations in the critical mode, commensurate with known length scales of Dmin
spatial
correlations [38].
Fig 2.4(b) depicts this locally rescaled measure of the non-affine deformation for the
rearrangement in Fig 2.4(a). We see that ∆2min still captures local fluctuations in the response, but eliminates distance and angular dependencies without having to fit a functional
form or explicitly address finite-size effects. We posit that this measurement of a particle’s
participation in a rearrangement is a proxy for a particle’s mobility. Since ∆2min no longer
varies over many orders of magnitude with distance from the rearrangement source, standard linear regression now becomes practical. This change of training strategy allows us to
avoid choosing cutoffs to identify training examples (rearrangers and non-rearrangers). Instead, we can utilize all of the particles in a configuration. We will see that this dramatically
improves predictive accuracy when data is limited.

2.4.4

Structural Characterization of Local Particle Environment

Now that we have defined a dynamical quantity that locally quantifies each particle’s participation in a rearrangement, the next step is to characterize each particle’s local structure.
Typically, a choice must be made as to which aspects of the local structure to measure. The
original softness method uses structural descriptors derived from a particle’s local pair correlation function [37]. These structural descriptors were originally proposed by Behler and
Parrinello as a means to parameterize potential energy surfaces for use in density-functional
theory [15]. In effect, the Behler-Parrinello (BP) descriptors form an arbitrary basis which
provides an over-determined representation of local structure (see Appendix 2.4.9). Because
they are not specialized for any particular system, the number of necessary descriptors can
be very large, even after many redundant or non-informative features have been eliminated
by the training process. This means that the resulting form of softness, composed of a linear
combination of these parameters, can be difficult to interpret.
Rather than choose an arbitrary basis of descriptors, here we turn to persistent homology, a technique from topological data analysis, to systematically identify a natural set of
descriptors. This procedure minimizes much of the guesswork, providing descriptors that
are both tailored to a system of interest and easier to interpret. In the past, the persistence
algorithm has been used to study various topological aspects of configurations of particles in two dimensions and higher [74, 86, 87]. In this section, we outline the procedure
for applying the persistence algorithm to jammed packings of particles. We then quantify
the statistical properties of the topological features within such systems and explain their
physical interpretations.
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Persistent Homology
Persistent homology is a technique that detects and characterizes topological features contained within geometrically and/or topologically structured data [52, 116]. In this case,
we use it to characterize each two-dimensional configuration of jammed soft spheres at the
onset of rearrangement. For each particle i we know its position ~xi and its interaction
radius Ri . In general, the types of topological features the persistence algorithm can detect
include connected components, loops, voids, etc. While the first two types of features are
relevant in two dimensions, we primarily focus on loops in this study (or one-dimensional
cycles, which we refer to simply as cycles from now on).
To perform the persistence algorithm on a configuration of particles, we perform a
filtration of its weighted Delaunay triangulation [52]. To apply this filtration, we start
by calculating the weighted Delaunay triangulation of the configuration of particles, using
the squared radius Ri2 of each particle as its weight. Fig. 2.5(a) depicts a configuration
and its associated weighted Delaunay triangulation. This triangulation has the property
that each contact between a pair of particles corresponds to an edge in the triangulation
(although the converse is not always true). This ensures that it encodes the particle contact
topology and therefore the mathematical constraints of the system. In two dimensions, this
Delaunay triangulation is composed of three different types of simplices: vertices, edges,
and triangles (in three dimensions we would also have tetrahedra). The filtration assigns an
ordering to each of these elements from which we can build up the triangulation piece by
piece. The subsets of the triangulation we observe at each step are called alpha complexes,
providing representations of the configuration at different length scales until we achieve the
full Delaunay triangulation.
To find the ordering of simplices, we place a disc (or d-dimensional ball) of radius
ri (α) =

q
Ri2 + α

(2.7)

at the center of each particle i. Next, we use the control parameter α to gradually increase
the size of these discs. At the value α = 0, each disc has the same radius as its corresponding
particle in the configuration, while for α < 0 (> 0) each disc is smaller (larger) than its
corresponding particle. Initially, we start with a value of α = −σ 2 such that none of the
discs overlap, where σ is the minimum interaction radius of all the particles. As shown
in Fig. 2.5(b), particles with radii of σ initially appear as points, while particles with
larger radii are finite discs. Each point or disc represents a separate connected component
corresponding to a single vertex in the Delaunay triangulation.
At this point, the alpha complex consists of all the vertices, but none of the edges nor
triangles. As α increases, we consider the union of the discs; if a pair of discs start to
overlap and there exists an edge between the corresponding vertices in the full Delaunay
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triangulation, we add the edge to the alpha complex. Similarly, at the instant that a
triplet of discs start to overlap at a single point and there exists a triangle composed of the
associated vertices in the Delaunay triangulation, we add the triangle to the alpha complex.
If enough edges have been added, a cycle of edges may appear surrounding a hole in
the union of discs. When this occurs, we say that the cycle is “born” and record the value
of α at that instance, αb . Fig. 2.5(c) shows the birth of a new cycle at αb = −0.014σ 2
highlighted in red with the participating discs in blue. As α further increases, the hole
that the cycle surrounds can break up into smaller holes as edges are added and shrink as
triangles are placed into the alpha complex. Eventually, when a hole is completely filled in
we say the corresponding cycle has “died” and again record the value of α for this event,
αd . Fig. 2.5(d) shows the death of the red cycle at αd = 0.47σ 2 . At this instance, the
triangle highlighted in green is placed into the alpha complex, plugging the hole that the
cycle surrounds.
The value αb for each cycle measures the length of the largest edge comprising that
cycle, while αd measures the overall scale of the cycle. We continue increasing α until the
discs fill all of space and the Delaunay triangulation is complete. In this way, each cycle that
appears during the filtration is assigned a birth-death pair (αb , αd ) encoding its inherent
length scales. We plot this birth-death pair on a persistence diagram as demonstrated
in Fig. 2.5(e). The collection of all birth-death pairs encodes the complete topological
information at all length scales contained within the configuration. For a more detailed
mathematical explanation of the persistence algorithm, we refer the reader to Ref. [52].
We generate weighted Delaunay triangulations using CGAL [28]. We also note that CGAL
can be used to compute α-values and the associated filtrations, although we used our own
implementation.
Topological Structure of Jammed Packings
We use the persistence algorithm to analyze the topological structure of each of our rearrangement configurations. For each configuration, we sort cycles into different bins according to their birth and death values and count the number of cycles in each bin. We then
average the the bins across each configuration. Fig. 2.6(a) depicts this composite persistence diagram of one-dimensional cycles with each bin represented by a pixel. To aid the
eye, we have placed a solid black vertical line at αb = 0, along with a black dashed diagonal
line along αb = αd . We observe two distinct bands of features in the persistence diagram:
one located at negative αb , spanning a range of αd , and a second which runs directly above
the diagonal line where αb = αd , moving closer to this line as αb increases. These two
bands meet in the lower left-hand corner at negative αb and small αd , resulting in a highly
concentrated set of peaks. The diagonal band is composed of a set of sub-bands which each
end on one of these peaks.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Weighted Delaunay triangulation of a packing of particles consisting of
vertices at the center of each particle, edges between neighboring particles, and triangles
between triplets of mutually adjacent particles. Some edges in the triangulation correspond
to particle contacts, while others do not. (b) Initial configuration encountered during the
filtration at αmin = −σ 2 . Particles with radii σ first appear as points, while particles with
larger radii begin as finite-sized discs. The corresponding alpha complex, a subset of the
Delaunay triangulation, consists of a single point at the center of every particle. (c) Birth of
the cycle consisting of the red edges at αb = −0.014σ 2 , representing the overlaps between the
discs highlighted in blue. The current alpha complex consists of the vertices and edges shown
as black lines. (d) Death of the cycle from (c) at αd = −0.014σ 2 when the green triangle is
placed in the triangulation, representing the mutual overlap of the discs at its corners. The
alpha complex has additional edges compared to (c), along with triangles wherever three
discs overlap (triangles not shown). (e) Resulting persistence diagram quantifying all cycles
encountered in the configuration. The cycle that is born in (c) and dies in (d) is highlighted
in red.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Average persistence diagram calculated from configurations at the onset of
rearranging. Each pixel represents the number of cycles observed with particular combination of αb and αd divided by the total number of configurations examined. The black
vertical line highlights αb = 0, while the black dashed line highlights αb = αd . (b) Decomposition of the persistence diagram into cycles of different sizes and edge types. The vertical
band is composed of (b-i) cycles with more than three edges and no interior gaps and (b-ii)
cycles with more than three edges and at least one interior gap, while the diagonal band is
composed (b-iii) cycles with exactly three edges and no gaps and (b-iv) cycles with three
edges and at least one gap. (c) Decomposition of the diagonal band consisting of cycles
with three edges according to constituent particle species. The sub-bands are composed
of triangular cycles with (c-i) three small particles, (c-ii) two small particles and one large
particle, (c-iii) one small particle and two large particles, and (c-iv) three large particles.
Analytical predictions of the four sub-bands are shown as orange curves (see Appendix,
Sec. 2.4.8). Examples of each cycle type are shown in the insets, highlighted by the red
edges and blue discs. Contacts are depicted as solid lines, while gaps are dashed lines.
All the characteristics of the persistence diagrams we have noted correspond to different types of prominent features present in the particle configurations – in this case onedimensional cycles. To interpret the precise meanings of these features, we identify and
classify each cycle according to both its size and composition. The size is determined by
the number of particles, or equivalently, the number of edges in the underlying Delaunay
triangulation. Composition is determined by the types (radii) of the particles involved,
along with the types of the edges. In the original configuration (corresponding to α = 0 in
the filtration where each disc is the same radius as its particle), an edge corresponds to two
particles that either overlap or do not overlap, which we call contacts and gaps, respectively.
Cycles can be composed of any combination of contacts and gaps. If a cycle is born with
αb < 0, then its largest length edge corresponds to a contact and the cycle must therefore
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be completely composed of contacts. Conversely, if a cycle is born with αb > 0, its largest
edge is a gap, but it may also contain some contacts. Finally, if a cycle has more than three
edges, we can assess whether it contains any gaps in its interior. In two-dimensions, each
cycle is the boundary of a two-dimensional surface composed of triangles. An interior edge
is one contained in this surface, but not located on its boundary.
Since the persistence algorithm does not provide a unique representation of the cycles
it detects, we choose a particular representation of each cycle when it is born. We explain
our procedure for identifying these birth cycles in the Appendix in Sec. 2.4.8. However,
the exact choice we make does not affect the overall results. Once we have associated each
point in the persistence diagram with a particular cycle, we find that specific types of cycles
have births/deaths in different regions of the persistence diagram. In Figs. 2.6(b-i)-(b-iv),
we sort cycles according to size and composition in terms of contacts and gaps. Inset within
each panel is a representative example of the type of cycle observed in that region of the
persistence diagram. As shown in Figs. 2.6(b-i) and (b-ii), cycles with more than three
edges are located throughout the vertical band. Cycles that contain at least one gap in
their interior are located in the upper part, while those without interior gaps concentrate in
the lower part. Fig. 2.6(b-iii) shows that the lower part of the band also contains triangular
cycles, containing exactly three contacts. Since the vertical band is located at αb < 0,
all of these cycles are composed solely of contacts. Depicted in Fig. 2.6(b-iv), the band
running along the diagonal also contains triangular cycles composed of exactly three edges,
coinciding with and extending out from the lower part of the vertical band. When αb > 0,
these triangular cycles will always contain one or more gaps.
The decomposition of the persistence diagram can be taken one step further to understand the effects of particle size and position on the triangular cycles. In Figs. 2.6(c-i)-(c-iv),
we have sorted the triangular cycles into groups based on the combinations of particle sizes.
Again, inset within each panel is a representative example of a triangular cycle in that
region of the persistence diagram. Since there are two possible particle radii, we observe
four different combinations of three particles: (c-i) three small particles, (c-ii) two small
particles and one large particle, (c-iii) one small particle and two large particles, and (c-iv)
three large particles.
For each of these cases, we analytically calculate a birth-death curve that approximates
the sub-band, highlighted by the orange curves. Starting with three particles arranged into
a triangle with three contacts, we calculate αb and αd as we continuously open up one of the
contacts into a gap. We explain this calculation in more detail in the Appendix in Sec. 2.4.8.
As the gap opens up and a triangle becomes more elongated and less regular, both αb and
αd increase while the difference between them decreases. Eventually, the triangle elongates
so much that αb = αd and the curve ends at its intersection with the diagonal line. Each
of the different combinations of particles comprises a separate curve. In the cases with one
large particle and two small particles or one small particle and two large particles, there
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Figure 2.7: (a) Correlation between cycles detected by the persistence algorithm and the
non-affine motion of the particles comprising each cycle. Each pixel is colored according to
2 i averaged across all cycles in that bin. There is no significant correlation
the value of hDmin
◦
2 i besides a small excess of motion for cycles
between the persistence diagram and hDmin
◦
exactly at αb = 0. The black vertical line highlights αb = 0, while the black dashed line
highlights αb = αd . (b) Correlation between cycles and their locally rescaled motion h∆2min i◦
averaged across all cycles within each bin. There are significant correlations between regions
of the persistence diagram and h∆2min i◦ . (c) Decomposition of the persistence diagram
according to number of edges and edge types and correlated with ∆2min . Cycles with small
values of ∆2min (shown in red) tend to consist of (c-i) more than three edges and contain no
interior gaps or (c-iii) exactly three edges with no gaps. Cycles with large values of ∆2min
(shown in blue) tend to consist of (c-ii) more than three edges and at least one interior gap
or (c-iv) exactly three edges with at least one gap. Examples of each cycle type are shown
in the insets, highlighted by the red edges and blue discs. Contacts are depicted as solid
lines, while gaps are dashed lines.
are two places where the gap can be placed: between particles of the same type or particles
of differing types. This means we can calculate two different curves for each of these cases.
However, these curves are so close together that it is difficult to distinguish between them
within the corresponding sub-bands. In addition, contacts in these cycles can have varying
amounts of overlap and sometimes cycles can have more than one gap. Both of these effects
contribute to the widths of the sub-bands.
In summary, calculating composite persistence diagrams for our jammed configurations
provides a rigorous statistical representation of local topological structures. By identifying
the cycles corresponding to each point and then decomposing the persistence diagrams
accordingly, we can fully understand how different types of cycles correspond to features
we observe in the composite persistence diagram for all cycles.
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2.4.5

Connecting Dynamics and Structure

Now that we have established quantitative descriptions of both a particle’s dynamics during
a rearrangement and its local structure, we search for correlations between the two. To do
this, we color each pixel in the composite persistence diagrams according to the average
amount of motion undergone by the cycles represented by that pixel. For each cycle, we
2
measure the value of either Dmin
or ∆2min averaged across all particles in that cycle, which
2 i and h∆2 i , respectively. Next, we average each cycle-defined measure
we denote hDmin
◦
min ◦
of dynamics for each pixel in the persistence diagrams across all cycles present in that pixel.
2 , the
Fig. 2.7(a) shows the persistence diagram from Fig. 2.6(a) correlated with Dmin
2 i is almost perfectly
non-rescaled measure of non-affine deformation. We find that hDmin
◦
uniform across all regions of the persistence diagram, indicating no correlation between
2 . The only exception we observe is a very narrow vertical band at
cycle type and Dmin
αb = 0 which contains slightly larger measures of motion. This indicates that particles that
participate more in rearrangements tend to contain contacts that have such small numerical
values of overlap that they are almost gaps. However, this signal is very weak.
In contrast, Fig. 2.7(b) depicts the persistence diagram correlated with ∆2min , the locally
rescaled measure of motion. Here we observe very strong correlations between motion and
cycle type; cycles located in the lower left-hand corner are typically located in neighborhoods
with relatively low amounts of motion relative to their surroundings, while cycles located in
either of the two bands tend to participate more strongly in rearrangements. This contrast
is especially strong in the diagonal band with an almost step-like jump in h∆2min i◦ occurring
across the αb = 0 line.
In Figs. 2.7(c-i)-(c-iv), we correlate ∆2min with the persistence diagrams of the four
classes of cycles. Insets depict examples of the types of cycles represented in each panel.
We see in Figs. 2.7(c-i) and (c-iii) that cycles with more than three edges and no interior
gaps, along with triangles with no gaps, typically have low ∆2min , colored in red. On the
other hand, Figs. 2.7(c-ii) and (c-iv) show that cycles with more than three edges that
contain interior gaps, along with triangles that contain at least one gap, typically have high
∆2min , colored in blue. This correspondence between gaps and ∆2min is also present in the
sub-bands comprising the full diagonal band. The sub-band curves we show in Figs. 2.6(ci)-(c-iv) correspond to triangles with exactly one gap. If a triangle has more than one gap,
it will result in a larger αd , moving the cycle upwards in the persistence diagram away
from the associated curve. We see in Fig. 2.7(b) that the regions of persistence diagrams
corresponding to triangles with more than one gap are a darker blue than those with one
gap, indicating larger values of ∆2min .
From all of these observations, we posit that a particle’s participation in a rearrangement relative to its local environment, as measured by ∆2min , is determined by the presence
or absence of gaps, or conversely, the number of contacts. The more gaps, or fewer con46

tacts, a particle shares with its nearest neighbors, the larger its participation in a given
rearrangement will be relative to its local neighborhood.
Topologically-Informed Structural Descriptors
Based on these observations, we use the numbers of gaps and contacts in a particle’s local environment to construct a set of local structural descriptors. In order to allow for
the possibility that a particle is affected by more than just its immediate nearest neighbor
structure, we allow structural descriptors to be defined at a range of distances from a particle of interest. Since gaps and contacts are defined in terms of the Delaunay triangulation
which captures a configuration’s contact structure, we define all distances in terms of this
triangulation. We start by defining the distance djk as the minimum path length in the triangulation between particles j and k, counted in terms of the number of edges (e.g., nearest
neighbors are distance one, next-nearest neighbors are distance two, etc.). Fig. 2.8(a) shows
an example of these distances for a neighborhood around a specific particle shown in blue.
This measure of distance has the nice property that it is defined in a way that takes into
account the contact topology, along with differences in particle radii. We use this discrete
distance in all aspects of our softness procedure, including the cutoff distance ` used to
3
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calculate Dmin
and ∆2min3 described previously. In those6 cases, we consider all particles to
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Figure 2.8: Discrete distances 3defined in terms of a configuration’s
weighted Delaunay
6
3
triangulation. (a) Distance di,j of each particle j from the central particle i shown in blue.
Particle distances are taken as the minimum path length along the edges of the triangulation
between the two particles. (b) Distance di,(j,k) of each edge (j, k) composed of particles j and
k from the central particle i. Edge distances are calculated from the sum of the distances
of their respective vertices from the particle of interest.

Next, we assign a measure of distance between a particle i and a particular edge (j, k)
defined in terms of its pair of vertices j and k as
di,(j,k) = dij + dik ,
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(2.8)

the sum of the distances of particles j and k from i. As depicted in Fig. 2.8(b), this
definition of distance separates the edges in the triangulation into “layers” at different
distances. Edges that are incident with particle i are assigned distance di,(j,k) = 1, while
those that are incident with two nearest neighbors of i are at distance di,(j,k) = 2, etc.
Using this definition of distance, we can simply count the number of gaps and contacts
present in each layer of the Delaunay triangulation. For a particle i, we denote the number
of gaps and contacts located at a distance di,(j,k) = m as gim and cm
i , respectively. We also
include the particle species pi , where pi = 0 if the radius Ri = σ and pi = 1 otherwise. The
result is a list of structural descriptors
xi = (pi , gi1 , c1i , . . . , gi`max , c`i max )

(2.9)

where `max is the maximum distance considered.
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Figure 2.9: Distributions of the locally rescaled non-affine deformation ∆2min for (a-i) small
(Ri = σ) and (a-ii) large (Ri = 1.4σ) particles with different numbers of gaps in the first
layer of their local Delaunay triangulation gi1 . Similarly, the distributions of ∆2min for (b-i)
small and (b-ii) large particles with different numbers of contacts in their first layer c1i .
The full distributions including all particles in a panel are shown as black dashed curves.
Particles with more gaps or less contacts tend to have larger values of ∆2min on average.
In Fig. 2.9, we plot the distributions of ∆2min for particles with different numbers of
(a) gaps and (b) contacts in their nearest neighbor environments, gi1 and c1i , respectively.
Already, we see that the larger the number of gaps a particle has, and the lower its num48

Table 2.1: Comparison of four different combinations of statistical model, dynamical measure and structural descriptors.
Dynamical

Structural

Measure

Descriptors

Classification

2
Dmin

Behler-Parrinello

91.5 ± 1.1

86.8 ± 0.8

Classification

2
Dmin
∆2min
∆2min

Gaps/Contacts

96.7 ± 0.7

89.1 ± 0.7

Behler-Parrinello

18.51 ± 0.02

88.7 ± 0.5

Gaps/Contacts

21.68 ± 0.03

86.6 ± 0.7

Model Type

Regression
Regression

Accuracy6

Rearranger
Percentile

ber of contacts, the larger value of ∆2min it will have on average. To fully characterize
this correlation, we perform linear regression with the structural descriptors xi acting as
our independent variables and the locally rescaled non-affine deformation ∆2min acting as
our dependent variable. The result is a new definition of softness, composed of a linear
combination of gaps and contacts at different discrete distances,
Si =

X

wµ xiµ ,

(2.10)

µ

where µ is an index for the components of xi in Eq. 2.9 and the weights wµ are determined
by the regression. In the next section, we compare this new formulation of softness with
the previous version of the method.

2.4.6

Results

We separately compare each aspect of our new method with the previous version of softness.
2
We test four different combinations of dynamical characterization (Dmin
or ∆2min ) and structural descriptors (BP descriptors or gaps/contacts). The accuracy of each combination of
methods is reported in Table 2.1. Results for jammed packings in higher spatial dimensions
and a variety of pressures are reported in section 2.6
When performing classification, we choose cutoffs to identify examples of non-rearrangers
and rearrangers, qnr and qr , as strictly as possible, limiting ourselves to one particle per
2
class in each configuration. These two particles exhibit the largest and smallest Dmin
in
each configuration. As we will demonstrate, this results in the highest possible classification
accuracies when we use the SVM approach.
In all cases, we report a metric of accuracy appropriate to the type of model used. For the
classification models, we report the binary classification accuracy, the percentage of particles
that are correctly classified as having positive or negative softness. For the regression-based
models, we report R2 , the fraction of the variance in the dynamics explained by the model.
To ensure that we do not overfit our models, we perform cross-validation, training on
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one set of trajectories and computing test scores on another independent set of trajectories.
When cross-validation demonstrates no significant difference between the training and testing accuracy, we report the mean and variance of the accuracy obtained via bootstrapping.
Otherwise, we report the mean and variance of the cross-validated test accuracy. We have
also chosen our model hyperparameters via cross-validation in order to maximize accuracy.
We refer the reader to the Appendix, Sec. 2.4.10, for a complete description of our training
procedures and choices of hyperparameters.
2 , we see that the structural descriptors
For the classification-based models using Dmin
based on gaps and contacts perform slightly better than the BP descriptors. However, both
sets of descriptors perform well with accuracies greater than 90%. We find similar results
for the regression-based schemes using ∆2min , with gaps and contacts performing slightly
better, but both sets of descriptors resulting in R2 values around 20%.
We note that the classification accuracies in Table 2.1 tend to be much higher than
the corresponding regression accuracies. This occurs because classifiers only attempt to
sort particles into binary classes and also only consider particles that could be considered
2
as outliers in the distribution of Dmin
or ∆2min . This means that it is not appropriate
to directly compare classification and regression accuracies. Since a sample may contain
many “soft spots,” only one (or a few) of which will rearrange in a particular event, a good
criterion to measure success is whether or not the rearrangement always localizes around a
soft particle. In order to compare both classes of models with this criterion, we follow the
approach of Ref. [124]. We identify the particle imax in each configuration with the largest
2 , the global maximum. This particle can be considered, in effect, the “source” of the
Dmin
rearrangement. Next, we record the percentile of the global maximum’s computed value of
softness Simax within the distribution of all particles in its respective configuration. This
is equivalent to evaluating the cumulative distribution function of softness at Simax , which
we denote CDF(Simax ). If a model were to perfectly predict which particle is most likely
2
to rearrange within a configuration, then the global maximum in Dmin
would coincide with
the maximum value of softness in that configuration and we would obtain CDF(Simax ) =
1. If the model failed completely so that a random particle is chosen, then we would
obtain CDF(Simax ) = 0.5 on average. We report hCDF(Simax )i, the average percentile of the
2
global maxima in Dmin
in each configuration for all models in Table 2.1. We find that all
combinations of methods perform comparably well, consistently placing the global maxima
2
in Dmin
in at least the 86th percentile of softness.
One major benefit to using ∆2min with a regression-based scheme is the small amount of
data needed to obtain high accuracy. Fig. 2.10 shows the accuracy of all four methods as a
function of the number of configurations used in training. In order to calculate error bars
via bootstrapping or cross-validation, the minimum number of trajectories needed is two. In
Fig. 2.10(a), we see that the classification accuracy is dramatically affected by the amount of
training data for both sets of descriptors, and does not begin to level off until one has several
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Figure 2.10: Model accuracies as a function of the number of independent configurations
(one rearrangement configuration per trajectory) included in the training set. (a) Classi2
fication accuracy using Dmin
with gaps and contacts (blue) and BP descriptors (red). (b)
2
Regression accuracy R using ∆2min with gaps and contacts (green) and BP descriptors
2
(magenta). (c) Average percentile of the particle with the largest Dmin
in each frame for
the four models, colored according to (a) and (b). Error bars correspond to the variance of
the accuracies computed via cross-validation or bootstrapping.
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Figure 2.11: Accuracies as a function of quantile thresholds q = qr = qnr used to identify
training examples of rearranging or non-rearranging particles for classification. A smaller
value of q indicates a stricter threshold and smaller training set. (a) Classification accuracy
for a classifier trained using gaps and contacts (blue) and BP descriptors (red). (b) Average
2
percentile of the particle with the largest Dmin
within each frame hCDF(Simax )i. The results
for the classification models are shown using solid lines while the corresponding accuracies
for the regression models using ∆2min are shown as dashed lines for gaps and contacts (green)
and BP descriptors (magenta) . Error bars correspond to the variance of the accuracies
computed via cross-validation or bootstrapping. Similarly, transparent bands surrounding
the dashed lines represent variance for the regression models.
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Figure 2.12: Accuracies as a function of maximum Euclidean descriptor distance rmax for included structural descriptors. The distance for each descriptor is averaged over all instances
of that feature and measured in units of σ, the minimum particle radius. (a) Classification
accuracies for the classification models using gaps and contacts (blue) and BP descriptors (red). (b) Regression accuracies R2 for regression models using gaps and contacts
(green)and BP descriptors (red). (c) Average percentile of the particle with the largest
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Dmin
within each frame hCDF(Simax )i for all four models. Transparent bands surrounding
the lines indicate the variance of training accuracies computed via cross validation.
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hundred configurations. In contrast, we see in Fig. 2.10(b) that the regression accuracy is
already at its maximum when using the minimum number of configurations, namely 2. In
fact, a single rearrangement configuration would likely be sufficient to attain the maximum
regression accuracy. In Fig. 2.10(c), we plot hCDF(Simax )i for the four different schemes.
Again, we see that in the case of classification, hCDF(Simax )i is strongly dependent on the
amount of training data, while in the case of regression it is high even for two configurations.
We note that while the variance of hCDF(Simax )i is large for regression with small numbers
of trajectories, it decreases very quickly with additional data and the mean score remains
high.
Another benefit to using regression in concert with ∆2min is that training examples of
specific particles are not needed. In Fig. 2.11, we investigate the effect of the thresholds used
2 . We parameterize
to choose training examples for classification in combination with Dmin
2
these thresholds, qr and qnr , in terms of the percentiles in the Dmin
distribution within each
configuration. For simplicity we choose to set these thresholds equal such that q = qr = qnr .
In Fig. 2.11(a), we report the classification accuracy as a function of q. We find that accuracy
is greatly affected by the choice of q. In Fig. 2.11(b) we observe that while hCDF(Simax )i is
far less sensitive, it is still affected by the choice of q. For reference, we have also provided
the corresponding regression accuracies using ∆2min for both sets of descriptors, shown as
dashed horizontal lines. We see that hCDF(Simax )i converges to these values at very strict
thresholds.
Finally, we compare the dependence of the four schemes on the number of included
structural descriptors and the size of the local environment that they encompass. For
both sets of descriptors, we sort each descriptor by its average Euclidean distance from
the particle of interest (see Appendix, Sec. 2.4.9 for details). Starting with the complete
set of descriptors, we iteratively remove the descriptor at the largest distance, retraining
our models at each step and measuring the new accuracies. Fig. 2.12 shows the training
accuracies for our different models as a function of maximum descriptor distance rmax . In
Figs. 2.12(a) and (b) we plot the accuracies for our classification and regression models,
respectively, using both sets of descriptors. In Fig. 2.12(c) we compare hCDF(Simax )i for all
four methods. We see that in all four cases the accuracy rapidly increases up to a distance
of about 0.5 to 1.0 particle radii for both sets of descriptors, with marginal improvements
at larger separations. For gaps and contacts, we find that only two descriptors are sufficient
for a particle i: the particle species pi and the number of contacts of the particle with
its neighbors c1i . In contrast, the BP descriptors require at least around 20 descriptors to
describe this environment. In principle, a different choice of parameters in the definitions of
the descriptors could reduce this number, but it is not clear what these parameters should
be a priori. We conclude that gaps and contacts provide a more concise description of the
local structure.
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2.4.7

Discussion

In summary, we have introduced two major improvements to the softness method. First,
2
we have defined a locally rescaled version of Dmin
– represented as ∆2min – which captures
local variations in the relative motion of particles during rearrangements, converting the
softness problem from one of classification to regression. The result is a more natural
characterization that avoids the need to define classes of particles that are more or less likely
to rearrange. This allows us to take advantage of all particles in a given data set, rather than
just statistical outliers in observed mobility, greatly reducing the number of configurations
needed to compute softness. In our case, this improvement leads to a several-hundred-fold
decrease in the amount of data needed to achieve an accuracy of hCDF(Simax )i = 0.86. This
is clearly a major advantage when there is limited data available for training, as is often
the case in laboratory experiments.
Second, we have demonstrated a procedure for characterizing the local structure of particle configurations. This procedure, based on persistent homology, allows for the systematic
development of topologically-informed structural descriptors that can be specialized to a
system of interest. This results in a more concise and interpretable set of descriptors which
further decreases the amount of data required in training (see Fig. 2.10). The simplicity
of the resulting descriptors also allows features to be included at further distances from
each particle, allowing for the possibility of capturing structural correlations beyond each
particle’s immediate proximity. Furthermore, as opposed to the traditional BP descriptors,
features based on gaps and contacts do not contain any extra parameters in their definitions,
alleviating the need to fine-tune the descriptor hyperparameters for each system of interest.
In the case of two-dimensional jammed packings of soft particles undergoing quasi-static
shear, we find that ∆2min correlates strongly with a particle’s susceptibility to rearrangements, providing an indirect measure of each particle’s mobility. We also find that the
nearest neighbor environment – a particle’s species and the number of contacts with its
neighbors – contains most of the local structural information captured by softness in two
dimensions.
For the physical problem of interest in this study, we evaluate ∆2min for critical vibrational
modes whose frequency vanishes at stress drops during athermal quasistatic shear. The
success of softness trained on ∆2min for predicting plastic events in this context suggests that
local variations in the response to a rearrangement are closely related to particle mobility.
This suggests that ∆2min could be applied to a variety of related physical systems as a means
of providing insight into particle dynamics. For example, ∆2min could be evaluated for any
low-frequency vibrational modes – not just the critical mode associated with an instability
– as a highly efficient way of extracting soft spots [101]. It could even be evaluated for
the relative displacements between different configurations (for example, to the difference
between two configurations separated by a strain step) to provide a potentially more useful
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2
measure of mobility than Dmin
in systems with inhomogeneous loads. It could also be
evaluated to study the response of configurations with force dipoles applied in numerical
simulation or even experiments. Furthermore, one could use softness trained on ∆2min to
predict rearrangements in athermal systems experiencing other types of loading such as
uniform compression or expansion, or in thermal systems that are either quiescent or under
load.
Although softness is highly useful as a structural predictor of mobility, there are situations where such a predictor is not needed and it may suffice to characterize the mobility.
Elastoplasticity models are based on the premise that the coupling between mobility and
elasticity is key to understanding the deformation and flow of disordered solids. Characterization of the interplay between ∆2min and elasticity and how this varies from system to
system could lead to new elastoplasticity models based on relevant microscopic information.
In this study, we used the persistence analysis as a systematic means of identifying a
set of local structural variables relevant to dynamics in jammed packings. The analysis
can readily be extended to particles with more complicated sets of interactions. While it is
always possible to form an unweighted Delaunay triangulation given just particle positions,
a cell complex (i.e., a generalization of a triangulation, see Ref. [52]) that corresponds
more closely to the actual constraints or interactions in the system may provide cleaner
results. For example, one could imagine developing a generalization of the alpha-shape
filtration, and associated triangulation, for non-spherical particles. In lieu of a rigorous
mathematical formulation, it would also be possible to pixelate the underlying space into a
cubical complex and then evaluate the total potential energy on the vertices between pixels
(or voxels) [47, 134]. One could then perform a filtration of the potential energy function
on this cell complex. If the particles have well-defined boundaries, a Euclidean distance
transform on the cubical complex could also suffice. In all cases, once an appropriate
filtration is chosen, the persistence algorithm will provide a complete characterization of
the topological structure.
2
We have shown that ∆2min is a better dynamical quantity than Dmin
for determining
2
2
softness from linear regression. For classification, ∆min and Dmin are equally effective.
However, we note that for classification one could use local minima and maxima in ∆2min –
2
or even Dmin
directly – as natural classes of non-rearrangers and rearrangers, respectively,
2 . This uses data more efficiently so that
instead of placing stringent thresholds on Dmin
fewer snapshots are needed, although not as efficiently as linear regression.
Our result that gaps and contacts provide a concise and predictive characterization of local structure dovetails nicely with our understanding of jammed systems, where the contact
number is a key quantity. Here we find that for predicting mobility, it is not only contacts
that are important but also gaps in the Voronoi cell. It would be interesting to determine
whether gaps are themselves important or are a signature of some other underlying aspect
of local structure that is more closely related to the contacts.
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While we find that we are able to achieve high percentiles of softness for the particles
which experience the most motion, we still do not achieve a perfect 100% accuracy. The
fact that we observe R2 values of only about 20% provides a strong indication that our
method still does not capture all of the relevant structural information. The fact that we
still achieve high accuracy for predicting the sources of rearrangements implies that these
particles tend to be outliers in the distributions of local structures.
One important aspect of the local structure we neglect is the contact stresses between
particles. We note that although it is not utilized, the persistence analysis should capture
this information in principle. In fact, we observe a slight correlation of ∆2min with αb and αd
in Figs. 2.7(c-i) and (c-iii) for both triangles with no gaps and cycles with more than three
edges that contain no interior gaps. The farther a feature is from the vertical αb = 0 line,
the smaller its average value of ∆2min seems to be. That is, particles in environments with
larger contact overlaps, i.e., larger stress, seem to be less mobile. In addition, the externally
applied shear strain provides a natural anisotropy to the system, which has been shown in
other studies to be important in fully capturing which particles are likely to rearrange [124,
144]. However, we do not include any orientational information in our descriptors and
the persistence algorithm we have demonstrated does not take orientation into account.
It would be useful to develop a way to either include this information in the persistent
homology framework or at least find a means to correlate it with the features found by the
standard algorithm. The addition of information about stresses and orientation into our
analysis would help to provide an upper limit on the value of local structural information
for the prediction of plastic rearrangements.

2.4.8

Persistence Diagrams and Decompositions

In this section, we provide any additional details necessary for producing the persistence
diagrams and decompositions in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7.
Choosing Representative Cycles
In order to decompose the persistence diagrams in Figs 2.6 and 2.7, we sort cycles according
to size (number of edges), edge types (gaps vs. overlaps), and particle species (small vs.
large radii). However, the persistence algorithm does not provide a unique representation
of the cycles it detects. Instead, it only indicates when classes of homologous cycles appear
and disappear during the course of the filtration. This means that for any hole that appears
in the union of discs, there may be multiple cycles of edges in the triangulation that encircle
that hole, resulting in the same birth-death pair. Consequently, it is necessary to choose
a particular representation of each cycle in order to classify them according to type. For
this study, the exact choice we make does not affect the overall results, so we choose a
representation of each cycle in a way that arises naturally from the persistence algorithm.
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To perform the persistence algorithm, one starts by constructing the boundary matrix
∂, an operator that maps simplices (vertices, edges, triangles, etc.) in a cell complex to
their boundaries. Each row and column in ∂ represents a simplex, sorted in order of their
appearance during the filtration (for simplicity, we will refer to the simplex represented
by row or column i as simplex i). The jth row of ∂ is defined such that the element in
the ith row is one if simplex i is a boundary of simplex j and zero otherwise. Performing
the persistence algorithm in our case amounts to transforming ∂ to Smith normal form
via column additions and subtractions modulo 2. In the resulting reduced matrix R, each
column has a different pivot, the maximal row index of the nonzero column entries. If a
column j has nonzero entries and its pivot is row index i, this means a feature was born
upon the introduction of the simplex i and died with simplex j (see Ref. [52] for more
detailed explanation).
The nonzero elements of a column j in R are a linear combination of simplices which
form a cycle. Since each of these nonzero elements has index less than or equal to the pivot,
each of the cycle’s constituent simplices was present at the time that feature was born.
Therefore, this cycle forms a representation of the topological feature at the time of birth,
a birth cycle. Furthermore, the boundary of the simplex j forms a unique representation of
the feature right before its death, its death cycle. This means that column j is homologous
to the birth cycle we have described. In other words, at the time right before death, both
the birth and death cycles surround the same hole in the triangulation.
Therefore, given a feature that is born with simplex i and dies with simplex j, we choose
the jth column of the reduced boundary matrix R as a representative cycle. It is a cycle
that both describes a feature when it is born and is homologous to the cycle at the time of
death. Furthermore, it is easy to compute, as it can simply be read off R when computing
the persistence algorithm with no modification.
We acknowledge that various methods exist to identify representative cycles. For example, one could calculate optimal cycles, choosing the smallest representation of each cycle.
However, this method can be cumbersome, requiring the implementation of integer programming techniques [54]. A basis of birth cycles can also be found efficiently by finding
the matrix V such that R = ∂V and reading off the columns corresponding to simplices at
which features are born. In both cases, the resulting cycles are not always guaranteed to
be homologous to a feature at the time of death (or even birth for optimal cycles). Our
method of simply reading off the columns of R does not suffer from any of these drawbacks.
Triangular Cycle Persistence Curves
In this section, we derive the analytic forms of the persistence curves for the four type of
triangles shown in Figs 2.6(c-i)-(c-iv). First, we introduce a general formalism for calculating
α-values for simplices embedded in d-dimensional space. Next, we derive the solutions for
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the birth and death of triangular cycles with a single gap as a function of the size of the
gap.
Calculating α-values Suppose we have a simplex consisting of n points in d-dimensions
(n ≤ d + 1) with positions ~v i where i = 1, . . . , n with each point assigned a weight wi . In
the context of soft interacting spheres, we can write each weight as
wi = Ri2 + α

(2.11)

where Ri is the interaction radius of particle i and α is a scale factor used to control the
radii of the balls when performing the filtration of the weighted Delaunay triangulation.
Next, we define the weighted squared distance, or power, of a point ~x from ~v i as
πi (~x) = ~x − ~v i

2

− wi .

(2.12)

√
Note that πi (~x) = 0 is the equation of a sphere centered at ~v i with radius wi . The point
~x is said to be orthogonal to ~v i if the power between the two points is zero. We define a
power sphere of a set of points as the d-dimensional sphere centered at ~x with ~x orthogonal
to each point.
During a filtration on a Delaunay triangulation, the value of α at which a simplex comes
into existence, i.e., that at which its balls all come into contact, is equivalent to that of the
power sphere of its vertices. The position of the power sphere is then the point at which each
ball comes into contact. Therefore, our goal is to find a position ~a and a scale factor α which
define a power sphere for our n points. In the case where all points are equally weighted, this
problem is equivalent to calculating the radius and position of a circumscribing d-sphere.
If n = d + 1, the radius is unique, but if n < d + 1, we will choose the unique sphere with
minimum radius.
First, for each point, we write down its orthogonality condition,
πi (~a, α) = ~a − ~v i

2

− Ri2 − α = 0.

(2.13)

Expanding the square, we obtain
k~ak2 − 2~v i · ~a + ~v i

2

= Ri2 + α.

(2.14)

We note that this is a nonlinear equation for ~a. To linearize, we define
q = α − k~ak2
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(2.15)

giving us
2~v i · ~a + q = ~v i

2

− Ri2

(2.16)

which is a set of n linear equations of d + 1 unknowns, ~a and q.
In the general case, we need an additional n − (d + 1) constraints to determine a unique
solution. If we choose the minimum radius circumsphere, then its center will be coplanar
with our n points. Thus, we write the center of the sphere as a parametric function of the
points,
1

~a = ~v +

n
X
i=2

si (~v i − ~v 1 )

(2.17)

where we have introduced an additional n − 1 free parameters si , i = 2, . . . , n. We now have
a total of d + 1 + n − 1 = d + n free parameters (~a, {si }, q). We also have an additional d
equations giving us a total of d+n, which means we have enough information to solve for the
circumscribing power sphere. We then solve for ~a and q using the system of linear equations
represented by Eqs. 2.16 and 2.17 and obtain the scale factor using Eq. 2.15. We note that if
n = d+1, as is the case for a triangle in two-dimensions or a tetrahedron in three-dimensions,
then we can omit Eq. 2.17. The equations derived here apply in dimensions d ≥ 1 with
n ≥ 2 and can be used to construct a filtration on a weighted Delaunay triangulation. For
details of how to use α-values to construct this filtration, see Refs. [51] and [53].
Triangular Cycles (d = 2, n = 3) Next, we use the formulation above to derive the
values of α at which a cycle composed of three edges will be born αb and die αd during a
filtration. Suppose we have n = 3 particles in dimension d = 2 with radii R1 , R2 and R3
and positions ~v 1 , ~v 2 and ~v 3 , receptively. Since only the positions of the particles relative to
one another matter, without loss of generality, we write the particle positions as
~v 1 = (0, 0)
~v 2 = (r12 , 0)

(2.18)

~v 3 = (r13 cos θ, r13 sin θ)
where rij is the Euclidian distance between particles i and j and θ is the angle of the triangle
at the corner defined by particle 1 such that
2 + r2 − r2
r12
13
23
2r12 r13
s
 2
2
2 − r2
r12 + r13
23
sin θ = 1 −
.
2r12 r13

cos θ =
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(2.19)

~v 2
d23

d13
~v 0

d12

~v 1

h!]
Figure 2.13: Schematic of triangular cycle used to derive αb and αd as a function of gap
size.
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We wish to calculate αb and αd as a function of the triangle shape as one of the sides
opens up into a gap. Initially, when all three particles are in contact, we assume each
pair of particles i and j overlaps by an amount δij > 0, which can depend on particle
species (see the next section for more details). We place the gap between particles 2 and 3,
parameterized by a parameter ε such that at a minimum value of ε = 0 all particles overlap
by δij . All together, we parameterize the pairwise distances between particles as
r12 = R1 + R2 − δ12
r13 = R1 + R3 − δ13

(2.20)

r23 = R2 + R3 − δ23 + ε.
Fig. 2.13 depicts a schematic of such a triangle.
From here, we calculate αb and αd as a function of the gap parameter ε. First, to derive
the birth of the triangle, we calculate α for each edge in the triangle (n = 2). We use
Eqs. 2.16 and 2.17, along with Eq. 2.15 to solve for αij for an edge between particles i and
j, resulting in
αij = −Ri2 +

2
1  2
rij + Ri2 − Rj2 .
2
4rij

(2.21)

This equation can be shown to be symmetric in i and j. The triangle will be born when
all three possible pairs of particles start to overlap. Consequently, we take the maximum
value αij out of all three pairs:
αb = max (α12 , α13 , α23 ).

(2.22)

Next, we derive the the value of α at which the cycle defined by the triangle dies during
the filtration. For a triangle in two-dimensions, n = d + 1 and Eqs. 2.16 and 2.15 are
sufficient to solve for α, with the result
2
1  2
+ R12 − R22
αd (ε) = − R12 + 2 r12
4r12

 2

1
r13 + R12 − R32
+
2r13 sin θ

 2
 2
1
2
2
−
r + R1 − R2
.
2r12 tan θ 12

(2.23)

The persistence curve is defined parametrically as a function of ε by following the path of
the point (αb (ε), αd (ε)) for a particular combination of particle sizes. The gap parameter ε
starts at a value of εmin = 0. As ε increases and a triangle is stretched out, eventually, the
difference between the birth and death α-values of the triangle will approach one another. If
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there is a point at which they coincide, then the maximum valid value of the gap parameter,
εmax will be the solution to the equation
αb (εmax ) = αd (εmax ).

(2.24)

If a solution to this equation does not exist, then εmax will be the point at which they are
closest together defined by
εmax = arg min [αd (ε) − αb (ε)].

(2.25)

ε

This derivation can easily be extended to higher-dimensional simplices such as tetrahedra, and also to higher embedding dimensions. In addition, one could choose different
values of the initial overlap between particles or could explore the area swept out in the
persistence diagrams by adding more than one gap to a simplex.
Estimating Contact Overlap In the previous section, we introduced the contact overlap
δij for a pair of particles i and j. In general, the average value of this overlap will depend
on the details of the interaction between the particles. Here we choose to estimate this
parameter by relating it to the contact forces between particles. We start by calculating
the force between particles i and j by taking the derivative of the potential in Eq. 2.4 with
respect to the interaction distance (we have dropped the Heaviside function),

3
2
rij

1−
.
f (rij ) = −
(Ri + Rj )
Ri + Rj

(2.26)

Next, plugging in the relation between particle distance and contact overlap, rij = Ri +
Rj − δij , and solving for δij , we obtain

δij =

f
−


2

3

5

(Ri + Rj ) 3 .

(2.27)

This relationship holds for any combination of particle sizes with only one parameter that
must be specific f /. We estimate this parameter from our configurations by calculating
the average force between particles that are in contact. We measure this quantity to be
approximately f / ≈ −0.0093.

2.4.9

Softness Calculation Details

Structural Descriptors
Behler-Parrinello Descriptors The Behler-Parinellow structural descriptors [15] provide a parameterization of each particle’s local structure. For a particle i we define the
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radial descriptors as
GX
Y (i; µ) =

X

2 /L2

e−(rij −µ)

(2.28)

j

where j sums over all particles, rij is the distance between particles i and j, X and Y
indicate particle species, and µ and L are constants. For a pair of particles of species X and
Y with combined radii σtot = RX + RY , we use values of µ ranging from 0.8σtot to 2.0σtot
in steps of 0.05σtot with L = 0.05σtot . The angular descriptors are defined as
ΨX
Y Z (i; ξ, λ, ζ) =

X

2

2

2

e−(rij +rik +rjk )/ξ

2

(2.29)

jk
ζ

× (1 + λ cos θijk )

where ξ, λ and ζ are constants and θijk is the angle at the corner i of the triangle defined
by particles i, j and k. We use the same set of values for the four parameters as Ref. [37].
Combining all parameters, we construct a vector ~x of descriptors in a similar manner to the
gaps and contacts explained in the main text.
To calculate an representative average distance of each descriptor from a central particle
i, we treat each descriptor as a type of integration kernel, averaging the distance rij over
all N particles under consideration. The average distance of the radial descriptors for a
particular value of µ is given by
hriG(µ) =

1 X
2
2
rij e−(rij −µ) /L
N

(2.30)

i,j

while the average distance of an angular descriptor for ξ, λ and ζ is similarly
hriΨ(ξ,λ,ζ) =

2
2
2
2
1 X1
(rij + rik )e−(rij +rik +rjk )/ξ
N
2

ijk

(2.31)

ζ

× (1 + λ cos θijk )

where we have averaged over rij and rik to maintain symmetry.
Gaps and Contacts The definition of the gap and contact descriptors are given in the
main text. To calculate the average distance of each descriptor, we first calculate the
Euclidean distance of each edge from each particle in the Delaunay triangulation of our
configurations. The position of an edge is taken as the midpoint between its defining pair
of particles. We then average this distance separately for gaps and contacts at each discrete
triangulation distance di,(j,k) as defined in Eq. 2.8.
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2.4.10

Classification

Training Set Construction To construct our training set for classification, we first
2
calculate Dmin
for each configuration and sort the particles in increasing order. Next, we
convert this ordering to the quantile of each particle i within that configuration, denoted
qi , which ranges from 0 to 1. Examples of soft particles are then chosen as particles where
qi is greater than qr , the upper quantile threshold.
To select hard particles, we use a slightly different approach. For each particle in a
2
particular rearrangement configuration, we record the maximum value of Dmin
experienced
by that particle within a window of 10 future rearrangements (including the current rearrangement). Next, we again convert this quantity to a quantile representation qi0 and choose
all particles with qi0 less than qnr as examples of hard particles. In this work, we always
choose qr = qnr .
Model To perform classification, we utilize a support vector machine (SVM). In this
framework, each particle i has a label yi where yi = −1 for soft particles and yi = 1 for hard
particles, along with a vector of features ~xi , which may be BP descriptors or our descriptors
based on gaps and contacts. We define N to be the number of particles used in training.
Training the classifier than equates to solving the following optimization problem for the
vector of weights w,
~ intercept b, and slack variables ζi :
N

X
1
2
k
wk
~
+
C
ζi
minw,b,
2
~ ζ~ 2
i=1

i

subject to yi (w
~ · ~x + b) ≥ 1 − ζi ,
ζi ≥ 0,

(2.32)

i = 1...N

The hyperparameter C controls regularization. This formulation equates to finding a hyperplane with normal vector w
~ which best separates the two classes of particles in the space of
features. We then calculate the softness Si for each particle as a weighted sum of features,
Si = w
~ · ~xi .

(2.33)

Regression
The formulation for regression we use is standard ridge regression. For each particle in the
training set, we have an independent value yi given by ∆2min (i) along with a vector of features
~xi , which may be BP descriptors or our descriptors based on gaps and contacts. Defining N
as the number of particles used in training, we perform the following optimization problem
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for the vector of weights w
~ and intercept b:
min
w,b
~

N
X
(w
~ · ~xi + b − yi )2 + αkwk
~ 2

(2.34)

i=1

The hyperparameter α controls regularization. W then calculate the softness Si for each
particle as a weighted sum of features,
Si = w
~ · ~xi .

(2.35)

Machine Learning Protocol
We perform most of our machine learning tasks using the scikit-learn Python package [125].
Our learning protocol consists of the following three steps:
1. Rescale all structural descriptors to zero mean and unit variance.
2. Determine optimal hyperparameter values using cross-validation.
3. Fit the model and use cross-validation or bootstrapping to calculate the mean and
standard deviation of the test accuracy.
We elaborate on these steps in the following sections.
Descriptor Rescaling Before training either of our models, we independently standardize each structural descriptor. To standardize a descriptor, we subtract its observed median
value and divide the descriptor by the interquartile range (IQR), the difference between the
25th and 75th percentiles. We determine the median and IQR only considering data in the
training set within a particular cross-validation or bootstrapping set so as to avoid overfitting. We use the median and IQR to standardize so as to reduce the potential influence
of outliers.
Cross-validation To avoid overfitting, we use repeated two-fold cross-validation in which
we randomly sort our trajectories into two sets of configurations, a training set and a test
set, both of equal size. We then fit our model using the training set data and evaluate
accuracy on the test set. We repeat this process 32 times and measure the mean and
variance of the resulting accuracies.
Hyperparameter Search For each of the two model types, we optimize one hyperparameter: C for classification or α for regression. To determine the best value for a hyperparameter, we scan through a range of values spaced on a log-scale and calculate a cross-validated
train and test accuracies at each value. We then choose the parameter which results in the
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Figure 2.14: Search for optimal hyperparameters for the four different models. In all cases,
we show the training and test accuracies (solid and dashed lines, respectively) relevant to the
model type. Classification accuracy is shown as a function of the regularization parameter C
for (a) descriptors based on gaps and contacts and (b) BP descriptors. Similarly, regression
accuracy is shown as a function of the regularization parameter α for (a) gaps and contacts
and (b) BP descriptors.
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largest test accuracy. Fig. 2.14 shows the range of values scanned for the primary models
reported in the main text. For regression, we chose α = 103 when using gaps and contacts
and α = 10−5 when using BP descriptors. For classification, we find that the choice of q
does not have a significant effect on this optimal value. In Figs. 2.14(a) and (b), we have
shown results for q = 10−4.5 , corresponding to one particle of each class per configuration.
For this model type, we chose C = 10−2 for both types of descriptors. In principle, the
cross-validation could also be performed for the discrete radius of the neighborhood used
2
2
to calculate Dmin
and separately the discrete neighborhood radius used to rescale Dmin
to
2
calculate ∆min . In addition, there are many choices for the hyperparameters that are used
to define the BP descriptors.
Computing Model Accuracy After performing our hyperparameter search, we take
note of whether there is a significant difference between the training and test accuracies.
If there is a significant difference for a particular model, we use cross-validation when we
later evaluate the success of that model, reporting the relevant accuracy and hCDF(Simax )i
values as measured on the test set. If there is no significant difference, then we perform bootstrapping to evaluate success, as it requires significantly less computational power. When
performing bootstrapping, we randomly sample configurations with replacement. We then
fit the model to this resampled data set and evaluate the accuracy and hCDF(Simax )i on the
same dataset. In both cases, we always resample our data set 32 times. In Figs. 2.14(a) and
(b), we see that for classification, the test accuracy is generally less than the training accuracy. This means that we always use cross-validation to evaluate success for classificationbased schemes. In contrast, we see in Figs. 2.14(c) and (d), the two accuracies do not
differ significantly for regression. We therefore use bootstrapping to evaluate success when
performing regression.
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2.5

2
Training Softness on Local Extrema of Dmin

Our first implementation of the idea of correlating structure to local fluctuations in the
2 . This method was used by us in [131] but
dynamics was to look at local extrema of Dmin
we never ended up publishing anything about it. Here I provide an illustration of what
these local extrema look like, and show that the method gives results comparable to our
final regression method.
2
Recall the cartoon shown in figure 2.2. To make the “bumps” in Dmin
more precise, we
2
2
define local maxima / minima of Dmin
as particles i whose Dmin
is greater (less) than all
2
particles j with 0 < di,j ≤ 2. The rearranging particle is the global maximum of Dmin
and
is thus also a local maximum. These particles are distributed homogeneously throughout
the system, although fewer are detected very close to the rearrangement itself. In large
(N = 16384) systems they comprise about 4% of particles, in 2d at φ = 0.95 as studied
above (about 2% maxima and 2.1% minima). An example with N = 4096 is given in figure
2.15.

10-2
2
Non-affine Deformation Dmin

10-3
10-4
10-5
10-6
10-7
10-8

2
Figure 2.15: Local maxima (red) and minima (green) of Dmin
for a particular critical mode
in 2d, N = 4096, φ = 0.95. Note the depletion of extrema very close to the rearrangement
itself.

These extrema are successfully classified by the SVM, using the gap/contact descriptors,
with an accuracy of 90.9%, and when the resulting softness is used to predict the rearranging
particle one finds CS = 0.87 (both uncertainties on order of 10−5 ).
These results may be compared to the classification using the “traditional” training set
shown in figure 2.11.
First let us consider classification accuracy (panel (A)). When the extreme values of
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2
Dmin
are used to construct the training set, the thresholds need to be chosen to select the
most extreme 0.1% of particles in order to get a classification accuracy slightly over 90%;
i.e. by using local extrema we are able to achieve a similar accuracy using 40 times as many
examples. Thus, in some sense the local extrema are far easier to classify than the particles
2
with large values of Dmin
(or small values for a long time) as used in the past. The ease with
2
which local maxima and minima of the Dmin
field can be distinguished is quite remarkable.
But as we have discussed, what we really care about is the successful prediction of the
2 , and we again see in panel (b) that the result
rearranging particle, the global max of Dmin
from using the local extrema is the same as from regression.
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2.6

Correlation of plastic events with local structure in
jammed packings across spatial dimensions

This section is published as a preprint [133] and is in review.
Mean-field calculations have emerged as a promising first-principles approach to understanding glasses and amorphous solids. Although these calculations are only exact in
the limit of infinite spatial dimension (d = ∞), they successfully capture many qualitative phenomena [17, 31] in d = 2, 3, including the time-dependence of glassy relaxation,
signatures of a Gardner transition to a marginal glass phase, and aging behavior within
this phase. Furthermore, mean-field theory captures some aspects of jamming criticality in
d = 2, 3 quantitatively, including critical exponents and the d-dependence of the prefactors
of scaling laws [31, 139].
Despite these successes, many questions remain regarding the crossover from low dimensional behavior to mean-field theory with increasing d. The existing literature collectively
supports a dimensional-crossover picture in which localized effects thwart some mean-field
predictions in low d, but recede with increasing d, leading to smooth convergence to the
mean field limit[16, 32, 33, 34, 150]. For example, near the zero-temperature (T = 0) jamming transition, rattlers and bucklers (particles with too few or just enough contacts to be
locally stable) cause the scaling of the low tail of the contact force distribution to differ from
the mean-field prediction, but these particles become exponentially rare with increasing d
[32, 33].
An unexplored aspect of the dimensional convergence to mean field behavior is the nature
of rearrangement events. This aspect is key to glassy dynamics because such events, in which
particles experience large, sudden displacements and change their relative positions, are the
mechanism by which supercooled liquids relax. Particle rearrangements are also responsible
for plasticity in athermal jammed packings under mechanical load such as shear strain. In
low d, rearrangements are localized and local structure plays an important role [10, 21, 65,
99, 101, 102, 131, 142, 162, 163, 164, 167, 168, 176]. In particular, machine learning has
identified a linear combination of local structural quantities, named “softness,” which is
highly predictive of rearrangements and provides insight into the underlying physics [37,
41, 71, 90, 98, 131, 135, 141, 148, 154, 157, 175].
In particular, local structure is predictive of localized rearrangements in systems under
athermal, quasistatic shear in d = 2, 3 [37, 131, 175]. Indirect evidence supports the prevailing dimensional-crossover picture, suggesting that this low-dimensional localized physics
should diminish with increasing d, leading to a decreasing correlation between local structure and rearrangements as d rises. First, at T = 0 in low d, each localized rearrangement
corresponds to a quasi-localized vibrational normal mode whose frequency vanishes; as d
increases, however, quasi-localized low-frequency modes are increasingly outnumbered by
extended ones [34, 150]. Second, structure becomes more homogeneous in higher d. Rattlers
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and bucklers, associated with soft deformations and deviations from mean field behavior,
disappear as d rises, and the standard deviation of the relative excess coordination, σZ /Zc ,
√
decays asymptotically as 1/ d, suggesting that in high d all particles have very similar local environments [32]. Based on these observations and the existing dimensional-crossover
picture, one would expect a crossover in d from localized rearrangements correlated with
local structure to extended rearrangements uncorrelated with local structure.
Here, we test this hypothesis directly by quantifying the importance of local structure
as a function of d via the prediction accuracy of machine-learned softness in athermal quasistatically sheared (AQS) jammed packings in dimensions d = 2 to d = 5. Although local
structure is known to be predictive for AQS in low-dimensions [37, 131], mean-field theory
predicts plasticity with qualitative features matching low-d behavior [60, 108], making this
a natural system to explore the dimensional crossover to mean-field behavior. In contrast
to the expectation that local structure only matters in low d, we find that softness is no
less predictive of rearrangements as d rises. Moreover, softness increasingly coincides with
the number of interacting neighbors, or coordination number, Z, for each particle. Altogether, our results suggest a new picture of dimensional crossover for plasticity, in which
the distribution of Z plays an important role and a particle’s coordination number remains
a valuable indicator of mobility even in the mean-field limit.

2.6.1

Approach

We first prepare bi-disperse jammed packings of Hertzian particles at many pressures. Each
system is then sheared athermally and quasistatically by applying small strain steps and
minimizing the energy at each step.
Next, we seek to identify structures that correlate with local fluctuations in the displacement field according to the framework established in Ref. [135]. In this scheme, we
quantify local structure by counting the number of contacts and gaps at each distance in a
triangulation of the packing. To describe the dynamics, we follow what has become standard practice [100, 101, 131] and train to predict the first rearrangement in each avalanche
by, rather than seeking to describe entire avalanches [160, 175]. To do this, we compute
the lowest eigenvector of the dynamical matrix immediately before the stress drop. Using
2
this eigenvector, we compute the quantity Dmin
for each particle, measuring its non-affine
displacement relative to its neighbors [55, 100]. Because the system is solid, a rearranging
2
particle exerts a long-ranged strain field on the system, causing power-law decay of Dmin
2 /hD 2 i, where
with distance. Following previous work, we define a quantity ∆2min = Dmin
min
2 .
the average is carried out over neighbors. Thus, ∆2min describes local fluctuations in Dmin
Finally, we use linear regression to find a linear combination of our structural descriptors,
S, which correlates with ∆2min . The correlation coefficient R2 for this regression is not high,
2
but our goal is only to predict the rearrangement itself, not the full Dmin
field: we have
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shown previously that S trained this way is just as predictive of rearrangements as previous
classification-based approaches, but requires fewer training examples because all particles
are used in the training rather than only a small subset [135]. Further details on our
approach can be found in the Materials and Methods.

2.6.2

Results

To evaluate the predictive power of S, we check whether the particle at the center of each
2
rearrangement (the particle with the maximum value of Dmin
in the critical mode) has a
high S [124, 131]. We calculate the average percentile rank of S for rearranging particles,
CS , as our measure of correlation between structure and dynamics. A value of C = 1
corresponds to perfect prediction while C = 0.5 corresponds to random guessing. We find
that CS calculated from linear regression is just as high as for previous classification-based
approaches [135].
This quantification of prediction accuracy is superior to comparing classification accuracies on a training set or regression accuracies because those numbers depend on the
definition of the training set, even if the resulting softness S does not change. An alter2
native approach is to set a threshold on Dmin
so that particles above this threshold are
“rearranging”, and then to ask which fraction of these particles have high softness [40, 175].
However, this means of quantifying prediction accuracy is problematic for us because differ2
ent thresholds Dmin
values must be selected for different dimensions and pressures, making
meaningful comparisons across d and P impossible.
In Fig. 2.16(A), we report CS for packings in all d as a function of pressure P . The
error bars show an estimate of the uncertainty in C due to sampling error [135]. We find
that CS is high, ranging from 0.85 to 0.9, and does not depend strongly on either P or d
within uncertainty.
2
Although Fig. 2.16 shows that the local structure predicts the maximum of Dmin
equally
well in all dimensions studied, the linear regression coefficient R2 , shown in the inset of
the first panel, decays dramatically between d = 2 and d = 5. Thus, in higher dimensions,
2
fluctuations in Dmin
are more poorly correlated with local structure, but the little correlation
that remains is enough to identify a structural variable which correlates strongly with the
rearrangement itself, as evidenced by the continuing high value of CS . In other words,
while S loses correlation with ∆2min overall, it remains correlated with the extreme high
2
tail of Dmin
corresponding to rearrangements. For us, training on ∆2min is only a means of
finding a quantity (softness) which correlates strongly with rearrangements; the fact that
CS remains high in all d studied clearly demonstrates that structure is no less predictive
in higher d. Note that CS provides a lower bound on what can be achieved by machine
learning methods.
Most of the predictive power of S comes from the number of contacts at distance di,(j,k) =
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Figure 2.16: The S percentile CS (A) and −Z percentile CZ (B) of the particle with the
highest ∆2min in a plastic event, as a function of dimension d and pressure P (d = 2 black
triangles, d = 3 blue squares, d = 4 green pentagons, d = 5 red hexagons). Except for a
weak decrease of CZ at low P and a more dramatic decrease at very high P , predictiveness
depends little on P and d within statistical uncertainties. Except at high pressure, Z
performs almost as well as S. Error bars are uncertainty in mean value. Inset to (A) R2
for fitting of S to the local displacement fluctuations ∆2min . Error bars show full range
over all pressures; all data are shown in the Supporting Information Fig. S4. Although
the rearranging particle is predicted equally well in higher d, the correlation to the rescaled
mobility field used to fit S is much worse in higher d.
1, i.e. the coordination number Z of each particle. For comparison, we demonstrate the
predictive power of Z by computing the average percentile of −Z , which we denote as
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Figure 2.17: Correlation lengths extracted from fits to initial exponential decay of correla2
correlation length is much
tion functions, as a function of pressure. In 2d and 3d the Dmin
2
longer than that of S or ∆min ; in d = 4, 5 they appear almost equal. All correlation lengths
appear to decrease with increasing spatial dimension. Black: 2d, Blue: 3d, Green: 4d, Red:
2 , open squares ∆2 , and circles S.
5d. x’s are Dmin
min
CZ . In Fig. 2.16(B), we report CZ for the same set of particles used to measure CS .
Except at high pressures, we see that CZ is comparable to CS and roughly independent
of d; in 4d and 5d they are equal within uncertainty. Thus, Z contains most of the local
structural information in S – and it contains more and more of the available information
with increasing d.
Various length scales diverge at the jamming transition [96], including the scale of spatial
correlations of Z [72] and the length scale below which linear elasticity fails [94]. Diverging
length scales are also observed in nonlinear response, e.g. in relaxation, finite strain rate,
and granular experiments [83, 111, 115]. Thus an approach based on a fixed number of
local structural descriptors might be expected to perform more poorly as P → 0 since the
number of necessary descriptors should diverge. Surprisingly, neither CS nor CZ shows a
significant decrease with pressure. We further find that CS shows no finite-size scaling at
low pressures (see Fig. S6), further indicating that the slight decrease in accuracy at low
pressures is unlikely to be due to a diverging lengthscale [70].
In retrospect, it is not surprising that S reduces simply to the coordination number Z
at higher d. In infinite d, it suffices to truncate the virial expansion at second order, i.e.
to only include the effects of nearest interacting neighbors [119]. With increasing d, each
particle’s nearest neighbors are increasingly unlikely to also be neighbors of one another, so
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descriptors other than particle type, Z, and the number of nearest-neighbour gaps should
contain no information as d → ∞.
What is surprising is that rearrangements still localize around low-Z particles as d
increases, as shown by CZ . Because the low-frequency vibrational modes at zero strain
become extended in high d, one expects rearrangements to become less localized in higher
dimensions, causing a decrease of CZ [34, 150].
To determine the extent of localization of the initial rearrangement, we calculate the
2
2
spatial correlations of Dmin
and ∆2min , along with those of S. At large distances, the Dmin
of each rearrangement displays power-law decay, consistent with continuum elasticity, but
2
at short distances there is exponential decay in Dmin
correlations on the scale of the particle
diameter (supplementary figures S5-S11). We define this decay length as the correlation
length.
2 , ∆2
Fig. 2.17 shows the correlation lengths for Dmin
min and S as a function of P in all d.
2
At low P in low d the Dmin correlation length grows, but not as a power law and with no
sign of diverging at unjamming. At high P and higher d it appears to approach the S and
∆2min correlation lengths, which are approximately equal and pressure-independent. The
correlation lengths all decrease with increasing d, indicating that rearrangements become
more localized spatially. In the Supporting Information, we also provide the inverse participation ratio of the critical modes and compare them to previous reports at zero strain
(Fig S1) [34, 150, 151]. These results show that the delocalization of the lowest-frequency
modes as d → ∞ at zero strain does not necessarily imply delocalization of rearrangements
at nonzero strain in higher d. Fewer and fewer quasilocalized modes exist [34, 150] with
increasing d, but it appears that shearing picks one of the few remaining quasilocalized
modes to go unstable, suggesting that the quasilocalized modes are more sensitive to shear
strain than the extended disordered modes. This may not seem so surprising when one
considers that even in low dimensions, quasilocalized modes, which exist at arbitrarily low
frequencies in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞, are outnumbered by acoustic phonons but
nevertheless control plasticity. Our results suggest that the limits γ → γc and d → ∞ do not
commute; taking the former limit first yields localized rearrangements, while taking d → ∞
first results eliminates localized modes that could produce such rearrangements, leading to
extended ones. This picture is distinct from recently proposed mean-field models which
contain quasilocalized modes [23, 58]; although such models may be consistent with our
observations, existing numerical work [150] strongly supports convergence to the spectrum
of the perceptron, without localized modes, as d → ∞ at γ = 0.
Fig. 2.17 shows that the correlation lengths of ∆2min and S are the same, indicating that
2
structural correlations set the size of Dmin
fluctuations [38]. Earlier work concluded that
2
the spatial correlations of Dmin are the same as those of S [38]; here we find that spatial
2
are longer-ranged in d = 2, 3. However, the systems studied in Ref. [38]
correlations of Dmin
did not exhibit elastic correlations over as long a range as we find here, due to friction
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Figure 2.18: Probability of rearranging for small particles as a function of (Z − hZi)/σZ
in varying spatial dimension, as well as the statistics hZi and σZ used to scale Z. (A)
Probability of rearranging for small particles as a function of (Z − hZi)/σZ in varying
spatial dimension (d = 2 black triangles, d = 3 blue squares, d = 4 green pentagons, d = 5
red hexagons). After rescaling, data from all pressures before CZ decreases are binned
together. As d and P are varied the dependence of the rearrangement probability on this
rescaled Z is similar, indicating that particles with relatively low Z are always more likely
to rearrange, even in higher d where they are not bucklers. Error bars indicate statistical
uncertainty in mean. (B) hZi(d = 2 black triangles, d = 3 blue squares, d = 4 green
pentagons, d = 5 red hexagons) and σZ (x’s, same colors) used to standardize Z in panel
(A). σZ scales roughly linearly with d unlike the expected asymptotic scaling. σZ /hZi also
decreases as pressure is increased.
2
or thermal fluctuations. The correlation lengths of Dmin
and ∆2min in those systems are
therefore likely to be far more similar.
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It has previously been noted that “bucklers,” particles with the minimum number of
contacts for local stability, are associated with deviations from mean-field behaviour and
become vanishingly rare in higher-dimensional packings [32]. This appears to contradict our
finding that CZ does not decrease with increasing d. To reconcile these results, we examine
the probability that the rearrangement is located at a given small particle as a function of
Z in each d in Fig. 2.18(A). Since the pressure dependence is weak except at high P , we
bin together data from all P before the drop in CZ ; full data are in supplementary figure
S2. Comparing systems at the same pressure is not necessarily meaningful since P has
different units in different d. The prediction accuracy of local structure, however, appears
to be roughly constant as long as the pressure is not extremely high, justifying the average
over P .
The curves collapse when Z is standardized by subtracting its mean hZi and dividing
by its standard deviation σZ . This collapse demonstrates that it is a particle’s coordination
number relative to the distribution that determines its propensity to rearrange, rather than
solely its status as a buckler or a rattler. The lower the standardized Z the higher the
probability to rearrange. In the limit d → ∞ the standardized Z of rattlers and bucklers
approaches −∞ and they are never observed. Most rearranging particles have a value of Z
that lies low in the distribution, consistent with Fig 1(b). Indeed, our data suggest that it
is particles with values of Z lying 1-2 standard deviations below the mean that are most
likely to be the locus of a rearrangement in all d.
In Fig 2.18(B) we show the dependence of hZi and σZ on P and d. We see that
hZi(P → 0) ∼ d as expected since hZi(P = 0) = 2d. However, we find σZ (P → 0) ∼ d,
√
while we would expect σZ (P = 0) ∼ d [32]. Thus, although the collapse in Fig. 2.18(A)
suggests Z should remain predictive in all d, there is the caveat that σZ has not yet reached
its asymptotic scaling in d = 5. Nonetheless, σZ and hZ behave differently with P , and the
collapse of data from different pressures is noticeably worse if we rescale Z by hZi instead
of σZ , providing further support for the chosen rescaling of Z (SI figure S3). The apparent
collapse of Fig. 2.18(A) suggests that PR (Z) has converged to a form that implies that Z
remains an accurate predictor in all d.

2.6.3

Discussion

Our results suggest a revision of the picture relating local structure to rearrangements across
dimensions. In contrast to expectation, local structure remains important in determining
particle rearrangements for all d. In high d, the contact number Z for each particle becomes
a good structural predictor of rearrangements, implying that rearrangements are controlled
only by nearest neighbors that interact directly with a particle. Although the contact
number distribution narrows relative to the mean contact number hZi ∼ d, the standard
√
deviation diverges, scaling as σZ ∼ d [32]. Thus, different particles can still have different
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Z in high dimensions as d → ∞, and low Z particles may still have a higher propensity to
rearrange.
Defining x = 2Z/hZi ∼ Z/d, there are three scenarios that could prevail in high d: (1)
PR (Z) = f (x), i.e. structural defects are particles with extreme Z/hZi such as bucklers. (2)
Just as the distribution of contacts has a large-deviation form P (Z) ∼ e−dB(x) , one might
expect PR (Z) ∼ edA(x) [32]. (3) The scenario of Fig. 2.18, where PR (Z) = f ((Z − hZ)i/σZ ).
In the first scenario, the typical x∗ for rearranging particles goes to 1 and CZ → 12 (no correlation) as d → ∞. This scenario is consistent with the existing picture that localized
physics becomes irrelevant in high dimensions. In the second scenario, 1 < x∗ < 2; rearranging particles in large dimension are not bucklers, but are still extremely atypical, and
CZ → 1. In the third scenario, x∗ → 2 as d → ∞, but 2 − x∗ goes to zero at the same
rate as σx , so rearranging particles are still atypical and CZ is constant. Our results are
inconsistent with scenario (1). We find the large deviation form of scenario (2) does not
collapse our data as well as in Fig. 2.18, but this could be because d = 5 is still low.
Previous work has assumed or supported a scenario such as (1) [32, 34, 150], but our
results do not. Rather, they suggest the novel possibilities of scenarios (2) and (3). Scenario
(3) is the most consistent with our data although higher-d results are required to definitively
determine whether scenario (2) or (3) is correct. Either scenario would reconcile the softness
picture of dynamical behavior in low d with mean field theory–in both cases, a particle’s
coordination number is the local structural variable that controls the particle’s propensity
to rearrange in high dimensions.

2.6.4

Supplementary Information

Inverse Participation Ratio of Critical Modes and comparison to previous results on normal-mode localization
Previous works measuring the inverse participation ratio of normal modes have supported
a picture where localized soft vibrational modes are absent in d → ∞, which as discussed
in the main text makes our results surprising. In figure 2.19 we report the IPR for our
critical modes, showing no apparent evidence of delocalization in high d, and only weak
delocalization at low P , contrary to previous reports at zero strain [34, 150, 151]. Our
results for C, ξ, and IPR, however, suggest that this delocalization may only occur if the
limit d → ∞ is taken at fixed strain γ = 0. It remains possible that in any given d, the
small density of localized modes that exist allows for a localized rearrangement to occur
when γ → γc . Thus the prevailing assumption that local structure and localized modes
should have no bearing in high d may hold at zero strain but not at γc . Since γc → 0
in the thermodynamic limit [81, 171], the results may depend on the order in which the
limits d → ∞ and N → ∞ are taken. The weaker dependence of IPR on P than previous
reports [151] may partly have the same explanation, but may also be partly finite-size
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effect: although our main results do not seem to show dependence on system size, the IPR
is particularly sensitive to system size and in our case may get a substantial contribution
from the power-law tail in addition to the localized core which is thought to grow with
decreasing P .
Inverse Participation Ratio
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Figure 2.19: Inverse participation ratio (IPR)
i=1 ui /
i=1 ui of critical modes (with
displacement u). Black triangles: 2d, N = 4096. Blue squares: 3d, N = 8192. Green
pentagons: 4d, N = 8192. Red hexagons: 5d, N = 16384. Because it is computationally
intensive to study larger systems in high d, we did not look at the dependence of the
participation ratio on system size, which is needed in order to determine carefully whether
the modes are spatially localized or not. Note, however, that for an extended mode the IPR
∼ 1/N , and previous reports supporting delocalization were made at fixed N in all d, so
the fact that we have used larger N in larger d only strengthens the conclusion that we do
not see the previously reported delocalization.

Details on main text Fig. 3
Firstly, in Fig. 2.20 we present the dependence of the mean hZi and standard deviation σZ
for small particles, used to rescale Z in Fig. 3 of the main text. Note that, as discussed in
√
the main text, the asymptotic large d scaling of σZ ∼ d is not yet apparent.
This lack of asymptotic scaling in σZ might cause us to worry that P (R|Z) could be
collapsed equally well as a function of (Z − hZi) /hZi instead of (Z − hZi) /σZ . Figures 2.21
and 2.22 show the full data at all pressures from Fig. 3. Each point is shaded according
to its pressure, such that lighter colors correspond to lower pressures. Although the error
bars on some points are large, it is apparent that scaling by hZi instead of σZ worsens
the collapse, producing a systematic difference between the low P and high P curves. To
produce Fig. 3 in the main text, points within a scaled-Z bin in Fig. 2.21 were averaged
together, weighted by the number of data points at each pressure.
Plastic events per unit strain
One might imagine that, although CZ is high in all d, perhaps the predicted reduction
in localized rearrangements at high d instead manifests through e.g. a reduction in the
total number of plastic events. We performed additional simulations at fixed system size
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Figure 2.20: Mean and standard deviation of Z for small particles. Black triangles: 2d,
N = 4096. Blue squares: 3d, N = 8192. Green pentagons: 4d, N = 8192. Red hexagons:
5d, N = 16384.
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Figure 2.21: Probability of rearranging for small-particles as a function of rescaled Z,
showing all pressures below the drop in CZ in each d. Lighter colors indicate lower pressures.
Black triangles: 2d, N = 4096. Blue squares: 3d, N = 8192. Green pentagons: 4d,
N = 8192. Red hexagons: 5d, N = 16384.
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Rearrangement
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Figure 2.22: Probability of rearranging for small-particles as a function of Z rescaled using
hZi instead of σZ , showing all pressures below the drop in CZ in each d. Lighter colors
indicate lower pressures, showing systematic deviation between curves of different pressures.
Black triangles: 2d, N = 4096. Blue squares: 3d, N = 8192. Green pentagons: 4d,
N = 8192. Red hexagons: 5d, N = 16384.
N = 8192 at the pressure P ∗ (d) where CZ is maximized, and show in figure 2.23 that the
frequency of plastic events is at least roughly independent of dimension. This quantity
has nontrivial system size and pressure dependence so comparison is difficult [93, 171], but
these data indicate that plastic events are at least not becoming dramatically less or more
frequent in the higher-dimensional system.
Number of plastic events
per unit strain at P ∗

1000
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Dimension d

Figure 2.23: Frequency of plastic events per unit strain at P ∗ , N = 8192 in all dimensions.

R2 for regression on fluctuations at all P
In figure 2.24 we show the data at all pressures for the inset of Fig 1(A) in the main text.
Lack of finite-size Scaling
In Fig. 2.25 we show data for two additional system sizes in 2d, showing no clear finite-size
effects.
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Figure 2.24: R2 for regression against ∆2min as defined in main text. In addition to the
decay with dimension shown in the main text, here the very weak pressure dependence is
made clear.

Figure 2.25: C for various N in 2d. Data are zoomed in compared to the main text to show
the small, but apparently random, differences at different N . This data shows no evidence
of the finite-size scaling seen in other properties associated with a diverging correlation
length at P = 0, i.e., the low pressure at which accuracy decreases does not become higher
at smaller N .
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Correlation functions used to fit correlation lengths in Fig. 2
2
Since only the Dmin
correlation length depends significantly on pressure, we show those
correlation functions for all P in each d, and then show the S and ∆2min correlation functions
at a single P for each d.
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Figure 2.26: Dmin
correlation function at all P in 2d. At short distances there is an
exponential decay, which is fit to give the correlation length in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2.27: Dmin
correlation function at all P in 3d.
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Figure 2.29: Dmin
correlation function at all P in 5d.
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Figure 2.30: ∆2min correlation function at an intermediate P in each d, showing exponential
decay at short distances.
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Figure 2.31: S correlation function at an intermediate P in each d, showing exponential
decay at short distances.
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2.7

A couple of lingering concerns

We should finally note that one might worry that our choice to study athermal quasistatic
shear, and our choice to focus on the initial rearrangement at the beginning of an avalanche,
could have let us miss some important dimensional dependence which might have been
observed in a different system.
One of the commonly-cited reasons for deviation between mean-field and finite dimensional glasses are “activated processes”. Dating back to the mode-coupling theory, which
predicts a diverging relaxation time at too high a temperature, the idea was introduced
that in finite-dimensional systems, there are barrier-hopping events which allow the system
to move when mean-field theory predicts an infinite relaxation time. Consistently with
this, these free-energy barriers are believed to grow as the spatial dimension d rises, causing a suppression of these activated processes [174]. In finite d these activated processes
are thought to be related to local rearrangement events, and recent simulation work has
obtained better agreement with mean-field predictions by attempting to filter them out. [16]
One might draw a connection to softness by noting that in thermal systems, the softness
has an interpretation as an energy barrier to rearrangement, as discussed in section 1.1.
Thus, if we had studied a thermal system instead of an athermal one, we might expect that
the energy barriers associated with rearrangements would get larger and larger relative to
some energy scale for non-hopping dynamics, and the resulting dynamics might be one
with very few localized rearrangements to speak of. But because under quasistatic shear we
shear the system until it breaks, it’s possible that the growing of barriers with d is somehow
irrelevant - the only dynamics are barrier-crossing dynamics, and we just strain as far as
we need to in order to cross the barrier.
Another possible concern lies in our choice to only study the initial rearrangement at
the beginning of an avalanche. As we have noted, the delocalization of low-frequency modes
at γ = 0 need not imply the delocalization of the lowest mode at γ = γc : as we strain the
system toward instability, a mode which was delocalized may become localized, allowing
the initial rearrangement to be localized in all d. One might note, however, that γ = γc
is special: right at the beginning of the avalanche the relevant mode is tuned to have an
eigenvalue of exactly zero, but during the avalanche this ceases to be the case [153]. Thus,
the delocalization of modes at zero strain which was previously reported might have more
relevance during the subsequent course of the avalanche (although note that the relevant
modes during the avalanche have negative eigenvalues; while their spatial structure should
not be the same as those at ω = 0 they need not be the same as those with positive
eigenvalue either).
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2.8

Conclusions

We have simulated jammed packings under athermal quasistatic shear, and correlated their
dynamics with local structure. We have developed new ways of training a structural variable
2
to predict dynamics, based on local fluctuations in the Dmin
field, and new discrete structural
variables inspired by our observations from persistent homology. Using these methods, we
have shown that local structure remains quite predictive of rearrangements over a wide
range of pressures and in d = 2 − 5, in contrast to expectations. This suggests a new view
of how mean-field theory relates to finite-dimensional jammed packings.
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Chapter 3

The evolution of softness during
avalanches in athermal soft-sphere
packings
This chapter consists of the paper [175]. The simulations and machine-learning analysis were done by Ge Zhang; I contributed the continuum calculations and ideas for their
comparison to the simulations.

3.1

Introduction

All disordered solids respond elastically at low strain but flow plastically at sufficiently high
strain. As strain increases beyond the elastic regime, disordered solids partially relax via
intermittent localized rearrangements until they reach the yield strain, where they begin
to flow. Up to the yield strain, disordered solids display surprisingly universal behavior
with yield strains quite tightly distributed around 3% for systems ranging from metallic
and molecular glasses to nanoparticle, colloidal and granular packings, and with rearrangements localized on the scale of the constituent particle size [39]. Beyond the yield strain,
however, disordered solids exhibit several different classes of plastic behavior. Foams can
flow indefinitely via localized rearrangements without ever fracturing [50] (ductile behavior). Many other ductile systems exhibit crackling noise or avalanche behavior [43, 137, 145,
146], while brittle systems typically exhibit shear banding and brittle fracture [36]. Here
we focus on avalanche behavior.
An avalanche consists of a series of localized rearrangements. Avalanches in driven disordered solids have been studied in numerous experiments and simulations, including Refs. [9,
12, 26, 81]. A class of models known as elastoplastic models describes such avalanches in
terms of the interplay of rearrangements and elastic stress [110]. In such models, a local
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lowers S and shifts toward <S> nearby
Rearrangement

Rearrangement

xy-strain

Volumetric strain

Softness
changes S far away
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Figure 3.1: (a) In a typical elastoplastic model under an xy-shear strain, rearrangements
give rise to xy-strain and that strain can trigger regions of low local yield strain to rearrange. This interplay gives rise to rearrangement avalanches. (b) Summary of the interplay
between rearrangements, strain and softness (local structure) in our augmented structuroelastoplasticity (StEP) model. A rearrangement decreases the softness of nearby particles,
alters the softness of far-away particles through volumetric strain, and exerts a deviatoric
shear strain on all particles. Softness determines the local yield strain, and the local deviatoric strain can trigger regions of high softness (low local yield strain) to rearrange, giving
rise to rearrangement avalanches.
yield strain or stress is assigned to each site, an increase of elastic stress can cause a local
region to yield and rearrange, while conversely, a local rearrangement can increase stress
elsewhere. A typical elastoplastic model subjected to xy-shear strain is summarized as a
flow chart in Fig. 3.1(a). It has become increasingly clear, however, that rearrangements and
elasticity do not tell the whole story. Systems with identical microscopic interactions can
show ductile or brittle behavior depending on preparation history [117, 149]. This has been
taken into account in elastoplastic models by varying the local yield strain distribution by
hand [128], but a more fundamental approach would take local structure into account. This
is done by phenomenological theories that postulate structural defects prone to rearrange
[56, 152], but an alternate approach, which we adopt here, is to generalize elastoplastic
models to take local structure into account. The first step in this approach is to elucidate
the connection between local structure and the physics included in elasto-plasticity models.
While it has been shown that certain local structural environments are much more likely to
rearrange than others [101, 131, 141, 167], effects of rearrangements on local structure have
not been established, even though it is clear that they must exist. It is also clear that elastic
stresses can distort the structural environment surrounding a particle [39]. These considerations point to the need for detailed understanding of the interplay of local structure,
rearrangements and elasticity.
In this paper, we go back to basics to untangle the interplay of local structure, rearrangements and strain in athermal, quasistatically sheared jammed packings of soft disks. While
some aspects of this interplay have been understood for a long time, such as quadrupolar
strain fields arising from rearrangements, a full analysis that includes local structure has not
been carried out before. Our analysis leads to a “structuro-elasto-plasticity” (StEP) framework for avalanches in disordered solids. In brief, as we demonstrate in this paper, the steps
that allow construction of a structuro-elasto-plasticity model for a given system are: (1)
We perform particle-based simulations detailed in Sec. 3.2.1, identifying rearrangements by
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calculating non-affine deformation around each particle (Sec. 3.2.2). (2) We then describe
local structure with a machine-learned quantity, softness [39, 141, 143, 148], in Sec. 3.2.3.
Softness has been shown to provide useful insight into the dynamics of supercooled liquids
and glasses [141, 143, 154] and has been demonstrated to be predictive of rearrangements
in athermal, quasistatically-sheared amorphous solids [131]. Following this approach [141],
we describe softness as the weighted sum of a set of structural quantities based on the local
pair correlation function, where the weights are chosen to maximize the correlation with
rearrangements that occur during avalanches. (3) We then study the strain field caused by
rearrangements in Sec. 3.3.1. This strain field can be decomposed into deviatoric and volumetric parts, which have distinct roles in the avalanche process. We demonstrate that the
deviatoric part triggers new rearrangements (Sec. 3.3.2), while the volumetric part affects
the softness field (Sec. 3.3.3). (4) Lastly, we study how softness and deviatoric strain work
together to create more rearrangements in Sec. 3.3.4.
The resulting StEP model for a jammed system of Hertzian disks under athermal quasistatic shear is shown in Fig. 3.1(b). This model is richer than a standard elastoplastic
model shown in Fig. 3.1(a). For this system, we find that rearrangements give rise to volumetric strain that increases softness far from the rearrangement. The effects of volumetric
strain are not typically included in elastoplastic models but here we find that it plays an important role. At the same time, we find that rearrangements scramble the structure nearby
in a way that lowers softness nearby and shifts it towards the mean softness. Finally, rearrangements give rise to a deviatoric strain, which pushes particles of high softness, which
have lower yield strains, beyond their yield strains so that they rearrange. Elastoplastic
models generally assume that only the xy-strain pushes particles beyond their yield strains
for systems subjected to xy-shear; our results show that all parts of the full tensorial strain
may play different roles in the avalanche process.

3.2
3.2.1

Numerical details
Simulations

We generate two-dimensional packings of N soft disks in a simulation box with periodic
boundary conditions. The disks interact with each other through the pairwise additive
Hertzian potential:

u2 (r) =



 1−

r
σi + σj

2.5


0,

,

if r < σi + σj ,

(3.1)

otherwise,

where σi is the radius of the ith disk. To avoid crystallization, we use a 1 : 1 mixture
of particles with σ = 0.5 and σ = 0.7. We adjust the system size V so that the packing
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During an avalanche

...
Figure 3.2: As strain increases, avalanches occur during stress drops. During an avalanche,
some constituent particles rearrange, triggering other localized rearrangements far away
2
in the depicted system of N = 4000 particles. Here, the non-affine displacement Dmin
of
particles is represented on a black-to-blue-to-red scale with red corresponding to high values
2 . The rightmost plot depicts the cumulative D 2
of Dmin
min measured over the entire stress
drop.
P
fraction φ = i πσi2 /V is 0.9.
Starting from random initial conditions, we minimize the potential energy to find the
initial zero-temperature jammed state. We then repeatedly apply a small shear-strain step
of δ, minimizing the energy after each step, until the total strain reaches end . The
stress-strain relation for a single configuration, shown in Fig. 3.2, confirms the existence
of avalanches. We generated 5 trajectories with N = 105 , δ = 10−5 , and end = 0.1; and 20
trajectories with N = 4000, δ = 10−4 , and end = 2. This smaller system with N = 4000 is
shown in Fig. 3.2 for visual clarity. It is also used to train the machine-learning algorithm
because we need to access larger shear strains, as detailed in the supplementary material.
All of the remaining analysis was carried out on the larger system.
It is well known [100] that during athermal quasistatic shear, energy drops mark rearrangements that can be either localized or extended due to avalanches. In each step of
strain followed by energy minimization, we calculate the final energy to monitor for energy
drops. As detailed in the supplementary material [175], we use steepest descent to accurately simulate the over-damped relaxation process from the beginning of the energy drop
to the end. The step size is adjusted on the fly to balance accuracy and computational cost.
During the energy minimization, we save intermediate configurations that are equidistant
in configuration
qP space, more specifically, the sum over particles of particle displacement
N
2
squared,
i δri , is chosen to be 0.15 between successive frames. This choice is made so
that movies generated from such frames are smooth (see supplementary movie). Since we
use over-damped dynamics, we can define “time” as the step size divided by the gradient of
the potential energy. With this definition, the distribution of time intervals between frames
is shown in Fig. S1 [175].
For comparison, we also saved intermediate configurations spaced according to a fixed
decrease of energy or fixed time elapsed. However, these schemes resulted in an uneven
2
distribution of Dmin
along the trajectory. More specifically, we find that the distributions
2
of Dmin for the first and second halves of avalanches are the same for the first sampling
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2
scheme but not for the latter two. Since an even distribution of Dmin
is important for
training the machine-learning algorithm, we chose the first sampling scheme.

3.2.2

Identifying rearrangers

2
To identify rearranging particles, or “rearrangers,” we calculate Dmin
[55]:

2
Dmin
(k)

Mk h
i2
1 X
0
rik − Jk rik
=
Mk

(3.2)

i

where the sum is over all neighbors of particle k within a distance of RD = 2. Here Mk
0
is the number of such neighbors, rik and rik are the vector separations between particles
i and k at two consecutive frames, respectively, and Jk is the “best-fit” local deformation
2 . We will later extract three different
gradient tensor about particle k that minimizes Dmin
strain components near each particle k from Jk , including the volumetric (isotropic) strain
k = [Tr(J) − 2]/2, total deviatoric strain ˜ = |λ1 − λ2 |, and shear strain in the xy direction
(the direction of the global shear), xy = [J12 + J21 ]/2, where λ1 and λ2 are eigenvalues
of J. The strain field far away from a rearranger is qualitatively insensitive to the choice
of the cutoff distance RD . We chose RD = 2 because for smaller RD the fitting to a local
affine-deformation tensor Jk occasionally fails, while for larger RD the near-field strain field
2
is smeared. A particle with Dmin
above a certain threshold, dsoft, small = 0.0025 for small
particles and dsoft, large = 0.0015 for large particles, is a rearranger. The rest of the
paper presents results for rearrangers that are small particles in our binary mixture, but
we have verified that results for large-particle rearrangers are qualitatively the same. When
studying the strain and softness change caused by a rearrangement at a large distance
[Figs. 2, 5, and 6(b), but not Fig. 6(a) because it is not necessary], we focus on frames
that (1) contain only one rearranger; and (2) contain no particle that is not close to the
2
rearranger (distance greater than 5) that has Dmin
> 0.01dsoft . The latter criterion is
introduced to exclude frames with multiple rearrangements.

3.2.3

Calculating softness

Following previous work [141], we calculate softness using the support-vector machine
(SVM) algorithm with a linear kernel. Briefly, we characterize the local structural environment by a set of scalar variables, where each variable corresponds to a function that
depends on the structure of a particle’s neighborhood. We construct a high-dimensional
space in which each orthogonal axis corresponds to a different structure function so that
the structure of the neighborhood of a particle is described by a point in this space. We
then select a training set consisting of two subsets–particles that are rearranging and particles that are not rearranging, and find the points in the high-dimensional space for each
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Figure 3.3: Mean volumetric strain k (top row), mean deviatoric strain ˜ (middle), and mean
shear strain in the xy direction (the direction of the global shear) xy (bottom) per frame
caused by a rearranging particle at the origin. Angular-averaged (left column), angularaveraged absolute value (middle), and angular (right) versions are shown. Note that the
middle row/column plot is not shown because ˜ is always non-negative. In the top left plot,
solid circles represent positive values of k(r), while open circles represent negative values.
Red lines are fits to continuum-elasticity predictions detailed in the text and Appendix.
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of these particles. We use the SVM to construct the coefficients of the linear combination
of structure functions that is normal to the hyperplane that best separates the two training
sets. This linear combination is what we call the “softness;” the linear combination can be
used to calculate the softness of each particle as a function of time during the relaxation
process following an avalanche.
2
To select the training set, we identify 7500 rearranging particles with Dmin
> dsoft
between two adjacent frames during energy minimization and 7500 non-rearranging particles
2
with Dmin
< dhard between two energy-minimized frames separated by a shearing strain of
δ. We use two sets of parameters listed in Table I of the supplementary material [175].
For a good training set we need non-rearranging particles that do not rearrange over
a long period of time prior. To obtain such particles, we simulated smaller systems over
a longer shear strain window. Specifically, we generated 20 trajectories with N = 4000,
δ = 10−4 , and end = 2. After training, we verified that the softness distribution, P (S),
and the softness distribution for rearrangers, P (S|R), are nearly the same; and that the
probability that a particle with a given softness is rearranging, PR (S), is very similar for
the two system sizes (see Fig. S2 of the supplementary material [175]).
We must also choose structure functions to characterize softness. Although previous
work employed two-body as well as three-body structure functions, we found that the
three-body ones are computationally expensive and contrbute less than 1% increase in the
accuracy, so we neglected them [141]. To further improve computational efficiency, we use
linear two-body structure functions:
Gm (i) =

X

gm,ij ,

(3.3)

j

where
gm,ij




1 − (rij − rm )/(rm−1 − rm ), if rm−1 < r < rm ,


= 1 − (rij − rm )/(rm+1 − rm ), if rm < r < rm+1 ,



0,
otherwise,

(3.4)

and rm is the location of the mth radial function. The training and testing accuracy
is the same for these structure functions as for the standard Behler-Parrinello structure
functions with Gaussian smoothing [15]. We use multiple sets of rm listed in Table II of the
supplementary material [175].
Finally, we adopt the ensemble method to calculate softness: we train multiple hyperplanes and average their predictions. For each combination of training set (Table 1 of the
supplementary material) and structure function placement (Table 2 of the supplementary
material), we train 5 hyperplanes. This yields 60 hyperplanes (per species) in total. The
validation accuracy for individual hyperplanes varies in a small range of 0.878 − 0.926. The
final softness of a particle is the average of the signed distance to all hyperplanes.
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Figure 3.4: (a) The time-dependent pair correlation function of rearrangers, g2 (r, δf ) for
different numbers of frames δf following the rearrangement
at the origin at frame f = 0.
P
(b) The time-averaged directional plot g2 (r) = F1 Fδf =0 g2 (r, δf ), where F = 20.
In summary, the softness of particle i is essentially a weighted integral over the local
pair correlation function gi (r). The weight function is inferred by the linear support vector
machine to maximize the accuracy of predicting rearrangers. As in Ref. [141], the weighting
is highly negative at the first peak of g(r), implying that particles with fewer neighbors
have higher softness, consistent with intuition based on the cage picture. Softness and
rearrangements are strongly correlated, as we will show in Fig. 3.5(b), but are distinct
concepts. Softness is a structural quantity while rearrangements are dynamical objects.

3.3

Deconstructing the avalanche process

In Fig. 3.2 and the supplemental video [175], we confirm that during avalanches, rearrangements are indeed localized and sequential, as assumed in elastoplastic models [110].
Moreover, consecutive rearrangements can be very far apart. In this section, we study the
interplay of rearrangements, softness and elasticity piece by piece, first examining the effects
of rearrangements on strain in Sec. III.A, then the effects of strain on rearrangements in
III.B, and the effects of rearrangements and their resulting strain fields on softness in III.C,
and the effects of strain and softness on rearrangements in III.D. Our results in this section
are summarized in Fig. 3.1(b).

3.3.1

Strain field due to rearrangement

We begin by examining the effect of a rearrangement at the origin on the strain at r,
averaged over many rearrangements.
The near-field behaviors of the local strains depend on microscopic details of how re96

arrangements locally deform their surroundings, but in the far field we expect the local
strains to be well-described by elasticity theory. In the far field, one typically approximates the rearrangement as a point plastic shear strain, equivalent to a pair of point force
dipoles. The dipole can have any orientation in a disordered system, but is not isotropically
distributed due to the global shear breaking rotational symmetry. The responses to this
source at position r and time t following a rearrangement at the origin at t = 0 are given
in Eqs. (3.10)-(3.12). The shear strain source due to the rearrangement is very long-lived,
so the response to the point plastic shear strain is well-approximated by the infinite-time
limit, shown in Eq. (3.13). Specifically, xy has an r−2 radial dependence and a quadrupolar
angular dependence (bottom row in Fig. 3.3). This is consistent with previous analytical
derivations [127], numerical measurements [12, 66, 100], and experiments [12, 78]. The
deviatoric strain, ˜ (middle row in Fig. 3.3), likewise decays as r−2 (red solid line in left
plot) but with an isotropic angular dependence (right plot), as expected from continuum
elasticity (see Appendix A). The existence of this strain field arising from the rearrangement is represented by the arrow connecting “Rearrangements” to “Deviatoric strain” in
Fig. 3.1(b).
The volumetric strain k(r) is typically neglected in systems of fixed total volume but
as we will show, it plays an important role because softness is strongly dependent on local
density. It is the sum of two terms. The first term is the volumetric strain in response
to a shear strain source, given in Eq. (3.10). This is a sin(2θ)r−2 term that dominates in
the top middle and top right plots of Fig. 3.3. The second term is the effect of a point
compression source since the rearrangement can also give rise to local plastic compression.
This point compression causes the surroundings to dilate (k > 0). This has a transient
effect since the total volume of the system is conserved, but is significant because it gives
rise to a contribution to k(r) [Eq. (3.14)] that does not angle-average to zero. The top
left plot of Fig. 3.3 shows that the angular-averaged volumetric strain k(r) is positive at
most r and does not exhibit a power-law decay. As we will detail in Appendix B, the
shape of this curve can be explained by the convolution of a finite-time elastic kernel and a
point-compression source with Gaussian time dependence (red solid curve). Ref. [91] also
appears to provide evidence of local dilation in the strain field due to a rearranger. These
results are represented by the arrow connecting “Rearrangement” to “Volumetric strain” in
Fig. 3.1(b).
Although the results shown here are for two-dimensional systems, we have confirmed that
the expected scalings for volumetric and deviatoric strain are observed in 3 dimensions [175],
providing strong evidence in favor of our interpretation of the roles of volumetric, deviatoric
and xy-strain.
We next show that deviatoric and volumetric parts have distinct roles in the avalanche
process. The deviatoric strain triggers new rearrangements (Sec. 3.3.2), while the volumetric
strain affects the softness field (Sec. 3.3.3).
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Figure 3.5: Performance of machine-learned softness. (a) The distribution of softness for
all particles (black solid) and for rearrangers only (blue dotted). There is a pronounced
difference between the two distributions. The two peaks in the black solid curve comes
from particles with four and five neighbors, respectively, as we will demonstrate in the
supplementary material [175]. (b) The probability that a particle is rearranging, PR , as a
function of its softness. As the softness increases, PR increases by four orders of magnitude,
verifying the high correlation between softness and rearrangements.

3.3.2

Strain field triggering rearrangements

We now turn to the effect of the induced strain on the next rearrangement. Elastoplastic
models typically assume that it is the xy-component of strain due to a rearrangement
triggers other rearrangements in a system subjected to an externally applied xy-strain [110].
To test this, we first compute the frame-dependent pair correlation function of rearrangers
g2 (r, δf ), namely the probability of finding a rearrangement at r after δf frames, given a
rearrangement at the origin at frame δf = 0. Results for several values of δf are presented
in Fig. 3.4.
We first focus on the temporal dependence. As δf increases, the rearranger pair correlation function g2 (r, δf ) for r . 5 decreases while that for r & 5 increases. This occurs
because the probability that a rearrangement will jump to a distant location increases with
time (as measured in frames). The evolution with the number of frames reflects the course
of the avalanche due to propagation of the strain induced by a rearrangement, which alters
softness and can trigger further rearrangements.
Radially, g2 decays approximately as r−3 for sufficiently large r, independent of δf .
This is consistent with either ˜ or xy , which both decay as r−2 , due to the following
argument. Two earlier studies of systems with spherically-symmetric potentials found that
the cumulative distribution of the local yield strain has a low-yield-strain tail described by
a power law with exponent 1.6 [11, 81]. On general grounds this scaling should also apply
to our system [81], so the probability that a rearrangement is triggered by ˜ or xy ∼ r−2
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Figure 3.6: (a) Mean softness change, ∆S, per frame caused by a rearranging particle at the
origin. A prediction from Eq.(3.5) is plotted as red lines. Here we also plot the volumetric
strain k(r) for comparison. Similar to Fig. 3.3, solid dots and solid lines represent positive
values, while hollow circles and dotted lines represent negative values. (b) Same as (a), but
for its absolute value. (c) Mean softness change with directional dependence shown.
should scale as (r−2 )1.6 = r−3.2 , roughly consistent with the scaling we observe in g2 .
The angular dependence of g2 (r) is nearly isotropic and clearly does not show a quadrupolar dependence. This is consistent with the angular dependence of ˜, not xy (see Fig. 3.3).
We therefore conclude that rearrangement-induced shear strain in any direction can trigger
rearrangements equally well. This result contradicts the assumption of many elastoplastic
models that xy is solely responsible for triggering rearrangements. Such an assumption
might be a good approximation in shear-banding systems, where anisotropic (quadrupolar)
rearranger pair correlation functions have been observed [12, 91, 136], but is not valid for
the ductile system studied here. A recent elastoplastic model takes into account the entire
strain tensor [26]. Our result justifies such an approach.
In short, the results of this section show that it is deviatoric strain, ˜, that is responsible for triggering rearrangements, justifying the arrow connecting “Deviatoric strain” to
“Rearrangements” in Fig. 3.1(b).

3.3.3

Effects of rearrangements and strain on softness

In training the machine-learning algorithm to obtain softness, we find that 90% of rearrangers have S > 0, while 84% of non-rearrangers have S < 0. Moreover, Fig. 3.5 shows
that the softness distribution for rearrangers is very different from that of the whole population, and that the probability that a particle rearranges increases by four orders of
magnitude as softness increases. These results verify that softness is strongly correlated
with the propensity to rearrange. These results establish the arrow connecting “Softness”
to “Rearrangements” in Fig. 3.1(b).
In turn, rearrangements can affect softness. We find that the average difference in
softness of a rearranger immediately before and after the rearrangement is h∆SiR = −0.75;
the softness of a rearranger drops significantly when it rearranges. Rearrangements can
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Figure 3.7: (a) Mean softness change, ∆S, per frame for a particle with a given S within
a distance of r < 1.6 of a rearranger. The red line is the linear fit. (b) The slope of such
linear fits, c1 (squares), as well as c0 (circles) defined in Eq. (3.5), at different distances r.
Solid symbols represent positive values, while open ones represent negative values.
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also affect the softness of particles elsewhere; we plot the mean softness change ∆S(r) of
a particle at r due to a rearrangement at the origin in Fig. 3.6. Rearrangements make
overlapping neighbors (r < 1) softer and non-contacting nearby particles (1 < r < 5) less
soft. Rearrangements also make distant particles (r > 5) softer or harder depending on
the orientation. The distance and angular dependences of the far-field ∆S are consistent
with the volumetric strain k (see Fig. 3.3), suggesting that it is caused by k. This is not
surprising since softness is highly sensitive to density. This result establishes the arrow
connecting “Volumetric Strain” to “Softness” in Fig. 3.1(b).
To understand the near-field effect of rearrangements on softness, we first note that in a
thermal Lennard-Jones system, the mean softness of non-rearranging particles with a given
initial softness S0 evolves toward its mean value for any S0 [141] due to rearrangements of
other particles. Here we ask if the same effect exists in our quasistatically sheared system.
For particles within a short distance r ≤ 1.6 to a rearranger, we plot the softness change
vs. the original softness and perform a linear fit, presented in Fig. 3.7 (a). We plot the
slopes c1 (r) of such fits at several different r in Fig. 3.7 (b). For r < 10 and r > 30, c1 is
negative, indicating that softness in our system also has the tendency to approach its mean
at these distances. However, c1 is positive for 10 < r < 30, suggesting the opposite effect.
The effect is small and negligible, and is probably because softness tends to increase in this
range of r [see Fig. 3.6 (a)], and the softer a particle is, the floppier its local environment is,
and the more tendency it has to deform, even if such deformation generally raises S. More
important is the magnitude of c1 (r): we see that the magnitude of c1 (r) decays rapidly
with r and is well described as a power law: |c1 (r)| = 0.06r−3.2 . Finally, c1 (r) appears to
be independent of the angle θ.
Overall, our results suggest that the mean softness change of a particle with softness S
at r when a particle at the origin rearranges is:
∆S(r, S) = c0 (r) + c1 (r)(S − hSi) + bk(r)

(3.5)

where c1 (r) is given in Fig. 3.7 (b), and b ≈ 207. To find c0 , we subtract bk(r) from ∆S(r).
Similar to c1 , we do not find any angular dependence in c0 . We plot its r-dependence in
Fig. 3.7(b). Clearly, c0 and c1 exhibit similar power law decays; we find |c0 (r)| = 0.3r−3.1 .
With the fit, Eq. (3.5) yields the red curve in Fig. 3.6(a). Note that the red curve provides
an excellent description of the black points (∆S(r)), capturing the sign as well as the
magnitude in the far field.
These results justify the arrow connecting “Rearrangements” to “Softness” in Fig. 3.1(b).

3.3.4

Effect of strain and softness on rearrangements

We have shown that rearrangements give rise to deviatoric strain that in turn triggers new
rearrangements. We have also shown that rearrangers tend to have high softness. Here we
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examine how S and ˜ work in tandem to induce rearrangements. When a particle starts
rearranging at frame f , we rewind δf frames to calculate the shear strain exerted on this
particle between f − δf and f , and the softness S at frame f − δf . As Fig. 3.8 shows, the
amount of shear strain needed to trigger a rearrangement depends strongly on S, but only
very weakly on δf . Thus, softer particles require less shear strain to start rearranging (they
have lower local yield strains). This is consistent with earlier results in thermal systems that
found that softer particles have lower activation energies to rearrange [141, 148]. Indeed, we
have conducted thermal molecular dynamics simulations to find energy barriers comparable
to those predicted by Fig. 3.8 [175].
The results of this section establish that both softness and deviatoric strain are important to trigger future rearrangements, justifying the joining of the arrows connecting
“Softness” to “Rearrangement” and “Deviatoric strain” to “Rearrangement.” This completes the derivation of Fig. 3.1(b). Note that we have obtained a quantitative relation for
each arrow in the diagram.

3.4

Discussion

In this paper, we study avalanches that occur during energy drops when a two-dimensional
jammed binary Hertzian disk packing is sheared quasistatically, using steepest descent to
follow the minimization process. We have developed an analysis framework that untangles
the interplay of local structure, plastic events and elasticity. This framework can be applied
to any athermal disordered solid under mechanical load as long as the particle positions
are tracked with time. Thus, this paper provides a blueprint for constructing structuroelastoplasticity models that can be applied to a broad class of systems. This includes systems
composed of frictional particles and/or particles of complex shape and size distributions.
It also includes systems that exhibits shear-banding and brittle failure as well as ductile
systems. Finally, it can be generalized in any number of spatial dimensions, as we have
done to some extent for d = 3 [175].
The results of our analysis for Hertzian jammed packings are summarized in Fig. 3.1(b).
We expect that the qualitative results of Fig. 3.1(b) apply quite generally to both two and
three-dimensional ductile disordered solids that exhibit avalanche behavior. We find that (1)
a rearrangement alters the softness of a nearby particle according to the difference between
its softness and the mean softness. This behavior was first observed for 3D LennardJones systems above the glass transition [141], indicating that it is quite general. (2)
A rearrangement alters the softness of distant particles through volumetric strain. The
existence of a transient volumetric strain, which has not been considered significant, is a
feature of elasticity. The fact that local dilation/compaction increases/decreases softness
is consistent with the previously observed dependence of softness on local density in 3D
Lennard-Jones mixtures [141], with the observation that shear bands have reduced local
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densities in the same system [123], and with our physical understanding of softness; and
is therefore also quite general. (3) A rearrangement exerts a deviatoric strain on the rest
of the system. This should be generally true for isotropic systems in any dimension. (4)
The average yield strain decreases with increasing softness. This is consistent with previous
results for 3D Lennard-Jones simulations [141], 2D colloidal glass experiments [98] and 3D
aluminum polycrystal simulations [148], showing that the energy barrier for rearrangements
decreases with increasing softness.
Fig. 3.1(b) can be viewed as a structuro-elasto-plastic (StEP) model that builds upon
earlier elasto-plastic models. Our results show that it is essential for the model to include
the full tensorial strain induced by a rearrangement as well as a variable to characterize
structure. Accordingly, our StEP model includes the distinct effects of both volumetric and
deviatoric strain and incorporates structure through softness, which evolves dynamically
due to rearrangements.
Note that we find that rearrangements are triggered by deviatoric rather than shear
strain indicating shear strain in any direction due to a rearrangement can trigger the next
rearrangement equally well. Elasto-plastic models typically focus on the component of the
local shear strain with the same orientation as the global shear strain [25, 110]. At least for
ductile systems, which do not build up much strain in the direction of applied strain, this
assumption misses important physics. More significantly, we have elucidated how the local
structural environment of a particle affects and is affected by rearrangements and strain.
It is important to note that there are additional contributions to the interplay between
softness, strain, and rearrangers that are not included in Fig. 3.1(b). For example, softness
should affect the strain field caused by a rearranger, since softer regions intuitively should
have lower elastic moduli. We have shown that on average, the strain field is well-described
by continuum elasticity, but there are fluctuations around this average strain response
that we have not treated here. As another example, not only volumetric strain but also
deviatoric strain affects softness, as reported in Ref. [39]. However, we find that the former
effect is dominant, which is not surprising since softness depends sensitively on density.
We find that the rearranger pair correlation function is isotropic, which suggests that the
deviatoric strain is the main contributor in triggering rearrangements, but the volumetric
strain is theoretically also capable of triggering rearrangements. Also the xy-strain may be
important in more brittle systems where the global strain can accumulate by a significant
amount. Fig. 3.1(b) should therefore be viewed as a summary of the leading effects that
should be included in a structuro-elastoplasticity model for the system studied, not as a
summary of all the effects that exist. In other words, we have obtained not the complete
description of the interplay of softness, rearrangements and elasticity, but a minimal model
that includes only the dominant effects.
Our results point to a few factors that may contribute to the ductile behavior observed.
First, we find that future rearrangements are triggered by the total deviatoric strain, rather
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than the xy-shear strain that is typically assumed in elastoplastic models. As a result, rearrangements trigger successive rearrangements that are isotropically distributed. In brittle
systems, by contrast, the xy-strain may well play a more important role since the strain in
that direction builds up with relatively few rearrangements or changes of local structure as
the system approaches yield [131]. That anisotropy may promote shear band formation by
triggering successive rearrangements preferentially in the direction of maximum xy-strain.
In addition, a rearranger lowers the softness of nearby particles, discouraging them
from rearranging, while on average raising the softness of distant particles, facilitating their
rearrangement. Third, rearrangements tend to push the softness of nearby particles towards
the mean, which is quite high for the ductile system. Our approach can be applied directly
to systems that exhibit shear-banding and brittle failure to see whether the interplay is
different in such systems. Earlier papers have shown that softness is readily identified in
experimental systems for which the positions of particles can be tracked with time [37, 71,
141]. Our analysis approach for disentangling the interplay of softness, rearrangements and
strain can therefore be applied directly to experiments as well as simulations. It is likely
that the key to understanding ductile vs. brittle behavior is encapsulated in this interplay.
Besides the brittle-to-ductile transition, many other phenomena in plasticity of disordered solids have also attracted recent attention, for example, power-law distribution of
avalanche sizes [12], the ability to reach a steady state under cyclic shear [9], and the discontinuity of the first instability location as a function of the shear orientation [66]. It will
be interesting to study the role of local structure in each of these phenomena in future
studies.
An important feature of our approach is that it is built on a machine-learned structural
quantity, softness. However, many different predictors of rearrangements have recently
been tested for two different Lennard-Jones systems, each prepared with two different protocols [131]. In principle our approach could be used for any of the predictors evaluated in
Ref. [131], subject to practical constraints. Among the predictors, softness has the advantages of excellent scalability [O(N )], high performance in prediction of rearrangements [131],
the lack of need to specify the interaction potential, and easy generalization to wider class
of systems, including ones that lack spherically-symmetric potentials [41, 71]. Softness can
also readily be generalized to higher spatial dimensions [133].
An alternate theoretical approach has been to view shear bands as associated with
critical phase transitions such as the random-field Ising transition [117, 122]. The kinetics
of such transitions can also involve avalanches, but the underlying mechanisms are somewhat
different; for example, elasticity does not mediate the triggering of avalanches in the randomfield Ising model while it is well-recognized to play an important role in avalanches of ductile
disordered solids.
For over a century, statistical mechanics has served as an extremely powerful tool for
dimensional reduction, distilling overwhelming amounts of microscopic information into
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distributions of one or a few relevant microscopic variables in order to uncover the microscopic origins of macroscopic, collective behavior. However, nonlinear, far-from-equilibrium
phenomena such as plasticity in disordered solids have posed a longstanding challenge to
statistical mechanics. In this paper, we have harnessed the power of machine learning for
2 , as two relevant microscopic
dimensional reduction to identify softness, along with Dmin
variables on which to construct a theory of plasticity. Furthermore, we untangled the inter2
play of softness, Dmin
and elasticity to accomplish what statistical mechanics is designed to
do–to bridge the gap between microscopic particle-level physics and macroscopic emergent
behavior (plasticity). We anticipate that our use of a machine-learned quantity as the basis
of a theoretical approach to collective behavior is a harbinger of future research exploiting
machine learning to develop theories of particularly thorny many-body physics problems.

3.5
3.5.1

Appendices
Continuum-elastic predictions for strain field induced by a rearrangement

The far field of rearrangement events has long been modelled as that of an Eshelby inclusion,
which is the elastic response to a point strain source [127].
Elastoplastic models typically only consider σxy , use an elastic kernel which assumes the
medium to be incompressible and take the limit of infinite time (mechanical equilibrium).
Since we are interested in understanding the course of avalanches during steepest descent, we
need the kernel at finite times with overdamped dynamics. We sketch below the derivation
of all components of the continuum strain field.
We begin by considering an infinite elastic medium subject to a point force turning on
at t = 0 at the origin.
We wish to find Gik (r, t) such that
Cipjm

∂ 2 Gjk
∂Gik
−η
+ δik δ(r)Θ(t) = 0.
∂xp ∂xm
∂t

(3.6)

Taking a Fourier transform in space and a Laplace transform in time gives us

1
[Ckpim qp qm + ηsδik ]−1
s

1
1
1
=
t̂i t̂k +
q̂i q̂k ,
s µq 2 + ηs
(λ + 2µ) q 2 + ηs

G̃ik =

(3.7)

with the last equality holding for an isotropic medium in 2d. Here t̂ is the vector normal
to q̂.
We invert the spatial Fourier transform, and then the Laplace transform. The result is
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where Γ(0, x) ≡ x ds s−1 e−s is the incomplete gamma function (in this case, also the
exponential integral function).
Differentiating this twice and symmetrizing over one of the indices allows us to compute
Gijkl , the strain response to a dipole of force.
We obtain
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[r̂k r̂l δij + r̂i r̂j δkl + r̂i r̂k δjl + r̂j r̂k δil ]
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Following previous work, a dipole of xy shear strain at the origin is equivalent to a pair
of force dipoles [127]. Assuming this source gives us the elastic strain field (now written
in terms of the Poisson ratio ν and the “diffusion constants” DT ≡ µη and DL ≡ λ+2µ
=
η
2DT / (1 − ν)

k

(S)

(1 − ν) sin 2θ − 4Dr2 t
L
(r, t) = −
e
8πr2
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(3.12)

The familiar power law dependences from elastic equilibrium are realized in the largetime limit
(ν − 1) sin 2θ
2πr2
(1 + ν) cos 4θ
(S)
xy (r, ∞) =
2πr2


1 (S)
(1 + ν) sin 4θ
xx (r, ∞) − (S)
yy (r, ∞) = −
2
2πr2
k (S) (r, ∞) =

(3.13)

These results together explain why the volumetric strain is observed to have a sin(2θ)
dependence, and why the deviatoric strain magnitude is isotropic.
R
Notice, however, that dθ k(r, θ, t) = 0 for such a shear strain source. To explain the
R
apparent nonzero value of dθ k(r, θ, t) for short times in our simulations, we must consider
the effect of a transient expansion source. The local region surrounding a rearrangement
might be expected, on average, to have a different volume than in the initial state.
In an infinite system, the kernel above gives for a point plastic compression at the origin:

k (C) (r, t) =

2
1+ν 1
− r
e 4DL t .
2 4πDL t

(3.14)

As long as the Poisson ratio is close to 1, this precisely conserves volume in an infinite
system, when added to the point compression at the origin.
We expect that since our system is finite (and the short-time Poisson ratio is far from
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1), this kernel would need to be modified near the boundaries of the system to satisfy
the periodic boundary conditions and conserve the total volume. We find that it works
adequately for the bulk for our data however, and our data at r close to the box size are
difficult to resolve - we have chosen the y-range in the top-left box of Fig. 3.3 to exclude
points beyond r = 30 because the error bars are comparable to the absolute value.
The full response to a given event will be a sum of the responses to strain [Eq. (3.13)] and
compression sources (3.14) with appropriate prefactors, although for measurements where
its contribution is nonzero we expect the strain source to be dominant.

3.5.2

Comparison of analytical and numerical k(r), ˜, and xy results

Since we have derived a analytical formulae for the strain, Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), we can
make comparison with our numerical results. We have numerically measured instantaneous
elastic constants λ + 2µ = 0.3533 and ν = 0.3408 for our system by applying a small (10−6 )
strain on the simulation box and measuring the force.
The time interval between frames, t, is not fixed since we record frames that are equidistant in configuration space; see the supplementary material [175]. We plot the distribution
of times between frames in supplementary Fig. S1, and find that the most probable time
interval is t ≈ 100. The definition of our time implies that η = 1. With these parameters,
Eq. (3.14) predicts a Gaussian that decays to 0.1% of its peak height at r = 31, roughly
consistent with the actual result presented in Fig. 3.3.
For the total deviatoric strain ˜ and xy-strain xy , we have numerically confirmed that
they decay as power laws: ˜ = c̃/r2 and xy = cxy /r2 (Fig. 3.3), which matches the prediction
in Eq. (3.13). The prefactors, i.e., constants c̃ and cxy , were not predicted in Appendix 3.5.1
since our theory does not take into consideration the average amount of plastic strain caused
by a rearranger.
Nevertheless, we can approximately measure this quantity. The strains in equation
(3.13) are for a plastic strain pl
xy = 0 Aδ(r), i.e. the prefactor of the far-field strain is equal
2 of the rearrangement and its plastic strain.
to the product of the area A = πrD
If the rearrangements have a distribution of plastic strains 0 and orientations θ0 , then
by rotating the kernel and assuming the distribution of θ0 is even we find that

2 h˜ i
1 + ν rD
0
2
r2
 cos(4θ)
1+ν 2
hxy (r)i =
rD h0,xy cos 4θ0 i
2
r2
 sin(2θ)
ν−1 2
hk(r)i =
rD h0,xy cos 2θ0 i
2
r2

h˜
(r)i =

We will neglect the cos 4θ0 and cos 2θ0 in our rough estimates.
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Figure 3.9: (left) The local-fit volumetric strain of a rearranger versus time. To average
2
over different rearranging events, they are temporally aligned so that they start (Dmin
raises
above the threshold) at t = 0. Rearrangements usually end at some time t between 102 and
103 . (right) Same as left, except for local-fit xy-shear strain.
2
We find that the Dmin
correlation length [39] is rD = 3.6, i.e., the correlation between
2
2
Dmin (0) and Dmin (r) is approximately exp(−|r|/3.6) for small |r|. The area of the event
2 . We then calculate the local-fit deviatoric and xy-strain within a
is then estimated as πrD
radius of rD around each rearranger, and find on average ˜ = 3.6×10−3 and xy = 1.8×10−4
2 =
˜rD
at the rearranging site. Theoretically, this predicts that the prefactors are c̃ = 1+ν
2 
1−ν
2
−3
2
−4
0.031, cxy = 1+ν
2 xy rD h|cos 4θ|i = 1.0 × 10 , and ck = 2 xy rD h|sin 2θ|i = 5.0 × 10 .
This roughly matches the fits presented in Fig. 2 of the main text, which have c̃ = 0.03,
cxy = 1.5 × 10−3 , and ck = 5.0 × 10−4 .
Why do our numerical results match the analytical derivations for shear strains produced
by a shear source, Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12), in the infinite-time limit of Eq. (3.13), but match
that for the volumetric strain produced by a compression source, Eq. (3.14), at a finite time?
It turns out that at the rearranging site, the plastic shear occurs over a much longer time
interval than the plastic compression. We plot these strain components at the rearranging
site versus time in Fig. 3.9. If we approximate such strain-time curves with Gaussians,
then the numerically measured strain at distance r should be the convolution of previouslyderived finite-time analytical result and Gaussians, i.e.,
0

Z
k(r, numerical) = ck

−∞
0


exp −αt2 k(r, t − t0 )dt0 ,

Z

2

xy (r, numerical) = cxy
−∞



0

(3.18)
0

exp −βt xy (r, t − t )dt ,

where k(r, t) and xy (r, t) are given in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.11), respectively. We numerically
compute these integrals for various parameters. For k, the integral fits numerical data well
at α = 6.1197 × 10−5 , as shown in Fig. 3.3. This indicates that the width of the Gaussian
is about α−1/2 = 127.83, roughly consistent with supplementary Fig. 3.9. For xy , however,
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it turns out that Eq. (3.18) cannot closely fit our numerical result, which decays slightly
slower than r−2 (Fig. 3.3). No matter how small β is, Eq. (3.18) gives an xy that decays
slightly faster than r−2 . We see two possible reasons for this difference: (1) A finite size
effect as r becomes comparable to the box size, or (2) the interference between simultaneous
rearrangements in our numerical results. As we discuss in Sec. 3.2.2, we filter out frames
with multiple rearrangements, but such filtration cannot be perfect.
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Chapter 4

Dynamics of softness in
supercooled liquids
4.1

Motivation

As mentioned in section 1.1, the local structural variable S associated with machine learning
seems to behave in many ways like good structural variable for describing the evolution of a
supercooled liquid’s state. S behaves like a local energy barrier to rearrangement, predicting
well the probability that a particle will rearrange as a function of the temperature T . As a
“good” structural variable should, its prediction continues to work even when the system is
slightly out of equilibrium [143] (although unpublished data from Ge Zhang and I show that
this can fail in systems sufficiently far from equilibrium). A host of correlations between S
and other physical measurements have been reported. In particular, the evolution of hSi
during aging or decreasing temperature seems to correlate with the super-Arrhenius growth
of the relaxation time [41, 143].
All of this suggests a simple question - can we describe the dynamics of the supercooled
liquid as the dynamics of S? Tentative steps in this direction were taken in [141], where
it was shown that the evolution of S for non-rearranging particles seems to play a role in
the form of the overlap Q(t). This effect was assumed to have something to do with the
effect of rearranging particles on their neighbours, which we could think of as a kind of
facilitation; this hypothesis, however, remains unproven. Furthermore, such a mean-field
approach to the evolution of S cannot describe spatial correlations in the dynamics, e.g.
χ4 (t). A theory which resolves in space how rearrangements affect the S of nearby particles
could make predictions about this dynamical heterogeneity.
Ambitiously, we could imagine a theory that successfully explains the evolution of
hS (T )i and of hS (ti) during aging. Because of the correlations between hSi and the relaxation time τα , such a theory would effectively allow us to predict the dynamics in and out
of equilibrium at all temperatures from measurements made at a single temperature.
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Let us now make slightly more precise the quantities we wish to predict.

4.1.1

Aging

The correct dynamical theory of softness should be able to describe the aging of hS(t)i for
a system out of equilibrium.
What I consider the ultimate test of such a theory (which I’ve yet to pass!) is the
mysterious collapse of aging curves reported in [143] (see also similar observations in [77]).
As shown in figure 4.1, when simulated liquids prepared at a high temperature are quenched
to different final temperatures, their S(t) curves collapse at intermediate timescales.

Figure 4.1: Figure from [143] showing the time-evolution of softness out-of-equilibrium
in panel (B). The different systems are quenched from the same initial temperature by
connecting to thermostats at different final temperatures; as explained in the main text,
the collapse of S(t) at intermediate timescales is quite strange.
This collapse is truly paradoxical. Softness is a “good” variable, in the sense that
even during aging P (R|S, Tf ) retains its Arrhenius form with a softness-dependent energy
barrier, and τα remains correlated with hSi during aging. Thus, if we look at a particular
time t when the different S curves overlap, the particles are moving dramatically less in
the systems with a colder bath temperature. This is bizarre - the colder systems have much
longer relaxation times and many fewer particle rearrangements, yet apparently dS / dt is
the same in these systems at the same value of S! This seems to raise doubts about the
idea that S really is the right variable to describe aging.
We have yet to explain this phenomenon, but we will return to it in the future in the
improved model we have developed in this chapter.

4.1.2

Dynamics in equilibrium

Another important reason for considering the dynamics of softness is to understand the dynamics of the supercooled liquid in equilibrium: both the relaxation time and the dynamical
correlations.
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In previous work, the relaxation time τα (defined using a bulk measurement of the
decay of the intermediate scattering function) has been noted to correlate roughly with
1/P (R|hSi). [41, 141, 143] This suggests a very simple picture of the super-Arrhenius relaxation time growth in fragile glasses: for each S the behaviour is simple, but as the system is
cooled, soft structures become rarer and rarer (just as high-energy states do), resulting in
a “typical energy barrier” that decreases with cooling, accounting for the super-Arrhenius
behaviour.
In fact, the comparison made for the Kob-Anderson system [143] only showed that
τα ∼ 1/PR (hSi)β ,
for some arbitrary fit parameter β, as the temperature is varied or hSi evolves out of equilibrium. This arbitrary parameter was attributed to the fact that P (R|S) is a measurement
of local rearrangement events, while τα was defined using a different bulk measurement.
If we were to define τ in a way that more directly correlates with local rearrangements,
should we then expect to find precisely that τ ∼ 1/P (R|hSi)? Or does the variance in
rearrangement rates P (R|S), or the correlation between different rearrangements, rule out
such a simple relationship even in principle? We will investigate these questions; first the
effect of the variation in rearrangement rates in a simple model without correlations, and
then the effect of correlations in a more realistic model.
To define the relaxation time most directly correlated with particle-level rearrangements,
we measure the decay of the overlap function Q(t), the fraction of particles which have yet to
rearrange after time t. We can also measure dynamical correlations using χ4 ≡ N Var Q(t),
which peaks near the relaxation time at value which measures the degree of dynamical
correlation. [1, 49, 67, 83] We can also quantify spatial correlations through g4 (r, t), the
spatial correlation function at time t of Q(r, t), which is 1 if the particle at r has not
rearranged and 0 if it has rearranged; this correlation function obeys the sum rule
Z
χ4 (t) = d3 r g4 (r, t)
(4.1)

4.2

Simulation, detection of rearrangements, and definition
of softness

Our simulations and training of softness mirror previous work [90, 141]. We run molecular
dynamics simulations of the Kob-Anderson Lennard-Jones (KALJ) model [84, 85] with
N = 10, 000 particles. 80% of the particles are large, “A”, particles, with the remaining
being small “B” particles, the parameters of the Lenard-Jones potential are chosen to inhibit
phase separation. Following previous work we focus on the dynamics of the “A” particles.
Each time unit τ of the simulation, we save the state and compute its inherent struc113

ture, the nearest local minimum of the potential energy, using the FIRE minimization
algorithm [19].
To determine which particles are and are not rearranging, we use the “sliding window”
variant of phop as used in [141], evaluated on the inherent states. We construct a window of
length 10τ centered on a time t under consideration. Let us then call the interval of length
5τ before t interval 1, and the interval after interval 2. phop is then defined as
phop (t) =

rD

(r(t0 ) − hri2 )2

E

D
t0 ∈1

(r(t0 ) − hri1 )2

E
t0 ∈2

,

(4.2)

i.e. roughly speaking, it measures how different the inherent-state positions are before
and after the time t. Note that there are more sophisticated forms of phop [27, 90], however
the use of inherent states cleans up our data a fair bit; in fact, in retrospect it probably would
have made more sense to just use the displacement in the inherent states as a dynamical
indicator, for reasons discussed later.
Again following this past work, for training of S we use particles with very extreme
values of phop . We train the hyperplane for computation of S at T = 0.470, using as
examples of rearranging particles those with phop > 0.6 and as examples of non-rearranging
particles a random frame from an interval of 1000τ with no values of phop > 0.01.
To describe the local structure of each particle, we use the same structure function as in
[141], but with finer resolution: the same three-body structure functions are used, but for
the radial structure functions we narrow the width of the Gaussians to σ = 0.05 and space
them at this same distance apart.
We train the plane to classify the training examples using these structure functions
using a linear support-vector machine with the squared-hinge loss, using the python package
scikit-learn. [125] The penalty parameter C is taken to be 1, which is found to be within
the region of peak cross-validation accuracy.
After training the plane, in subsequent analyses we take rearrangements as those events
with phop > 0.2, as justified in the supplementary material of [141].

4.3

Softness and particle-level dynamics

Here we recapitulate the basic results of [141, 143], described in section 1.1, which form
the core of our theoretical approach.
The distribution of softnesses is roughly Gaussian,
P (S) ∝ e−

(S−hSi)2
2σ 2

.

(4.3)

The mean hSi decreases upon cooling, the standard deviation σ is roughly temperature
independent.
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At a given temperature, the probability of rearrangement is roughly exponential in
softness:
P (R|S) ≈ A(T )eγ(T )S ,

(4.4)

although there is the beginning of a plateau at very large S, which we mostly ignore in
what follows, having found it to make little difference.
It is found that the specific form of γ(T ) admits an interpetation of S as an energy
barrier; the above equation may be rewritten as
P (R|S) ≈ eΣ0 −0 /T e−Σ1 S+1 S/T ,

(4.5)

i.e. the characteristic energy barrier for a particle to rearrange is ∆E = 0 − 1 S.
This form implies that the rearrangement probability becomes S independent at the
“onset temperature” T0 = 1 /Σ1 . Thus, at high temperatures, S has no effect, as the
temperature is reduced further and further below onset local structure plays a greater and
greater role.
To build a theory from these results, however, we must also study and model how
rearrangements in turn affect the softness S, both of the rearranging particle and of the
rest of the system.

4.4

The simplest model

We will begin to develop some intuition for the problem by considering the simplest possible
model, which we will refer to as the “trap-like” model, after a similarity to the classical
“trap model”(see below). Suppose that the inherent states of the system have some underlying “density of softnesses” ρ(S). This quantity is analogous to the density of states
ρ(E) in conventional statistical mechanics; it is in principle constructed by enumerating
themicrostates
of the system with a given softness S. In principle we could construct

N
ρN {Si }i=1 , but we will work within a “mean-field” approximation where it suffices to
consider the distribution of softness for a given particle.
The “trap-like” model consists of the following dynamics:
1. A particle of softness S rearranges with rate P (R|S).
2. When a particle rearranges, its softness is completely forgotten, and a new softness is
drawn from ρ(S), which is assumed to be temperature-independent.
3. We ignore all correlation between distinct particles - when particle i rearranges, particle j 6= i has no change in its S.
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The “trap model” of glasses is similar: some density ρ(E) is put in, the energy barrier
to rearrangement is assumed to be −E, and after rearrangement the new energy is assigned
without memory. In the trap model, however, this E is envisioned as the total energy of a
macroscopic system, rather than being a property of a single particle. [22]
This is essentially the simplest model encoding the optimistic vision outlined in 4.1.2:
the underlying ρ(S) is independent of temperature, and the dependence of hSi on T is
purely the result of this simple idea that “soft structures are rarer because they rearrange
more often”.

4.4.1

Equilibrium of the “trap-like” model

Note that, by reversibility of the underlying (molecular) dynamics, in equilibrium the distribution of S for particles which rearranged δt in the past must be the same as the distribution
of S for particles which are about to rearrange δt in the future. Thus, if we understand
P (S|R) to be the distribution of softness for particles that are about to rearrange, we must
have
P (S|R) = ρ(S).

(4.6)

The equilibrium distribution of S may then be extracted using Bayes’ rule:
P (S|R)P (R)
P (R|S)
ρ(S)P (R)
=
.
P (R|S)

P (S) =

(4.7)
(4.8)

Since P (R) is independent of S, it may be absorbed into the normalization of P (S).
The interpretation of the above equation is clear: P (S) will be biased to a lower value
of S than ρ(S), because soft particles have a higher P (R|S) and therefore a shorter lifetime.
If we specialize to the case of a Gaussian ρ(S) of mean S0 and variance σ, and P (R|S) =
A(T )eγ(T )S , then we predict
hSi = S0 − γ(T )σ 2 .

(4.9)

We can test this prediction using the measured γ(T ), by choosing S0 so that the prediction matches the the data at some particular arbitrary T . As seen in figure 4.2 below, in
the present system the simple trap-like theory seems to overestimate dhSi / dT . This overestimation can be understood as reflecting the fact that P (S|R), instead of being peaked at
a fixed S0 , actually peaks at higher and higher S at lower temperatures, as shown in figure
4.3.
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[!htbp]
Figure 4.2: Prediction of hSi vs T for the trap-like model, with S0 chosen to match the
value of hSi at T = 0.47. The model overestimates the strength of the dependence of hSi
on T .

[!htbp]
Figure 4.3: The average S of rearranging particles grows with decreasing temperature.
By Bayes’ rule, this directly shows that the trap-like model must indeed overestimate the
amount by which hSi decreases with temperature.
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4.4.2

Equilibrium dynamics of the “trap-like” model: overlap and dynamical susceptibility

To study the dynamics in equilibrium, we consider two quantities: the “overlap function”
Q(t), defined as the fraction of particles which have not rearranged between time t0 and
time t0 + t, and the “dynamical susceptibility” χ4 (t), defined as N VarQ(t).
These two quantities provide two common definitions of relaxation times τ . Q(t) decays
from 1 to 0 as the system relaxes; we may define τQ as the time at which Q(t) = 1/e. χ4 (t)
is peaked at a timescale τχ which is of a similar order; for this simple model we will relate
them precisely.
Let Ii (t) be a random variable which is 1 if particle i has not rearranged, and 0 if it has
rearranged. Then we have
Q(t) =

N
1 X
Ii (t).
N

(4.10)

i=1

Since χ4 (t) = N Var Q(t), we may use the independence of Ii and Ij for i 6= j to write:
hQ(t)i = hIi (t)i

(4.11)

χ4 (t) = Var[Ii (t)]

(4.12)

What is the probability distribution of I? If we fix the softness S, then
P [I(t) = 1|S] = e−PR (S)t .
Of course we also have P [I(t) = 0|S] = 1 − P [I(t) = 1|S].
So we have
Z
P [Ii (t) = 1] = dS P (S)e−PR (S)t .

(4.13)

This means that

hIi (t)i =

Ii2 (t)

Z
=

dS P (S)e−PR (S)t .

(4.14)

As stated above let τχ be the time at which χ4 (t) reaches its peak; let χ∗4 be the height of
the peak. By maximizing the function x−x2 , the left-hand equality allows us to immediately
obtain
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hQ(τχ )i =

1
2

(4.15)

1
χ∗4 = .
4

(4.16)

We see here two important facts:
1. τχ for this simple uncorrelated model is smaller than τQ , occuring when Q(t) has
decayed to 1/2 rather than 1/e. Actually, this precise behaviour has been observed
before even in real systems with growing χ∗4 [1].
2. A model with uncorrelated particles produces a peak χ∗4 which is independent of
temperature. This agrees with other arguments associating it with the number of
particles involved in rearrangements. [1]
Note that the above are just statements about independent particles with different
rearrangement rates. We have not yet made any assumption about the distribution of
rearrangement rates (i.e. P (S) and P (R|S)).
Now let us specialize to the case P (R|S) = exp(γ(T ) S) ≡ ef (S,T )t . Note that in this case,
the distribution of rearrangement rates P (R|S) is log-normal with parameters µf = PR (hSi)
and σf = γ(T )σS .
We see that we may equate hIi (t)i to the (negative t) moment-generating-function for
a log-normal random variable; unfortunately, this means that there is no known way to
evaluate the integral in terms of elementary functions.
Instead, note that we may put hQ(t)i in a scaling form. Let δS = S − hSi. We have:
hQ(t)i =

Z
Z

=

dS P (S)e−PR (S)t
γ(T )δS eγ(T )hSi t

dS P (S)e−e

(4.17)
.

(4.18)

By grouping together eµf and t, we see that

hQ(t, µf , σf )i = q(P (R|hSi)t, σf ).

(4.19)

hQ(t)i ≈ exp(−PR (hSi)t).

(4.20)

In the limit σf → 0,
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Thus in the zero-disorder limit
τχ
1
= τQ =
.
log 2
PR (hSi)

(4.21)

For nonzero σf , we find a scaling form for τ by looking for the time at which Q(t) = A:

A = q(τA P (R|hSi), σf )
1
τA =
TA (σf ).
P (R|hSi)

(4.22)
(4.23)

This result is intuitively reasonable: if we rescale all rearrangement rates by P (R|hSi),
nothing changes in the dynamics, so we only need to study the case P (R|hSi) = 1 and then
multiply the result by this average timescale.
What is the intuitive behaviour of the functions TQ (σf ) and Tχ (σf )? We have already
observed that as σf → 0 they become 1 and 1/ log 2 respectively. What about the limit
σf → ∞? In this limit, with P (R|hSi) fixed, half of the particles are extremely slow. We
thus intuitively imagine that half of the particles will almost never rearrange, and thus
τQ  τχ  1/P (R|hSi). Well, I did, but this isn’t actually quite right.
In figure 4.4 we show the scaling functions TQ and Tχ , obtained by numerical evaluation
of the integrals in Mathematica. Note that Tχ is actually practically independent of σf ,
and in fact decreases slightly as σf rises. TQ , on the other hand, does behave as intuition
suggests, growing as σf rises.
10

τQ

5

1
τχ
2

4

6

8

Figure 4.4: Scaling functions TQ (σf ) and Tχ (σf ) evaluated numerically in Mathematica.
Thus, in the trap-like model we actually predict that τQ will have a slightly stronger
temperature dependence than τχ . We have not yet looked at our numerical data to see
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whether such an effect can be observed.
It also remains unintuitive that the scaling function Tχ (σf ) is a decreasing function;
resolving this confusion in the future would be nice.
We note in passing that the calculations we have done do make a specific prediction for
τ (T ); it will have essentially the same qualitative form as the parabolic law discussed in [82,
143], but with specific predictions for the parameters instead of any free fitting parameters.
Since we already know that we overestimate the dependence of hSi on T with this model,
we have not investigated this prediction in detail.

4.4.3

Aging of the “trap-like” model

Finally, we show numerically that the trap-like model is unable to reproduce the collapse of
aging curves seen in the MD data. It is well-established for other distributions of rates that
the trap model produces aging dynamics like −T log t [22], i.e. the reasoning described
in section 4.1.1 about why the numerical results seem paradoxical applies. We confirm
this in Figure 4.5 with our distribution of rearrangement rates. We prepare systems at
equilibrium at T = 1.0, and then produce aging dynamics by connecting them to a bath at
T = T , i.e. setting the temperature in the rearrangement rates to that value, in line with
the observations in past work on systems out of equilibrium. [143] The resulting curves S(t)
do not show the collapse seen in MD simulations.

Figure 4.5: As expected, the trap-like model does not reproduce the striking collapse of
S(t) seen in MD data.
It is known that one can get the desired kind of collapse by using a model similar to
the trap model, except with rearrangement rates that are like Metropolis or Glauber ones,
i.e. with no energy barrier for rearrangements that decrease the energy [13]. But such a
solution would be in clear contradiction to the measured P (R|S, T ).
This model does successfully explain the qualitative logarithmic aging of hSi, but this
is fairly generic feature of glass models, including the trap model.
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4.4.4

Summary

By study of the simplest possible model of the dynamics of softness, we have reached these
conclusions:
1. The trap-like model predicts hSi = S0 − γσ 2 . In the Kob-Anderson system, this is an
overestimate of the temperature dependence of S.
2. A completely decoupled model like the trap-like model predicts simple equilibrium
dynamics, with dynamical correlations that do not depend on temperature, in clear
contradiction with the MD data.
3. Even at the level of the trap-like model, τQ and τχ are not quite equal to (PR (hSi))−1 ,
carrying slightly different dependence on the variance σ 2 of the softness distribution.
4. The trap-like model also appears unable to capture the mysterious collapse of aging
curves reported in [143].

4.5

Hierarchy of more complicated models

At a broad level, there are three complications we may consider adding to this model of the
dynamics:
Firstly, instead of assuming a fixed density ρ(S), we may shift the distribution of softness
changes to reproduce the empirical P (S|R, T ), or equivalently hSi. At this point, we are
abandoning (for now) the dream of a beautiful theory that predicts the behaviour at all
temperatures from only making measurements at a single temperature. If we use the exact
P (R|S) from simulation, which we can model as having a small quadratic correction at
large S from the exponential / Arrhenius form,
2

P (R|S) = A(T )eγ(T )S−δ(T )S ,

(4.24)

then we will genuinely have enough fitting parameters to reproduce both P (R|S) and hSi
by construction at all T ; if we insist on an Arrhenius form then either the hSi of rearrangers
or of all particles will be slightly different from the true value.
As far as the equilibrium dynamics go, this change doesn’t change the fact that the
particles are all independent, so our conclusions about χ4 made in section 4.4.2 still stand:
this ingredient will not produce a growth in χ∗4 as temperature is lowered.
Secondly, we can allow rearrangements to also change the softness of neighbors. This
allows in principle for some nontrivial behaviour in χ4 . We are inspired to look for something
similar to what we saw in the athermal system of Chapter 3, but we will see that the timereversal symmetry of the thermal system allow us to constrain the model.
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Finally, we can introduce spatial correlations in the softness S. In principle, this idea
is related to the second ingredient - in real systems, your softness depends on the position
of your neighbors; this of course causes both a same-time correlation in your softness with
your neighbor and also requires that when you rearrange your neighbor’s softness changes.
We will see however that, without needing to consider microscopic facts about how the
position of neighbors enters into the calculation of softness, we can relate these final two
ingredients using time-reversal symmetry alone.
It turns out that the first ingredient alone was not enough to reproduce the curve collapse
during aging, so we will jump ahead to models with interacting sites.

4.6

A lattice model of coupled dynamics

Let us consider an L × L × L cubic lattice of sites, each representing a particle with some
softness Si . Represent the full state of the system with a vector S ∈ RN , where N = L3 .
We simulate the model in discrete time; in each time step, a given site may rearrange
with probability P (R|S). As discussed in section 4.11, this rearrangement probability will
differ from the values measured in simulation by some factor proportional to the timestep of
the simulation. We may consider either the purely exponential, Arrhenius form for P (R|S),
or include the quadratic correction at large S.
When each particle rearranges, we will allow its softness to change with some ∆S; we
assume that ∆S has a normal distribution. Furthermore, we suppose that some softness
change is induced in the neighbors of the particle as well; we may have a ∆S which has a
multivariate normal distribution; the parameters of this distribution (which we will try to
measure in simulation data) should make the magnitude of the “kick” delivered to a site
decay as we move away from the rearrangement.
We can formulate models at two levels of complexity (this will turn out to be related to
the levels of complexity described in section 4.5).
Firstly, we can imagine that the different components of ∆S are uncorrelated. The
2 (r), the variance of the “kick”
distribution of ∆S is then described by two functions: σR
at distance r from the rearrangement, and the mean h∆S(r, S)i. (The variance could in
principle depend on S but in practice it does not, see section 4.9.)
Going beyond this, we could imagine that the different components of ∆S are correlated.
Thus, their joint distribution now has a covariance matrix ΣR , whose diagonal components
2 (r ). It turns out (section 4.8) that this also requires us to let the mean softness
are σR
i
change depend on our neighbors softness as well, i.e. h∆Si = f (r, S).
We will now show how the constraint of time-reversal symmetry constrains the possible
choices of these parameters.
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4.7

Time-reversal symmetry

In chapter 3, we found that particles at a given distance r may experience some mean
change h∆Si, without conditioning on their current S. This is intuitively plausible for such
an athermal system: stress builds up during the elastic branches of shear, and then during
the avalanche the system relaxes and one imagines that hSi should rise.
On the other hand, the present system is in thermal equilibrium 7 . This means that hSi
must not increase in time, but it actually places more specific constraints.
The underlying molecular dynamics we are trying to model are time-reversal invariant:
given a trajectory, its time-reversed trajectory is equally likely. Let us call a choice of a
single particle and a time window to observe it an “event”. By time-reversibility, if we pick
a random event, we are equally likely to observe S → S 0 and the time-reversed S 0 → S.
Note that time-reversibility is inherited by a subset of events, as long as the selection
criterion for those events is itself invariant under time-reversal. The criterion “trajectories
where the softness goes up” is most certainly not time-reversal invariant. On the other
hand, we define a “rearrangement”, roughly speaking, as a point in time in which a particle
suddenly moves. Notice that this definition is invariant under the reversal of time (and
that our more precise definition using phop is as well). Thus, it must be the case that a
rearranging particle is just as likely to go from S → S 0 as it is from S 0 → S.
Before and after the rearrangement, the neighboring particles will have slightly adjusted
their positions. However, in our lattice model, the position of a neighbor before and after the
rearrangement is exactly fixed. Thus, “site at distance r from the rearrangement” is also a
time-reversal-invariant selection criterion; this means that the softness change of a site near
the rearrangement must also also obey detailed balance. Moreover, we can extend this to
the full joint distribution of ∆S. Let R0 represent the event that there is a rearrangement
at the origin; time-reversibility of the definition of this rearrangement clearly requires a
detailed balance condition P (S → S0 ) = P (S0 → S).

4.8

Time reversibility with a Gaussian kernel

Let us assume the softness distribution is multivariate normal with mean hSi and covariance
Σ, i.e.


1
exp − (S − hSi)T Σ−1 (S − hSi) .
P (S) = q
(2π)N det{Σ}

(4.25)

This covariance matrix Σ must be translation-invariant, i.e. Σi,i = σ 2 , Σi,j = σ 2 f (rij ).
7

Although we hope that the same dynamical rules will describe the behaviour out of equilibrium, we are
trying to infer the parameters using measurements at equilibrium
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If we assume the probability that the particle at the origin 0 is rearranging is related
to its softness by P (R0 |S) = A(T )eγ(T )S0 , then by Bayes’ rule the distribution of S for
rearranging particles has covariance Σ and mean
(µR )i = hSi + γΣ0,i .

(4.26)

We also assume that ∆S has a normal distribution P (∆S|S) (implicitly conditioned
on a rearrangement at the origin), and thus the 2N dimensional vector (S, S0 ) will have a
normal distribution.
In principle we can write down the explicit detailed balance condition
P (S|R0 )P (∆S|S) = P (S + ∆S|R0 )P (−∆S|S + ∆S),

(4.27)

put in a general linear dependence between the mean ∆S and S, and do a bunch of
algebra to see if we can satisfy detailed balance. However, there is a much more elegant
approach.
Consider the joint variable S̃ = (S, S0 ), given that there is a rearrangement at the origin
in between the frames. As argued above, it should have a normal distribution. By timereversal symmetry, both S and S0 have the same mean µR . Furthermore, time-reversal
symmetry means that the block structure of the covariance matrix must be particularly
simple:




 Σ Σ2 
Σ̃ = 
,
Σ2 Σ

(4.28)

where as before Σ is the covariance matrix of S, and Σ2 , the covariance of S with S0 , is
unknown.
Intuitively, the distribution of ∆S is somehow hidden in Σ2 , which describes the correlation of S and S0 .
Note that, if x is multivariate normal with mean µx and covariance Σx , then Ax is
multivariate normal with mean Aµx and covariance AΣx AT . Thus, we may change variables
and obtain the joint distribution of y = (S, ∆S). (The linear transformation A is a block
matrix with the diagonal blocks being the identity matrix, and a single nonzero off-diagonal
block which is minus the identity.) The distribution of y is normal, with
hyi = 0


Σy = 

(4.29)

Σ2 − Σ

Σ

Σ2 − Σ 2 (Σ − Σ2 )
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.

(4.30)

Let us define B = Σ − Σ2 . Finally, the conditional distribution P (∆S|S) is then normal
with

h∆Si = BΣ−1 (µR − S)
−1

ΣR = 2B − BΣ

B.

(4.31)
(4.32)

Let H = BΣ−1 . Time reversibility thus requires that the distribution of ∆S obeys
h∆Si = H (µR − S)

(4.33)

Cov ∆S ≡ ΣR = (2 − H) HΣ,

(4.34)

for some matrix H. Recall that µR is itself related to Σ by equation 4.26.
Now is a good time to note that H will in general not be a symmetric matrix (B and Σ−1
are symmetric, but they need not commute so their product need not be), and that H and
Σ need not commute. In fact, except in the case of the uncorrelated model (see below) they
should not commute: Σ has translation invariance, but ΣR and H do not, so they should
have different eigenvectors from Σ (and each other), except in the special uncorrelated case
where all matrices are diagonal in the natural basis of vectors that live on individual sites.

4.8.1

Time reversibility in an uncorrelated model

Suppose there are no spatial correlations in S, so that Σij = σ 2 δij . In this case there is an
obvious solution with ΣR and H also being diagonal. Take H = diag(η) and ΣR = diag(σR )
2 and η. We thus get the simple detailed-balance conditions
for vectors (i.e. functions of r) σR

h∆Si = η (µR − S)
2
σR

2

= (2 − η) ησ .

(4.35)
(4.36)

Thus, given either η(r) or σR (r), the other is immediately constrained by time reversibility. For example,
η(r) = 1 −

q

2 (r)/σ 2 .
1 − σR

(4.37)

Note that µR in the uncorrelated model has a particularly simple form,

hSi + γ(T )σ 2
µR =
hSi
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, r=0
, r>0

(4.38)

4.9
4.9.1

Measurement of parameters
Uncorrelated model

We observe all rearranging particles as described in section 4.2, at T = 0.420, 0.470. To try
to isolate the effect of a single rearrangement, for each particle we assign an r equal to the
distance to the closest rearrangement, rather than looking at all particles distance r to a
given rearrangement.
Let us consider the sample of all particles at distance r from the rearrangement with
softness S. They have some distribution of softness changes, which we model as Gaussian,
with mean h∆Si and variance Var∆S.
At a given r, h∆Si appears to depend roughly linearly on S, as we are assuming in our
model, see for example figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Mean change in softness as a function of S for various distances r from the
rearranger, with the value at r → ∞ subtracted off (see discussion in main text). The curve
is not perfectly linear but can be roughly captured as η(r) (S0 (r) − S).
2 (r),
We might suppose that we can directly plot Var∆S and interpret its value as σR
and plot the slope of ∆S vs. S as a function of r and interpret its value as η(r).
We find that Var∆S does not seem to go to zero as r → ∞, and seems to depend strongly
on S, as seen in figure 4.7. To understand this, recall that the real dynamics of the system
are quite messy; while there are good reasons [141] to consider a threshold pc = 0.2 for
rearrangements, an event with phop = 0.15 still involves considerable motion and should be
expected to have some effect on S. Thus, at large r, where the effect of the rearrangement
at the origin is small, we should not be surprised for the effect of the rearrangement to be
dwarfed by that of undetected rearrangements closer to the particle under consideration
(or indeed, undetected rearrangement of the particle under consideration itself). Thus, we
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wish to “subtract off” the effect of these unobserved rearrangements.

Figure 4.7: Variance of ∆S distance r from a rearrangement. There is a large S dependence which does not go to zero as r → ∞, we interpret this as the effect of undetected
rearrangements (see main text).

Figure 4.8: Variance of ∆S distance r from a rearrangement. After subtracting off the
background of undetected rearrangements, it is independent of S.
The naive approach to this problem would be to simply subtract the value of the variance
at r → ∞ from the value at each r. Intuitively, if we imagine that the observed ∆S is a
sum of two processes, ∆S1 and ∆S2 , we might suppose that we can take advantage of the
2 = σ2
2
linearity of the mean and variance, to write η = η1 + η2 and σR
R,1 + σR,2 . Thus,
we could obtain the parameters for the rearrangement by subtracting off the background.
This produces results which look reasonable at long distances and low temperatures, but it
2 is too large (it is unphysical to have η > 1, σ > σ.)
cannot be consistent if σR
R
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Figure 4.9: After subtracting off the background of undetected rearrangements, σR decays
exponentially with r.

Figure 4.10: After subtracting off the background of undetected rearrangements, η(r) is fit
quite well by the uncorrelated-model detailed balance constraint.
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In reality, ∆S1 and ∆S2 cannot be assumed to be uncorrelated, since the mean ∆S2 is
correlated with S + ∆S1 . If we assume a Gaussian distribution of ∆S and do the integral
over the possible values of ∆S1 , then substitute in the approximate (uncorrelated) detailed
balance condition 4.36, we arrive at the corrected sum formulae

η = η1 + η2 − η1 η2
2
2
2
σR
= σR,1
+ σR,2
−

(4.39)
2 σ2
σR,1
R,2
.
σ2

(4.40)

We thus use this to subtract off the “background” of undetected rearrangements.
As shown in figure 4.8, after subtracting off this background, the variance of ∆S becomes approximately independent of S. (This supports our interpretation of the plateau as
undetected rearrangements; the plateau value is larger at large S because a soft particle is
more likely to have an undetected rearrangement, or be immediately adjacent to one due
to the correlations in S, but after cancelling the background we remove this effect.)
We find that after subtracting off the background, the magnitude of the rearrangement is
the same for T = 0.420, 0.470. As shown in figure 4.9, σR decays exponentially with distance;
as shown in figure 4.10 we find that η(r) is fit quite well by the detailed balance constraint
2 (r). (Given that the full correlated detailed-balance constraint can
4.36 applied to this σR
in principle add corrections to the diagonal elements of H, this agreement is actually pretty
2 (r = 0) seems to depend very slightly on temperature, but
remarkable.) The value of σR
this effect is quite small; we will ignore it for now.
It seems intuitively reasonable that the effect of a rearrangement should be the same
at a different temperature: at higher temperature more particles are rearranging, but an
individual rearrangement still involves short-timescale motion of a fixed typical magnitude,
corresponding to a change of neighbours, so even at arbitrarily low temperature it should
produce a certain fixed amount of structural change.
We must still try to confirm that our method of subtracting off the background, equation
4.40, still gives the same effect of an individual rearrangement even at higher T .
Together with the measurements described in section 4.3, this parametrizes the uncorrelated model completely. To interpolate between the temperatures where we have MD
simulations, we fit hSi and γ(T ) with functions of the form a + b/T in accordance with the
Arrhenius-for-each-S picture.

4.9.2

The correlated model

Figure 4.11 shows that the correlation function of S,
gS (r) = hS(0)S(r)i − hSi2 ,
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(4.41)

has a slightly temperature dependence in the range of temperatures we are studying,
and can be fit with a function

A
gS,fit (r) =
Be−r/ξ

, r=0

(4.42)

, r>0

Figure 4.11: Correlation function of softness in MD data, showing slight temperature dependence. Fit shows that, except for the origin, it is reasonably close to an exponential
decay.
(Of course if we had a continuum model this would be nonsense and we would need a
different, continuous interpolating form, but since the lattice model and MD both do not
permit particles to get too close to r = 0, this is ok.)
The correlation matrix Σ in our model is then given by
Σij = gS,fit (|ri − rj |)

(4.43)

Because ΣR must be a symmetric matrix, we conjecture it to have the simple form
(ΣR )i,j = σR (ri )ρ(|ri − rj |)σR (rj ),

(4.44)

where ρ(0) = 1. This form is also efficient to simulate on a lattice numerically, see section
4.10.
The measurements used to parametrize the uncorrelated model (figure 4.9) fix σR . To
measure ρ(r), we measure the correlation
ρfit (r) =

h∆S(r)∆S(0)i
σR (0)σR (r)
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(4.45)

As shown in figure 4.12, this can also be fit with a form that is exponential away from
the origin but takes a different constant value at the origin. The value at the origin, of
course, has to be ρ(0) = 1.

Figure 4.12: h∆S(r)∆S(0)iσR (0)σR (r), used to fit ρ(r) according to equation 4.45.
Once we have measured ΣR , the value of H for a lattice model is fixed by equation 4.34,
which has the solution
H =1−

p

1 − ΣR /Σ.

(4.46)

The diagonal elements of H are close to the values for the uncorrelated model, as they
must be to be consistent with figure 4.10. The off-diagonal elements are sometimes negative
for small ri − rj : if your neighbour is soft, it makes your softness more likely to increase. We
have reason to think that this behaviour is correct (see section 4.14), but still need to check
systematically how this matrix form of H compares with observations in MD simulations.
Note that it need not match up perfectly, since we are forcing observations from the MD
data to comply with detailed balance on an anisotropic lattice. But it would be unfortunate
if there is substantial deviation of the off-diagonal elements from what one observes in the
MD measurements.
The function of S toward which S(r) tends to restore must be equal to µR as shown in
equation 4.33, and this is also fixed by our measurement of Σ as written in equation 4.26.

4.10

Generating correlated softness changes in simulation

It’s easy enough to say that ∆S should be drawn with a multivariate normal distribution
with a specified mean and covariance matrix; how do we do it in practice in a lattice
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simulation?
The mean is easy enough: we can evaluate equation 4.33 directly and add it to a
multivariate normal with zero mean. But how do we make the correlated multivariate
normal?
Explicitly constructing the covariance matrix in memory and using a general-purpose
algorithm is quite inefficient (and at times apparently quite inaccurate, using the builtin functions in Python e.g. in scipy). The special structure of our covariance matrix,

−1
however, makes it easy to get a better algorithm. Define δ = diag σR
∆S. Because of our
conjectured factorization, we have
(Cov [δ])ij = ρ(|ri − rj |).

(4.47)

Thus we can generate a correlated random field with a translation invariant correlation
function, multiply it by σR (ri ), and we’re done!
Generating a Gaussian variable with a translation-invariant covariance on a lattice is
straightforward; I learned the precise method from [140]. Here I will explain the method
using language us physicists can understand, instead of arcane linear algebra.
We begin with the method for a system with periodic boundary conditions. Because
the correlation function is translation-invariant, it is diagonal in Fourier space. Thus, we
begin by computing the Discrete Fourier Transform of ρ. This gives us the variance of
each of the independent Fourier modes. Now we have reduced the problem to generating
N uncorrelated unit Gaussian variables, multiplying each by the variance of that Fourier
component, and using the Fast Fourier Transform to sum up the Fourier modes into a final
δ in real space (and taking the real part).
In the future, to simulate a large system efficiently we may want to generate ∆S with
a cutoff at finite distance instead of computing it for the whole system. This requires
the covariance ρ to be calculated on a smaller cell of length L0 without periodic boundary
conditions, breaking translation invariance. There is an easy trick to take care of this,
however. Make an‘enlarged system of linear dimension 2L0 , satisfying periodic boundary
conditions and therefore being translation invariant. The value of ρij for any i, j inside a
given fixed block of length L0 is correct for the original nonperiodic boundary conditions.
Thus we may generate a correlated field on the enlarged system, and cut out an L0 × L0 × L0
block. For a multivariate Gaussian distribution, the covariance of a subset of the variables
is just given by the relevant block of the covariance matrix (i.e. integrating out the unused
sites has no effect). Thus, we obtain the desired covariance without periodic boundary
conditions.
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4.11

Model timestep

Much of past analyses using Softness has centered on P (R|S), the probability of rearranging
given softness. This probability, however, is the probability that the system is in the process
rearranging at a given moment in time, not the rate of rearrangements.
The analyzed trajectory has been discretized in time steps of τ .
If “rearranging” is defined by having a sufficiently large phop at the instant t = nτ , one
might naively guess that this means that the probability of jumping between step n and
step n + 1 is P (R|S). This, however, is not correct. Suppose that particles with a given
softness S rearrange with some fixed probability, and that when they do they stay above the
threshold for an average of m frames. In this case, the value of P (R|S) measured is m times
larger than the probability of rearranging per frame τ . Thus, we must divide P (R|S) by
the number of consecutive frames where phop is above threshold in order to get probability
of rearranging per time step in for our model.

Figure 4.13: Average duration of rearrangements, as defined by the number of consecutive
frames above pc . Note that rearrangements are slightly longer at higher temperatures, but
we interpret this as an artefact (see main text.)
This is slightly different from the method used to make comparisons to Q(t) in previous
work, where the elementary time step was taken to be a larger ∆t estimated based on how
long phop remains above some small value p0 < pc , but this previous method seems incorrect
due to the argument given above. (It underestimates the rate of rearrangement by a factor
of order 2 − 4, which appears to have some temperature dependence.)
We find that the average duration of a rearrangement is about 4 frames at all T , as shown
in figure 4.13. This duration appears to increase slightly at high T , but we attribute this to
the fact that, at very high T , it becomes more and more likely for a second rearrangement to
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begin immediately after the previous one. Even ideally, as long as the second rearrangement
begins within one frame τ , it will be detected as the same rearrangement. In reality it is
worse than this: because phop as we have defined it is computed by using the positions in
the past and future as reference values, if two rearrangements are sufficiently close together
then they will blur together no matter how fine the time step is.
Thus, for now we use the same conversion factor at all T .
Before final publication, as discussed in section 4.15 we will repeat our analyses using
another definition of rearrangements based on instantaneous displacements between the
inherent states; this will eliminate the “blurring” issue and hopefully confirm that the
duration of rearrangements can be treated as independent of temperature.
As for the actual discretization of time in our simulations of the model, we further
reduce the time step to ∆t = 0.1τ (reducing rearrangement probabilities by 0.1) at the
highest temperature T = 0.700, to ensure accuracy as the rearrangement probabilities for
high values of S become close to 1.

4.12

Correction for reversible rearrangements

Some rearrangements are “reversed” within a short period of time, with the rearranging
particle returning to its original position [141, 165]. Ref. [141] found that the probability
of this reversal is independent of S, while it grows with decreasing temperature.
Under the hypothesis that reversal should also undo the change in softness ∆S, we
correct for this reversal by rescaling time by (1 − frev )−1 .

4.13

Softness-based vs. “kinematic” correlations

2
Previous work which found that the correlation lengths of S and Dmin
are proportional
across many systems [38] might be taken as implying that correlations in S are the only
source of short-time dynamical correlations. However, we have already seen in figure 2.17
that this need not be the case; even on short timescales the dynamical correlation length
can be larger than the structural one.
It is easy to see how, along the lines of the arguments we gave in chapter 2 to justify
2 , that rearrangements could also have “kinematic”
training on local fluctuations in Dmin
correlations. If a given particle rearranges, this necessitates its neighbours moving out of
the way. Even if we carefully prepare a structure where the central particle is soft and all its
neighbours are hard (for example, by leaving some gaps between the central particle and its
neighbours but tightly constraining all of its neighbours using the second neighbour shell);
the central particle cannot move without displacing its neighbours. Thus, it is plausible
that, just as we saw in figure 2.17, the short-time dynamical correlations have an additional
component which is not captured by softness. I will call this the “kinematic” correlation,
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in analogy with “kinematic constraints”, where e.g. parts of a rigid body are constrained
to move together, or processes of elementary particles are forbidden by conservation laws
regardless of the detailed dynamics.
These kinematic correlations, to avoid being nothing but epicylces, should at the very
least be temperature independent, since the size of a rearrangement is defined in a temperature independent way. A simple hypothesis would be to say that they take the form
of an “elementary rearrangement size” greater than one particle, i.e. we put in the model
“every time a particle rearranges, it’s actually M particles rearranging”. The probability of
initiating a rearrangement must then also be divided by M to give the correct probability
of rearrangement.
While we can measure M directly, it is slightly tricky; the measurement is potentially
confounded by softness correlations. The simplest way to account for this correlation is by
rescaling χ4 , which is proportional to the size of an elementary rearrangement [1, 83]. As
discussed before, we predict S to have no effect at the onset temperature T0 ; thus, at the
onset temperature, S has no effect and χ4 is given exactly by the calculations of section
4.4.2. The predicted peak of χ4 is
1
χ∗4 (T0 ) = M.
4

(4.48)

We may then study the additional effect of S on top of the kinematic correlations by
plotting χ∗4 /χ∗4 (T0 ).
In the preliminary results below, since we have not yet carefully determined the value
of χ4 at onset in the MD data, we will mentally shift the curves to try to get agreement by
multiplying by a constant factor.

4.14

Results: An old version of the model

We have worked out here how a dynamical model based on S may be correctly constructed.
Since we have not completed our analysis of simulations of the correct model, however, we
will present some preliminary results from an older, incorrect form of the model.
A misleading hint came to us early on. When we fit h∆S(S, r)i to a linear function of
S, there is a value S0 (r) of S at which h∆Si = 0. As seen in equations 4.33 and 4.35, if we
condition properly on other variables, this value is equal to the mean softness at distance
r from the rearrangement, µR . Note, however, that in a model with correlations, as in
equation 4.33, in principle we must take into account the softness S of other particles, e.g.
by conditioning on the S of the rearranging particle.
With only a model like the uncorrelated model in mind, we noticed something quite
dramatic. In equilibrium, S0 (r) is indeed equal to µR (r). Out-of-equilibrium, however, it
still seems to be equal to the current average softness at a distance r from the rearranging
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particle, as shown in figure 4.14. This is quite bizarre: in equations 4.33 and 4.35, it is the
equilibrium µR (r) which enters.

Figure 4.14: The observed hSi at two time points, early and late in the aging process out-ofequilibrium, and the observed S0 (r), the value of S for which h∆Si = 0. At long distances,
S0 appears to match the current value of hSi, rather than the equilibrium one.
On the basis of the above observation, we studied models in which the uncorrelated-kick
detailed-balance condition 4.36 is satisfied by σ and η, but the fixed function µR is replaced
by a function of the current state of the system.
We tried two models, firstly the “global average”:

hS(t)i + γ(T )σ 2
S0 (r, t) =
hS(t)i

, r=0

(4.49)

, r>0

which resembles the correct form for the uncorrelated model, except we use the current
global average value of S instead of the equilibrium average value. Secondly, we tried a “local
average” model, in which S0 (ri , t) is given by the average S of the particle i’s neighbours.
In retrospect, it is now obvious that both of these choices correspond to particular
arbitrary choices of the matrix H. Thus, using them in an otherwise uncorrelated model
(i.e. with ΣR diagonal) results in a model that does not satisfy time-reversal symmetry.
These models produced qualitatively reasonable behaviour for Q(t) and χ4 (t), shown in
figures 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, 4.18. However, the dynamical correlation function (fig 4.19) g4 (r, τ )
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looks completely bizarre: instead of the growth of χ∗4 at decreasing temperatures being
caused by a growth of correlations at short distances, it is caused by a growing plateau at
long distances, indicating very weak system-spanning correlations! This strange behaviour
is very different from observations in MD simulations, see e.g. [155].
In retrospect we understand that these models with current-time average conditions are
unlikely to produce reasonable dynamical correlations. The models are extremely unlikely
to satisfy time-reversal symmetry for any particular spatial softness correlation function.
Recall that if we plug arbitrary matrices H, ΣR into the right-hand side of 4.33, it will not
generically be translation invariant, and therefore will not be consistent with time-reversal
symmetry for any correlation function.
S is extremely unlikely to have spatial correlations in this type of model, thus it is no
surprise that dynamical correlations g4 (S) at short distances are far too weak.
Furthermore, even if S has spatial correlations in this type of model, time-reversal
symmetry will not be satisfied, so these correlations will depend on the recent history of
rearrangements in an unphysical way.
This spurred the development of the correct time-reversal symmetry conditions for models with correlations, described above in section 4.8.

Figure 4.15: Q(t) for the “global” model at various temperatures, showing qualitatively
reasonable behaviour, although we now understand that the model is unphysical.

4.15

Future work

We are now simulating the correct model with S correlations, which we will then write
up for publication. There are a few details which must also be checked: Firstly, since we
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Figure 4.16: χ4 (t) for the “global” model at various temperatures, showing qualitatively
reasonable behaviour, although we now understand that the model is unphysical.

Figure 4.17: τχ for the “global” model at various temperatures, compared with τχ from
MD data provided by Indrajit Tah. The agreement is reasonable, but we underestimate the
degree of fragility. We now understand this model to be incorrect.
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Figure 4.18: Peak value χ∗4 for the “global” model at various temperatures, compared with
MD data provided by Indrajit Tah. As discussed in section 4.13 the prediction being off
by roughly a constant factor is acceptable, but g4 (figure 4.19) shows that this dynamical
correlation probably originates from the wrong kind of physics

Figure 4.19: The spatial correlation function of non-rearranged particles, g4 (r, τχ ), shows
that the dynamical correlations in the model with “global average S” are unphysical - they
arise from a growing plateau at infinite distance, rather than a growing correlation length.
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are making comparisons to Q(t) and χ4 (t), there is no reason not to define rearrangements
based on inherent-state displacement rather than phop , so that they use the same definition
as they do in the calculation of Q, χ4 . This should hopefully not change any of the details
too much.
Secondly, we must check that the off-diagonal components of H inferred from solving
the detailed-balance condition match reasonably well with MD observations.
Thirdly, we must check systematically the choice of lattice constant in the simulation.
Fourth, we can make a simple theoretical prediction to use as a baseline for understanding χ∗4 (T ): in the limit that the changes in S induced by rearrangements are slow, but the
equilibrium S correlations are still correct, we can compute χ(t) and g4 (r, t) for our model
exactly (with numerical evaluation of integrals) using a slightly modification of section 4.4.2.
This will allow us to separate out the effect of spatial correlations in S from the effect of
changes in S induced by rearrangements.
Finally, we should worry a bit about what effect the small particles, which have been
omitted from our model, should have on the large particles. They likely comprise an additional source of facilitation that we have neglected. It is worth noting that, since the small
particle dynamics are not studied in e.g. [143], they may offer a natural route to resolving
the “paradox” outlined in section 4.1.1.
After submitting these results for publication, time permitting, it would be good to
return to the problem of aging using our new model. In the correct model, we do see
that the off-diagonal components of H are sometimes negative; this may help to explain
the strange observations of figure 4.14 - i.e. instead of the apparent relaxation toward the
current mean at large r being a fundamental rule, it might emerge from equation 4.33 when
S is sampled from a non-equilibrium distribution.
Finally, I am working with Indrajit Tah on his simulations of thermal soft spheres (the
same potential as 1.3), where the fragility depends on packing fraction, to see if a dynamical
model of this kind can explain the dependence of fragility on φ. We have already found
that the trap-like model produces the correct trend.

4.16

Conclusions

We have developed a model for the thermal dynamics of a supercooled liquid rooted in
microscopic measurements. A machine-learned function of local structure, “Softness”, determines how likely each particle is to rearrange. By measuring how these rearrangements
affect the softness of nearby particles, we are able to determine how one rearrangement
facilitates future rearrangements. We have determined how the constraint of time-reversal
symmetry constrains the parameters of the model, and found that producing spatial correlations in S while respecting this symmetry requires that the changes in softness ∆S induced
by a rearrangement must be both correlated in space and correlated with the current soft141

ness of neighboring particles. With this understanding in hand, we are now simulating this
model, to see whether or not softness correctly captures the dynamical correlations as the
temperature is lowered and we approach the glass transition.
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Chapter 5

Scaling prefactors for jamming of
soft spheres: mean field vs. finite
dimensions
This chapter consists of a paper written with James Sartor and Eric Corwin at the University
of Oregon.
As described in section 1.3, various critical scaling relationships are observed near the
jamming transition, with mean-field exponents. These scaling relationships have prefactors
C, e.g. for harmonic spheres P = Cpφ ∆φ.
The simulations in this chapter were performed by James Sartor. I contributed the
simple theory which is able to explain the scaling of Cpφ with dimension, and together we
studied the mean-field theory and figured out how to relate its predictions to the prefactors
James measured in simulation. We worked out a good way to nondimensionalize all the
quantities that we wanted to compare between theory and simulation, and discovered that
in reality the prefactors in d = 2 − 10 scale very similarly with d to what the mean-field
theory would predict!

5.1

Introduction

Granular materials exhibit universal properties regardless of the material properties of the
individual grains [31, 33, 96]. The jamming transition is a critical point near which properties such as pressure, packing fraction, or number of excess contacts, among others, scale as
power laws. Scaling theory summarizes and condenses these power law relationships, but
no first principles theory of jammed systems at finite dimensions exists. The replica mean
field theory of glasses and jamming has been shown to be exact in the infinite dimensional
limit [119, 120]. To do so it relies on the assumption that there are no correlations between
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neighbors, fundamentally at odds with low dimensional systems. As such, mean field predictions should not be expected to hold in low dimensional jamming, and some results, most
notably the packing fraction at jamming, deviate from the mean field predictions [33, 121].
However, despite the fact that low dimensional systems have highly correlated neighbors the
scaling relations are precisely the same as those found in infinite dimensions [69, 113, 114].
Many other results predicted by the mean field have also been observed in low dimensional
jamming, suggesting that they may be provable without the mean field approximation [6,
18, 31, 33, 34, 48].
Here, we move one step further in the comparison between low dimensional jamming
and mean field jamming by probing not only scaling relations but also prefactors between
a handful of properties: pressure P , excess contacts δz, and excess packing fraction above
jamming ∆ϕ. We demonstrate the continued success of the mean field in describing low
dimensional systems by quantitatively verifying the mean field predictions for these prefactors. Thus, the mean field approximation is overzealous: one need not have vanishing
correlations in order to obtain these results. In this spirit we provide a first principles proof
of the relation between pressure and excess packing fraction free of the mean field assumptions. These results call out for proofs for all of the other universal relations of the jamming
transition.

5.2

Background

Granular materials undergo a jamming transition at a critical packing fraction ϕj . The
number of force bearing contacts between grains jumps abruptly from zero to the minimum
number sufficient to support global rigidity and thus global pressure, Zc . In a packing of
N frictionless, spherical particles in d dimensions, Zc = N d + 1 − d [70, 96].
We limit our study to spherical particles interacting through a harmonic contact potential given by




|rij |
|rij | 2
Θ 1−
,
(5.1)
Uij = ε 1 −
σij
σij
where ε is the energy scale, rij is the contact vector between particles i and j, σij is the
sum of the radii of particles i and j and Θ is the Heaviside step function. Thus, the total
P
energy U = 21 ij Uij . From this potential, the forces between particles can be calculated
as:

 

|rij |
|rij |
2ε
fij =
1−
Θ 1−
r̂ij .
(5.2)
σij
σij
σij
We compute a unit and dimension independent pressure using the microscopic formula [4,
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114]
P ≡−

V¯p ∂U
V¯p X
=
fij · rij ,
ε ∂V
εV d

(5.3)

i,j

where V is the volume of the system and V¯p is the average particle volume.
For soft spheres the packing fraction ϕ can be increased, leading to new contacts and an
increased pressure. We thus consider three natural quantities that measure distance from
jamming:
• excess packing fraction, ∆ϕ = ϕ − ϕj
• excess contacts per particle, δz = (Z − Zc ) /N where Z is the number of contacts
• pressure P
The relationships between these quantities are predicted by mean field theory as [119]:
P = Cpϕ ∆ϕ

(5.4)

δz = Czp P 1/2

(5.5)

with prefactors Cpϕ and Czp which are functions only of spatial dimension [114]. These
and other scaling relationships have been previously explained by approximate theories [95,
169, 170, 173] and computationally confirmed in low dimensional jamming [70, 96, 113,
114]. They are summarized concisely by the scaling theory of the jamming transition [69].
The scaling exponents in d ≥ 2 match those in mean field, suggesting that the transition
behaves like a critical point with upper critical dimension du = 2. Moreover, mean field
theory predictions of these prefactors can be derived as [62, 119]:
1
Ĉpϕ
d
d
= √ Ĉzp
2d

Cpϕ =

(5.6)

Czp

(5.7)

where Ĉpϕ and Ĉzp are finite constants in the d → ∞ limit, which have not yet been explicitly
calculated. Note that these relations are presented in a particular choice of units in the
literature. We include details of the conversion to our dimensionless units in the supplement.
A priori, it is not expected that these predictions will apply in low dimensions, in which the
mean field assumption is not warranted. Even above upper critical dimensions, mean field
theories are not generally expected to correctly compute prefactors, or even the ratios of
them (“amplitude ratios”) that are expected to be universal - we are only aware of the case
of the critical cluster shape in percolation (and lattice animals) which can be calculated
exactly in all d ≥ du = 6(8) [7, 129], and the binder cumulant in the Ising model for d ≥ 4
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[20, 24, 118]. As such, while these prefactors have been measured and reported [114, 138],
they have not received substantial theoretical attention. An approximate calculation of
the related prefactor between the shear modulus and number of excess contacts has been
performed in three dimensions [173].

5.3

Computational Methods

We use pyCudaPacking [33], a GPU-based simulation engine, to generate energy minimized
soft (or penetrable) sphere packings. We do so for number of particles N = 8192 − 32768
and dimension d = 2 − 10. Our results suggest that N = 8192 is large enough to avoid finite
size effects in d < 9, which we have verified in d = 8 by comparing our packing at N = 8192
with one at N = 16384, finding no significant deviation. For d = 9 and d = 10 we use
system sizes of 16384 and 32768 respectively. The particles are monodisperse, except in 2D
in which we use equal numbers of bidisperse particles with a size ratio of 1:1.4 to prevent
crystallization.
The packings are subject to periodic boundary conditions. We minimize the packings
using the FIRE minimization algorithm [19] using quad precision floating point numbers in
order to achieve resolution on the contact network near the jamming point.
Using the same methods as described in ref. [32], we start with randomly distributed
initial positions, and apply a search algorithm to create systems approximately logarithmically spaced in ∆ϕ. At each step we use the known power law relationship between energy
and ∆ϕ to calculate an estimate of ϕj . We use this estimate to approximate ∆ϕ and determine the next value of ϕ in an effort to logarithmically space ∆ϕ values. We then adjust
the packing fraction to this value of ϕ by uniformly scaling particle radii and minimizing
the system. We continue this process until the system is critically jammed, i.e. has exactly
one state of self stress. We then use the known power law relationship between pressure
and ∆ϕ to fit the dataset and precisely calculate ϕj and therefore ∆ϕ at each value of ϕ.

5.4

Results

Figure 5.1 shows the measured linear scaling of pressure with packing fraction seperately
for each dimension. We fit the data to eqn 5.4 to find Cpϕ , considering only data close
to jamming to avoid fitting to high pressure deviations from the scaling power law. The
measured values of Cpϕ are shown in the inset to confirm the d1 dimensional scaling predicted
by mean field theory in eqn 5.6. A fit to this scaling provides a value of Ĉpϕ of 1.23.
Figure 5.2 shows the measured square root scaling of excess contacts with pressure
seperately for each dimension. We fit the data to eqn 5.5 to find Czp , the values of which
are shown in the inset. Beginning around 3 dimensions, the values of Czp confirm the
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dimensional scaling predicted by mean field theory in eqn 5.7, and a fit to this scaling
provides a value of Ĉzp of 0.74.
The values of both Cpϕ and Czp are roughly consistent with values measured in previous
studies [114, 138]. It has been recently suggested that the prestress, i.e. the normalized ratio
of the first and second derivatives of the potential as defined in ref [150], is a better candidate
to de-dimensionalize the relationship between pressure and excess contacts. However, we
find a substantially better collapse of our expected form of pressure than with prestress.
For more details on prestress, see the attached supplement.

5.5

Discussion

The close agreement of our data with the mean field predictions in low dimensions suggests
that the mean field assumption is not essential to derive these scaling and prefactor relations.
In the spirit of discovering proofs for these relations free of the mean field assumption, we
expand on an earlier calculation of the bulk modulus scaling [169] to show that such a
calculation can also explain the scaling of Cpϕ with spatial dimension and the precise value
of Ĉpϕ .
From taking a derivative of equation 5.4, we see immediately that Cpϕ may be expressed
d2 U
in terms of the bulk modulus, K ≡ V dV
2 , at jamming:
Cpϕ =

V̄p V ∂ 2 U
V
=
K.
2
ϕε ∂V
Nε

(5.8)

We note that this approximation slightly overestimates Cpϕ : the apparently linear average
stress-strain curves of jammed packings are actually the average of many piecewise linear
curves with discontinous drops in stress, thus the average slope is slightly less than the
instantaneous slope [57].
At the unjamming point, the linear response of the system is that of a network of
unstretched springs. Thus, at lowest order in pressure the bulk modulus is that of an
unstressed spring network, which may be calculated in terms of the “states of self stress”,
vectors of possible spring tensions, s ∈ RZ , which do not produce any net force on a particle
[97, 126, 169]. In general we will use roman-text, unbolded letters to refer to vectors in this
space RZ . Here we explain how to carry out this calculation for a monodisperse system in
the unjamming limit; a correction for polydispersity is handled in the supplement.
We begin by defining the set of “affine bond extensions”, a vector E ∈ RZ giving the
amount by which each bond vector would increase under a unit volumetric expansion of the
system. In linear elasticity, this simply induces an expansion of each length by 1/d, so:
E` =

1
r` ,
d
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(5.9)

where we emphasize that ` indexes the contacts in the system rather than the particles;
r` is the distance between a particular pair of particles.
In the case that all springs have the same spring constant k (e.g. monodisperse packings),
the bulk modulus may be written as the projection of these affine moduli onto the states
of self stress [97, 126, 169]. At jamming, there is only one state of self stress, and so the
bulk modulus may be computed exactly using the projection onto only this one state of self
stress [169].
k
K=
V

Z
X

!2
s1,` E`

(5.10)

`=1

In the near jamming limit, this one special state of self stress exists all the way down to the
jamming point and can be expressed in terms of the vector of physical force magnitudes, f.
For the packing to be in equilibrium, this set of contact forces must produce no net force
on every particle, and thus by definition the vector f is always a state of self stress. The
projection defined above requires states of self stress to be normalized, and so the state of
self stress may be expressed as:
s1,` = √

1
1
f` = p
f` .
f ·f
Zhf 2 i

(5.11)

Furthermore at lowest order in P we have r = σ, and we assume Z ≈ dN . Thus,
equation 5.10 reduces to

K=

2N ε hf i2
2N kσ 2 hf i2
=
dV hf 2 i
dV hf 2 i

(5.12)

and thus via equation 5.8
Cpϕ =

2 hf i2
,
d hf 2 i

(5.13)

for monodisperse spheres. The full calculation in the supplement shows that in the polydisperse case this becomes
2 hσf i2
Cpϕ =
.
(5.14)
d hσ 2 f 2 i
We find that the distribution of contact forces does not depend strongly on dimension as
demonstrated in the supplementary material, and thus predict the scaling of Cpϕ to agree
with the asymptotic mean-field scaling. Because this proof does not invoke the mean field
assumption, we expect this scaling to be correct in all dimensions. Moreover, we are able
to calculate each value of Cpϕ by measuring the ratio of force distrubution moments. These
values are calculated as in equation 5.14, and are shown in figure 5.1 to precisely predict
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the values of Cpϕ .

5.6

Conclusion

The mean field theory of jamming predicts both the scaling exponents and the dimensional
scaling of their prefactors. While the exponents have been previously verified, we have
demonstrated that even some prefactors are well predicted in low dimensions by mean
field theory. Although these prefactors should be considered especially sensitive to finite
dimensional corrections, we find the mean field prediction to be exact in low dimensions.
Is this a generic phenomenon, or are the quantities we have chosen to study in this work
somehow specially unaffected by finite-dimensional correlations? Experience with critical
phenomena suggests that although certain ratios of these prefactors (i.e. amplitude ratios)
may be universal, the prefactors themselves should be both non-universal and challenging
to compute, which has led to them being neglected. Our results demonstrate however
that these prefactors may be computed exactly. These results call out for other theories
which reproduce the mean-field results without such assumptions, or perhaps for a deeper
understanding of why certain mean-field computations may be exact in finite dimensions.

5.7
5.7.1

Appendices
Measured values of ϕJ

In Table 5.1 we show our measued values of ϕj . these values are used in calculating ∆ϕ.
Table 5.1: Measured values of ϕj in dimensions 2-10.
d

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ϕj

0.85

0.65

0.46

0.31

0.20

0.13

0.078

0.049

0.029

5.7.2

Mean Field Predictions of Prefactors

Mean Field Prediction of Pressure vs Packing Fraction
Mean field theory predicts that pressure scales with packing fraction as follows [119]:
P̂ = Ĉ(ϕ̂ − ϕ̂j )
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(5.15)

where Ĉpϕ is a constant, and the hats over P and ∆ϕ signify that the quantities are scaled
such to be fixed in the infinite dimensional limit, as follows:
P∗
ρd
2d
ϕ̂ = ϕ
d

P̂ =

(5.16)
(5.17)

∗
where ρ is the number density, N
V , and P is the pressure which is calculated with assumed
unit particle diameter. This relates to our pressure, P , as follows:

P =

ϕ 1 ∗
P ,
ρ d2

(5.18)

where the factor of ϕρ unwraps their assumption of unit particle diameter, and the factor of
1
comes from their potential, which explicitly contains a dimensional term:
d2
U ∗ (r) =

2
εd2  r
− 1 Θ (` − r) .
2 `

(5.19)

We can thus rewrite equation 5.16 in terms of our pressure P :
P̂ =

d
P,
ϕ

(5.20)

and therefore equation 5.15:
d
2d
P = Ĉ (ϕ − ϕj )
ϕ
d
ϕ 2d
P = Ĉ ∆ϕ
d d
1
P = Ĉ ϕ̂j (∆ϕ)
d
1
P = Ĉpϕ (∆ϕ).
d

(5.21)
(5.22)
(5.23)
(5.24)

Where, noting that ϕ̂j and Ĉ are constants in the infinite dimensional limit, we combine
them as Ĉpϕ . Thus mean field predicts a simple 1/d scaling of the prefactor between pressure
and excess packing fraction.
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Mean Field Prediction of Pressure vs Number Of Excess Contacts
The number of contacts, z, is predicted by mean field theory to have the form [119]:
p
z
= 1 + Ĉzϕ ϕ̂ − ϕˆj
2d
r
2d p
z
= 1 + Ĉzϕ
ϕ − ϕj
2d
d

(5.25)
(5.26)

for some constant Ĉzϕ .
The number of excess contacts, δz, therefore is predicted to scale as follows:
r

2d p
ϕ − ϕj
d
r
2d p
δz = 2dĈzϕ
ϕ − ϕj .
d

δz
= Ĉzϕ
2d

(5.27)
(5.28)

Mean Field Prediction of Packing Fraction vs Number of Excess Contacts
By combining equations 10 and 14, we can also predict the relation between δz and P :
r
δz = 2dĈzϕ

2d
d

s
= 2dĈzϕ

s

d
Ĉpϕ

2d √
Ĉpϕ

P

P

(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)

2Ĉ
where we define Ĉzp = √ zϕ .
Ĉpϕ

5.7.3

Excess Contacts vs Excess Packing Fraction Prefactor Scaling

From eqns 5 and 6 we can simply relate δz and ϕ as follows:
δz = Czϕ (∆ϕ)1/2

(5.32)

p
Cpϕ .

(5.33)

where clearly,
Czϕ = Czp

In figure 5.3, we show this scaling seperately for each dimension. We fit each line to
eqn 5.32 to find the values of the prefactor Czϕ in each dimension, the values of which are
shown in the inset. These values agree well with both the mean field prediction above 3D,
shown as a black line, and our calculated value from Czp and Cpϕ , shown as black x’s in
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figures 1 and 2.

5.7.4

Dimensional Dependence of Force Moment Ratios

In figure 5.4a we show that the ratio of force moments does not depend strongly on dimension. This empirical fact may seem at odds with previous reports of how the low-force
part of the distribution differs from its mean-field form in low dimensions [32, 109]. The
low-force part of the distribution has P (f ) ∝ f θ , where θ ≈ 0.17 in d = 2 smoothly rises
to a d = ∞ value of θ ≈ 0.42. The high-force behaviour decays like an exponential or a
stretched exponential; thus, we have computed the theoretical value of this moment ratio for
2
2
distributions of the form P (f ) ∼ f θ e−f /f0 and P (f ) ∼ f θ e−f /f0 , as shown in figure 5.4b.
We find that neither of these assumed distributions quantitatively predicts the measured
moment ratio for the known values of θ, but they do show that the known variation in θ
should not make us expect a large variation in this moment ratio.

5.7.5

Accounting for Polydispersity in Pressure vs.
Scaling

Packing Fraction

To account for the case with varying spring constants we also form the matrix of inverse
spring constants



2
σij

k −1

1

= 
2ε 


..

.
2
σkl




.



(5.34)

and the projection operator onto the states of self stress
S=

N
∆z
X
i=1

|si i hsi | .

(5.35)

In terms of these quantities, the bulk modulus may be written as [97, 126, 169]
 −1
∂2E
1
S |Ei .
= hE| S S k −1 S
2
∂V
V

(5.36)

In the one SSS approximation, we can evaluate the two projected quantities that we
need to evaluate equation 5.36. Equations 10 and 12 give
√
hrf i
hr|f i
S |Ei = hs0 |f i |s0 i = p
|s0 i = Z p
|s0 i ,
d hf |f i
d hf 2 i
and equations 5.34 and 12 give
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(5.37)

Sk −1 S = |s0 i hs0 |k −1 |s0 i hs0 | = |s0 i
Sk −1 S

−1

= |s0 i

2εhf 2 i
hs0 |
hσ 2 f 2 i

hσ 2 f 2 i
hs0 |
2εhf 2 i

(5.38)
(5.39)

Furthermore at lowest order in P we have |ri = |σi, and we may assume Z ≈ dN . Thus,
equation 5.36 reduces to
K=

2N ε hσf i2
,
dV hσ 2 f 2 i

(5.40)

and thus via equation 9:
Cpϕ =

5.7.6

2 hσf i2
.
d hσ 2 f 2 i

(5.41)

Prestress Comparison

It has recently been suggested the relationship between prestress and number of excess
contacts collapses perfectly when compared across dimensions [150]. We define prestress e
as in ref. [150] as:

e = (d − 1)

−V 0 (rij )
rij V 00 (rij


(5.42)
ij

and expected to scale as:
1

δz = Cze e 2

(5.43)

because it is proportional to pressure near the jamming transition [150]. In figure 5.5, we
examine the collapse of scaled excess contacts with prestress (fig. 5.5b), and compare it to
the collapse of excess contacts scaled by the mean field prediction with pressure (fig. 5.5a).
In figure 5.5b we see that the collapse with prestress is not quite perfect - there is a clear
upward trend. This stands in contrast to the inset of figure 5.5a, which shows Ĉzp to be
nearly constant above three dimensions.
In fact, close to jamming so that r ≈ σ and Z ≈ N d, our dimensionless pressure P as
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defined in equation 4 is related to the prestress by
P =

V¯p X
fij · rij
εV d

(5.44)

i,j

V¯p
Zhfij rij iij
=
εV d 


rij
2ϕZ rij
=
1−
d
σij
σi j
ij
*
+
0
2ϕZ −rij V (rij )
=
2 V 00 (r
d
σij
ij

(5.46)

ϕJ
≈2
e.
d−1

(5.48)

(5.45)

(5.47)

ij

Thus, our better-fitting form for the z − P relationship amounts to the statement that
∆z
= Ĉϕ
2d

r

d √
e.
d−1

(5.49)

Thus our scaling forms agree with the statement of reference [150] in the infinite-d limit,
although we see better fit with our form in low dimensions.
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Figure 5.1: Measured pressure scales linearly with scaled excess packing fraction for systems from d = 2 to d = 10. Measured values for ϕj in our protocol are included in the
supplemental material. Black lines show fits for Cpϕ using eqn 5.4. We exclude from the
fit data with ∆ϕ/ϕj > 10−3 , to avoid the effect of larger overlaps causing deviations from
this power law. Dotted lines show the extension of fits beyond fitted range. Upper inset
shows the measured values of Cpϕ (blue circles) to scale in agreement with the mean field
prediction eqn 5.6, shown as a fit to a black line with Ĉpϕ ≈ 1.23. Moreover, they are
in precise agreement with predicted values from eqn 5.14 (black x’s). Lower inset shows
measured values of Ĉpϕ calculated from the measured values of Cpϕ and eqn 5.6.
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Figure 5.2: Measured excess contacts scales with the square root of pressure for systems
from d = 2 to d = 10. Black lines show fits for Czp using eqn 5.5. For our fits, we ignore
high pressure data as in figure 5.1, and additionally exclude data with less than 40 excess
contacts to avoid fitting to small number fluctuations. Dotted lines show the extension of
our fits beyond fitted range. Lower inset shows the measured values of Czp (blue circles),
which scale in agreement with the mean field prediction eqn 5.7, shown as a fit to a black
line and with Ĉzp ≈ 0.74. Upper inset shows measured values of Ĉzp calculated from the
measured values of Czp and eqn 5.7.
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Figure 5.3: Measured excess contacts scales with the square root of excess packing fraction
for systems from d = 2 to d = 10 (red circles). Black lines show the fits for Czp using eqn
5.32. For our fits, we ignore data at high pressure and low contact number as in figure 2.
Dotted lines show the extension of our fits beyond the fitted range. Inset shows the measured
values of Czϕ (blue circles), which scale in agreement with the mean field prediction eqn
5.28 using measured values of with Ĉzϕ ≈ 0.83. Additionally, to note consistency we show
that our measured values of Czϕ agree well with values calculated from our measurements
of Cpϕ and Czp using eqn 5.33 (black x’s).
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Figure 5.4: Dimensional dependence of force moment ratios
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(b) Neither the force distribution f θ e−f /f0
2
2
(blue) nor the distribution f θ e−f /f0 (red) predicts a strong θ dependence for the relevant moment ratio

(a) Dimensionless moment ratio of first and second moments of σf shows no dimensional dependence

Figure 5.5: Comparison of scaled excess contacts with pressure and prestress.

(a) Scaled excess contacts scales with the
square root of pressure as in figure 2. However, with excess contacts scaled by the expected mean field prediction, eqn. 8, the data
collapse onto a single line. The inset confirms
the collapse, showing Ĉzp to be nearly constant.

(b) Scaled excess contacts scales with the
square root of prestress for systems from d = 2
to d = 10. Black lines show the fits for Cze
using eqn 5.43. The fits ignore high and low
pressure data as in figure 2. Lower inset shows
the measured values of Cze which have a clear
upward trend.
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Chapter 6

Elastic moduli for “random”
deformations in soft-sphere
packings
6.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses “elastic moduli” associated with various kinds of random and local
deformation in jammed packings.
There are three primary motivations for these calculations. The first is the hope to
discover some kind of symmetry between random deformations and non-random ones, a
special property of the amorphous jammed phase of matter. There is some precedent to
hope for such a property. In previous work on the shear-jamming of frictionless particles,
Baity-Jesi et al observed a type of symmetry between elastic moduli which are a priori
physically distinct [8]. In ordinary jammed packings, the bulk modulus is nonzero while
the d (d + 1) /2 − 1 shear moduli go to zero with the same prefactor as the unjamming
transition is approached. In frictionless shear-jamming, a single eigenvalue of the elasticmodulus tensor, corresponding to a linear combination of compression and shear, is nonzero;
what Baity-Jesi et al. found is that the other 5 moduli in 3d appear to again go to zero
with the same prefactor, in spite of the fact that one of the moduli corresponds to the
orthogonal combination of expansion and shear while the other 4 remain pure shears! This
is a emergent symmetry of the state; there is no fundamental symmetry which says that
all these moduli need be the same. This suggests a question: is the symmetry group a
larger one? Are there other types of deformation, e.g. ones which are localized in space,
which in some sense cost the same amount of energy as global shears? It turns out that
one natural way to generate a very large symmetry group, suggested by Zeb Rocklin, leads
us to a definition of random elastic moduli. We find that this symmetry is in fact absent,
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but that the distribution of real shear moduli (under some approximations) is nonetheless
quite close to the distribution predicted for random deformations.
A second motivation comes from other work by Morse et al., who define a different type
of random deformation, which they suggest resembles self-propelled particles. [2, 108] With
their definition they are able to show that shear and random deformations are equivalent
in a dynamical mean-field theory that is valid in infinite spatial dimension, and in finitedimensional simulations they show that the statistics of plasticity under these random
deformations resemble those under shear, as long as quantities are rescaled by the modulus
associated with this deformation. We therefore check if perhaps this definition of a random
deformation might give some kind of symmetry with shear, and along the way we are able to
develop a theory which shows some interesting things about the elastic modulus associated
with these deformations.
Finally, Edan Lerner and coworkers have collected some very tantalizing evidence that
the modulus associated with a localized force dipole can be a powerful tool for understanding
glasses; for example see [92, 130]. We already have had reason to consider this and related
quantities, so we hope to make some connection with this literature; thus far, however, the
connection is unclear.
Throughout this chapter, when we refer to jammed packings, we consider the “harmonic”
potential (α = 2 in equation 1.16).

6.2

Two types of deformation

Imagine a system living in a finite box with periodic boundary conditions. We define elastic
moduli as derivatives of the total energy (at mechanical equilibrium) with respect to the
shape of the periodically-repeated simulation box. The bulk modulus is then given by a
derivative with respect to the volume V of the box, and the shear modulus a derivative
with respect to γ, defined from the box shape in the usual way.
There are (at least) two equivalent ways to imagine the computation of such a global
elastic modulus [42, 161, 169], each of which admits a different generalization:
1. Define a new coordinate, e.g. γ, so that the state of the system is defined by a
dN + 1 dimensional vector. When the final coordinate γ changes, the shape of the
box changes, and all the particles are moved “affinely”, i.e. the true position of the
particles is given by rj0 = rj + ij rj . To compute the shear modulus, adjust the
coordinate γ, then allow the other coordinates to relax while holding the new γ fixed.
2. Change the rest length of each bond by an amount −ij rjbond , then allow the system
to relax.
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This leads us two imagine two alternate ways of defining a “local modulus” or “modulus
to a random deformation”.
1. The “displacement vector” method (Morse et al [108]). Define a vector |ci ∈ RdN .
Force the system to move an amount γ̃ along |ci, then allow the system to relax
perpendicular to |ci. The local analogue is e.g. forcing a pair of adjacent particles
closer together.
2. The “inclusion” method. Change the rest length of each bond by some amount, and
allow the system to relax. The local analogues are various things like Eschelby’s
inclusion, e.g. a single particle swelling by some amount.
We will generally denote “displacement moduli” by G̃ and “inclusion moduli” by Ḡ. In
section 6.7 we will derive a relationship between the two for unstressed systems.

6.3
6.3.1

The “displacement” modulus
Definitions

Let |ci ∈ RdN be a vector of displacements of unit norm.
Let us induce a displacement
|ui = γ̃ |ci
, and allow the system to relax only via |u⊥ i that is perpendicular to c.
We then define σ̃ as the component of force induced parallel to |ci, and G̃ ≡ σ̃/γ̃.
This definition of the magnitude of γ̃ differs slightly from that of Morse et al, but leads
to simple results. For further discussion see 6.3.9.
2U
.
Let Hij be the Hessian ∂x∂i ∂x
j

6.3.2

Calculation of linear response (numerically or analytically)

Imagine applying a stress σ̃ |ci. The strain γ̃ and perpendicular displacement |u⊥ i must be
such that there is in the end no force |F⊥ i. We thus have
H (|u⊥ i + γ̃ |ci) = σ̃ |ci

(6.1)

γ̃ = hc|H −1 |ci σ̃

G̃

−1

= hc|H

−1

|ci .

(6.2)
(6.3)

This will allow us to efficiently calculate the moduli numerically for many states and
instances of the random displacement field. It will also be used as the basis of analytical
arguments in the following section.
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Ref [108] considered |ci which are completely random, generated by taking independent
Gaussian random variables for each component, then normalizing the result (after projecting
out translational zero modes), and those with finite correlation lengths ξ. We will begin
with the uncorrelated case.

6.3.3

Theory for the field with ξ = 0

In the case with zero correlation length we can derive a simple analytic result. Our technique
bears some similarities to a calculation of [161].
Starting from 6.3, we have

G̃−1 = hc|H −1 |ci
X |hω|ci|2
=
ω2

(6.4)
(6.5)

ω>0

hG̃−1 i =
=

X h|hω|ci|2 i
ω2
ω>0
1 X 1
dN

ω>0

(6.6)
(6.7)

ω2

= hω −2 i.

(6.8)

Of course, usually we talk about hGi instead of hG−1 i−1 . For large systems they will be
the same, and in our numerics we have found that the two give more or almost the same
result.
We presume the density of states has two relevant contributions: the plateau of height
D0 above ω ∗ and the long-wavelength plane waves with a Debye density of states.
We thus expect to roughly have something like

G̃−1 =

6.3.4

A
Gd/2

Z

ωD

dω ω d−3 + D0

Z

ωD

ω∗

dω
ω2

(6.9)

Three dimensions

In three dimensions the contribution of the acoustic modes is well-behaved. We have,
roughly
AωD
D0
+ ∗
3/2
ω
G
C
=
.
∆Z

hG̃−1 i ≈
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(6.10)
(6.11)

If we are more careful with constants it may in future be possible to explicitly extract
the difference between the random modulus and the shear modulus.

6.3.5

Two dimensions

In two dimensions the contribution from the acoustic modes has a logarithmic divergence.
We compute:
A
D0
log ω0 + ∗
G
ω
1
hG̃−1 i =
(C + D log N ) .
∆Z
hG̃−1 i ≈ −

(6.12)
(6.13)

Note that we have neglected a further logarithmic correction to the random modulus
√
√
like ∆Z log ∆Z, since ω0 ∼ G/L ∼ ∆Z/L.
At large system size the random modulus will be proportional to the shear modulus,
but with a factor like 1/ log N . So in the thermodynamic limit, G̃ = 0 in D2d! E
Note that this calculation is quite similar to how we would calculate (δx)2 for small
thermal fluctuations, and thus this result is entirely analogous to the Hohenberg–MerminWagner result that thermal fluctuations destroy long-range order in 2d [75, 104].
Let us confirm this numerically using the exact numerical linear response.

6.3.6

Numerical confirmation of the log

We prepare energy-minimized 2d and 3d harmonic packings at varying system size and
varying fixed pressure, using the same methods as described in section 2.3. After removing
rattlers (see discussion in section 6.10) we compute G̃ for infinitesimal linear response using
equation 6.3. At small system sizes we generate 1000 independent random packings at each
state point (at larger system sizes, 10 packings), and for each of them compute the moduli
for 100 random deformations.
To begin with, we study the pressure dependence of G̃; we aim to confirm that it scales
like ∆Z as reported in [108] and argued above. Figure 6.1 shows that it does: we see
√
G̃ ∼ P ∼ ∆Z. Interestingly, G̃ also shows a finite-size plateau like G does [70]. In the
case of inclusion-like moduli this is easily rationalized using arguments about states of self
stress as discussed in section 6.6.1; we are in the process of testing a similar formula for G̃
and thus should be able to justify this plateau for displacement moduli in the future.
√
Since we have established that, except for finite size effects, G̃ = CGP P , we may now
proceed to study the system-size dependence of CGP .
Since the power-law holds out to our highest pressure P = 10−2 and it is computationally
expensive to make very large packings at low pressures, we make packings at P = 10−2
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√
and plot G̃/ P as a proxy for fitting CGP . Figure 6.2 confirms our predictions: in 3d
−1
CGP quickly approaches a finite value as N increases, while in 2d CGZ
≈ A + B log N as
predicted by our theory.

√
Figure 6.1: G̃ ∼ P ∼ ∆Z in both 2d and 3d, as predicted, with a finite-size plateau at
small P just like the ordinary shear modulus G.

6.3.7

The affine modulus

Recall that the energy cost of a deformation is bounded above by the “affine” part, the energy cost if the system solely follows the applied deformation with no subsequent relaxation
orthogonal to this. As we will discuss in detail below, the magnitude of this modulus serves
as a possible means to normalize moduli in order to compare e.g. G̃ to the shear modulus
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Figure 6.2: The displacement modulus G̃ for an uncorrelated random deformation goes to
zero at large N in 2d as predicted by our theory. Shown is the value at a single large P ,
still small enough to be within the scaling region. The system-size scaling of hG̃−1 i matches
our theory more perfectly, but in spite of additional finite size effects hG̃i−1 shows the same
behaviour as N → ∞.
G̃; thus, let us calculate the affine moduli for both random displacements and shear.
Note that the “affine modulus” for this random deformation is

G̃affine = hc|H|ci = hω 2 i.

(6.14)

The ratio of the true modulus to the affine one is thus
G̃
G̃affine

=

1
hω −2 ihω 2 i

.

(6.15)

In general it is not simple to write a theory for hω 2 i in terms of the modes because it
isn’t dominated by the low-frequency modes, and at the highest frequencies the density of
states has a van-Hove-like peak instead of just looking like a plateau. The peak is roughly
independent of pressure, matching the fact that the affine modulus should go to a constant
rather than zero at low P .
However, we may also try to write down a formula for Tr H in terms of more microscopic
variables. Actually, it’s not very hard to do so.
The diagonal blocks of the Hessian are:
Hii,αβ


X
fij
(δij − r̂ij r̂ij ) ,
=
kij r̂ij r̂ij −
rij
j
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(6.16)

so

G̃affine

1
Z
=
Tr H =
dN
d



 
f
hki − (d − 1)
r

(6.17)

This quantity is closely related to, although not exactly the same as, the affine bulk and
shear moduli.

6.3.8

The affine bulk and shear moduli

An infinitesimal affine volume change by a factor of  changes the length of each bond, with
initial length r, by r/d. Thus, the affine bulk modulus is
Baff =

Nbonds
hkr2 i.
V d2

(6.18)

Now consider a shear ij . If the shear is followed affinely, each bond’s displacement
vector changes by δri = ij rj . Considering both the effect of parallel and perpendicular
displacement [3], the energy cost of such a deformation is kδrk2 − fr δr ⊥2 . Thus we need to
2 over all possible orientations of the bond in space.
average δrk2 and δr⊥
We may view a shear has having an extensional axis + and a compressional axis −; if
we apply strain γ then we have δr+ = γr+ /2 and δr− = −γr− /2. Thus the change in bond

2 − r 2 /r, and the perpendicular component of the bond change
length is δrk = (γ/2) r+
−
vector is δr⊥ = γr+ r− /r.
We adopt hyperspherical coordinates φ1 , φ2 , . . . φd−1 , such that the component of r in
the extensional direction of the shear is r+ = r sin φ1 sin φ2 . . . cos φd−1 , the component in
the compressional direction is r− = r sin φ1 sin φ2 . . . sin φd−1 , etc. φ1 , . . . , φd−2 ∈ [0, π] while
φd−1 ∈ [0, 2π]. The solid angle element of this coordinate system is
dΩ = sind−2 φ1 sind−3 φ2 . . . sin φd−2 dφ .
We then have
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D E D
E
δrk2 = (r+ − r− )2
R
γ 2 r2 dd−1 φ sind−2 φ1 sind−3 φ2 . . . sin φd−2 sin4 φ1 sin4 φ2 . . . sin4 φd−2
R
=
4
dd−1 φ sind−2 φ1 sind−3 φ2 . . . sin φd−2
2
× cos2 φd−1 − sin2 φd−1
!
!
! Rπ
Rπ
Rπ
dφ sin5 φ
dφ sind+2 φ
dφ sin6 φ
γ 2 r2
0
0
0
Rπ
Rπ
=
··· Rπ
2
d−2
8
φ
0 dφ sin φ
0 dφ sin φ
0 dφ sin
!
!
!



1
B 72 , 12
B d+3
γ 2 r2 B 3, 21
2 ,2



=
·
·
·
1
8
B 1, 21
B 32 , 12
B d−1
2 ,2
!
!
!
d+1 d−1
5 3
·
·
γ 2 r2 2 · 1
2 2
2
2
···
5 3
d+2 d
8
3
·
2
·
·
2 2
2
2
=

γ 2 r2
.
d (d + 2)

(6.19)
(6.20)

(6.21)
(6.22)
(6.23)
(6.24)

The “telescoping product” doesn’t exactly make sense in d = 2 but in that case the
terms are simply all absent and we still get 1/d (d + 2).
And similarly

2
=
δr⊥

γ 2 r2
.
d (d + 2)

(6.25)

We thus have
Gaff =


Nbonds
1
hkr2 i − hf ri =
(dBaff − P ) .
d (d + 2) V
d+2

(6.26)

Non-negativity of G thus implies a bound on P , but this bound is quite pathetic in practice the second term is always much smaller than the first for jammed packings
(unpublished numerical work by me). The uselessness of this bound is at least immediately
obvious near the critical point, since Gaff ∼ ∆Z while other arguments [170] already give
a bound like P ≤ C∆Z 2 . The bound, however, doesn’t seem anywhere close to saturated
even at very large pressures.
Thus, as a very good approximation we may say that
Gaff =

d
N
hkr2 i
Baff =
G̃aff .
d+2
(d + 2) V hki
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(6.27)

6.3.9

Normalizing by the affine modulus is roughly equivalent to normalizing by the typical neighbor relative displacement

Suppose we want to compare G to G̃. A clean way to make both of them dimensionless and
therefore provide an even footing for comparision is to compare G/Gaffine to G̃/G̃affine .
Using the approximation of equation 6.27, we see that this introduces a factor of
Gaffine /G̃affine =

1 N hkr2 i
.
d + 2 V hki

(6.28)

In the original sphere packing, k ≈ /r2 , so we have
Gaffine /G̃affine ≈

1 N
d+2V

r−2

−1

,

(6.29)

while on the other hand if we set the spring constants to be all equal we shall have
Gaffine /G̃affine ≈

1 N 2
hr i.
d+2V

(6.30)

Since the energy cost in the case where all spring constants are k = 1 is the sum of
the squares of the affine deformation of each bond (in the same approximation as equation
6.27), the conversion factor on the right-hand-side of the above equation is also the factor
we would multiply by in order to “normalize” the two deformations to produce the same
mean-squared relative displacement between particles in contact.
Because of the polydispersity these two factors may in principle be fairly different. It
is thus worthwhile to investigate both possible normalizations numerically and see what
happens.
We note that [2, 108] present a mean-field prediction of the ratio G̃/G which seems to
be the same as stating that normalizing by either the affine neighbor displacement or affine
modulus gives a symmetry, except they have a factor of d where we have d + 2, perhaps
due to extracting the prediction in the mean-field limit of large d. They did not find it to
work exactly in 2d, but we already know that it can’t work in 2d because of the divergent
acoustic contribution to G̃−1 . It remains to search numerically for such a symmetry in 3d.

6.4

Normalizing by the affine modulus does not produce an
exact symmetry with ordinary shear

Unfortunately, even in 3d where the acoustic contribution should be smaller, we don’t quite
find a symmetry between random and shear moduli after normalizing by the affine modulus,
as shown in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Scaling the modulus G̃ by the affine modulus does not produce an exact symmetry between the energy cost of shear and random deformations.

6.5

Gaussian correlated field with finite ξ in 2d

Now we consider |ci with spatial correlations. In 2d, since G̃ is dominated by plane-wave
modes for large N , we can see that there are two possible cases:
1. If hk|ci remains finite as k → 0, then for sufficiently large systems we can ignore
the effect of the “interesting” vibrational modes and compute G̃ straightforwardly in
terms of (exactly known) hk|ci
2. If hk|ci → 0 as k → 0, then something else can happen even as N → ∞.
We will study the “Gausian correlated field” of [108], which has the spatial correlation
function
!
2
rij
hci cj i = exp − 2 ,
ξ

(6.31)

which is in the first class.
Contribution of acoustic modes
The spatial structure of a generic normal mode may be complicated to describe.
The spatial structure of long-wavelength acoustic modes, however, may turn out to be
“well-enough” approximated by a plane wave,ignoring subtle issues of the particle positions
being disordered, etc.
The projection of the Gaussian correlated field onto a plane wave k has:
D

2

|hc|ki|

E



1 2 2
1
= exp − ξ k .
C
4
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(6.32)

We have to model the simulation procedure, which is to add up contributions from a
bunch of random-phase waves with these weights and then normalize the resulting |ci.
P
Thus we want to normalize so that k |hc|ki|2 = 1 (Here we are being a bit sloppy
because of course in reality the displacement field cannot be written purely as a linear
combination of acoustic modes). Let us suppose ξ 2 kD  1 so we can just send the limit to
infinity, and work in the continuum. We then have:

Z
C = 2π
0

=

∞



1 2 2
dk k exp − ξ k
4

4π
.
ξ2

(6.33)
(6.34)

Thus we predict

hG̃−1
D i


Z
exp − 14 ξ 2 ω 2 /G2
Aξ 2
=
dω
G
ω
D log N
≈ 2
ξ ∆Z

(6.35)
(6.36)

Where we have also assumed ξk0  1, i.e. ξ  L. Thus overall we have assumed
σ  ξ  L.
We have not yet confirmed these results numerically, although we have done some preliminary work.
Note that this “simple” ξ dependence constitutes a prediction that the diverging lengthscales seen in unjamming, and e.g. in the response of the system to a plane-wave applied
force [80, 161] cannot appear in the response to a Gaussian correlated field in 2d. The
references above found responses of the form G̃ ∼ ∆Zf (k∆Z ν ), but for the 2d GCF we
instead predict G̃ ∼ ∆Zf (ξ).

6.6

The inclusion moduli and random states of self stress

For a modulus defined based on the “inclusion definition”, the “unstressed” case where all
bonds are at the rest lengths in the undeformed state allows for a great simplification.
A “state of self stress” is defined as a vector |si ∈ RNbonds such that, if the tension si is
applied to each bond, no net force will be produced on any particle, i.e. Q |si = 0.
The states of self stress, as the null space of matrix, are a vector space. In the unstressed
case, the inclusion modulus Ḡ is given by a projection onto this space of states of self stress.
Let k be the diagonal matrix of spring constants. Furthermore let |Ei be the “affine
deformation”; this is minus the imposed change in the rest length of each bond. We then
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have [97, 126, 169]:

 −1
Ḡ = hE| k −1 sss sss |Ei .

(6.37)

If all the spring constants are equal, this is just the projection of |Ei onto the states of
self stress:
X
Ḡ = |Esss |2 =
|hE|sα i|2 .
(6.38)
α

Now, we consider what happens when the either states of self stress |sα i, or |Ei itself,
are taken to be completely random (i.e. |Ei is drawn from a uniform distribution on the
unit sphere in RNbonds , or else |Ei is taken to be a fixed vector and the subspace spanned by
|sα i is drawn uniformly at random from the Grassmanian G(Nsss , Nbonds ) ). The two are
equivalent: a random subspace of RN of dimension k may be formed by taking a fixed frame,
performing a random k-dimensional rotation among the components of the subspace, and
then performing a random rotation in RN [35]. The former has no effect on the projection
of |Ei. Now imagine undoing the latter rotation to enter a new frame where the subspace
is fixed rather than random. This produces a |Ei which is uniformly distributed on the
unit sphere; the two cases are thus equivalent. Thus, we will proceed by treating the states
of self stress as fixed vectors and the deformation |Ei as random, remembering that if the
states of self stress were random then the calculation would in fact apply to any normalized
vector |Ei.
To derive the distribution of Ḡ, let us consider first a vector |E 0 i which is not normalized.8 It is well known that if the components of |E 0 i in some basis are taken to be i.i.d
Gaussian random variables, then when |E 0 i is normalized to give |Ei, the distribution of
|Ei will be uniform on the unit sphere. We may choose a basis where the first Nsss vectors
are states of self stress; thus each signed projection hsα |E 0 i is a uniform random variable
with the same standard deviation σ.
There are Nsss states of self stress and Nbonds − Nsss states of compatible stress (see
0 |2 is a sum of N
section 1.3). Thus |Esss
sss i.i.d. variables that are the square of Gaussian
2
0 | is a sum of N
random variables, and |Escs
bonds − Nsss of the same.
0
Because we need to normalize |E i, we have
Ḡ =

0 |2
|Esss
0 |2 + |E 0 |2 .
|Esss
scs

(6.39)

What is the distribution of Ḡ? If X is the sum of the squares of N independent
standard normal variables, then X is distributed accorded to the chi-square distribution
with N degrees of freedom. Furthermore, if X and Y are chi-square random variables with
8
Zeb Rocklin originally gave a different derivation, based purely on the spherical symmetry of the distribution.
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N1 and N2 degrees of freedom, then
Thus:

is drawn from the beta distribution Beta

1


P Ḡ =
B

6.6.1

X
X+Y



Nsss Nbonds −Nsss
2 ,
2

 Ḡ

Nsss
−1
2

1 − Ḡ

 Nbonds −Nsss −1
2

N1 N2
2 , 2



.

(6.40)

Making contact between random states of self stress and jammed
packings

The idea for studying random states of self stress originates with Zeb Rocklin, who saw it
as an interesting way to explain observations of an “emergent symmetry” in [8], which I
described in section 6.1
Recall that this symmetry can essentially be described as “a jammed packing has one
special nonzero elastic modulus; all other global elastic moduli are the same”. If the states
of self stress were random, then as we saw above, Ḡ would be independent of |Ei, explaining
this symmetry and generalizing it to other types of (e.g. local) deformations.
Even if this were true, however, we need to account for the fact that there is still one
“special” (large) modulus. It has long been recognized [169] that the nonzero bulk modulus
at jamming can be explained by the fact that right at the onset of jamming, the positive
forces |f i on the contacts necessitate the existence of a state of self stress |s0 i whose elements
are all positive (see also chapter 5).
Regardless of whether the special modulus is pure compression, or a linear combination
of compression and shear as in shear-jamming, the elastic moduli at unjamming, and thus
the special nonzero modulus, are precisely determined by |s0 i.
For any affine deformation |Ei the modulus in the limit of unjamming is
Ḡ =

−1
1
hE|s0 i hs0 |k −1 |s0 i
hs0 |Ei .
V

(6.41)

Now let the affine deformation |Ei be that corresponding to a particular global elastic
deformation αβ . This means that:
Ei = αβ ri,α r̂i,β ,

(6.42)

and therefore
1
hs0 |Ei = qP
1
= qP

NX
bonds

fi2
fi2

fi ri αβ r̂i,α r̂i,β

(6.43)

i=1

αβ σαβ .

Meanwhile,
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(6.44)

hs0 |k

−1

NX
bonds
1
|s0 i = P 2
k −1 fi fi .
fi i=1 i

(6.45)

Note that ki−1 fi 6= ri (it is the overlap between the particles, but ri is the separation
between their centers).
Thus, infinitesimally above unjamming the elastic modulus tensor is
Cαβδγ =

1
1
P −1 2 σαβ σδγ = C0 σ̂αβ σ̂δγ .
V
ki fi

(6.46)

In the second equality σ̂ is a unit vector in the space of strains, and this equality indicates
that the modulus is invariant under an overall increase of internal forces (stress) f → cf .
Thus, it is clear from the formalism that the single nonzero eigenvector of the elastic
modulus tensor, regardless of the mechanism of jamming, is precisely the stress tensor, and
that this nonzero modulus is precisely encoded in the single state of self stress corresponding
to the set of forces |f i on the contacts.
Thus, one way to generalize the idea of looking at elastic moduli other than the one
nonzero elastic modulus to other (local, inclusion-like) deformations is to omit this one
special state of self stress from the computation! Doing so for global elastic moduli reduces
to the computation in the subspace in which Baity-Jesi et al. found the emergent symmetry,
but now we can check whether this symmetry applies to some other type of deformation.
Note that, while removing this special state of self stress from the computation seems
like a very abstract mathematical trick, it retains a simple, concrete connection to the actual
elastic moduli of the unstressed system. Elastic moduli which go to zero at ∆Z = 0, e.g.
the shear modulus, actually only do so in an infinite system. In a finite system, one finds

that G plateaus at a value O N −1 as unjamming is approached [70]. This is because the

one special state of self stress |f i has an O N −1 projection onto the affine deformation
corresponding to shear [169]. Thus, if we take the limit N → ∞ at fixed ∆Z, our calculation
will give the actual shear and local moduli of the unstressed system; our removal of the one
state of self stress amounts to a very precise way to remove a finite-size effect.

6.6.2

Other local and random inclusion-like deformations

We define three inclusion-like deformations:
1. Changing the rest length of a single bond.
2. A “completely random” inclusion field (uniform on a sphere in RNbonds ) as defined
above.
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3. Analogously to the gaussian correlated field of Morse et al, we may assign each particle in the system a volume change ∆V such that h∆V i = 0 and h∆V (0)∆V (r)i =

exp −r2 /ξ 2 .
In addition to the shear modulus and bulk modulus, the contribution of the Nsss − 1
“non-load-bearing” states of self stress to the first two of these moduli will be studied below;
work on the third is in progress.

6.6.3

Numerical results on inclusion-like moduli

We prepare jammed packings in spatial dimension d = 2, 3, 4, 5 at low pressure. At a given
fixed N, P , these packings have a distribution of Nsss ; we separate them by this value and
compute the empirical distribution of Ḡ for each Nsss . (Note that in what follows by Nsss
we mean one fewer than the actual number of states of self stress, since we “remove” the
special one corresponding to the actual forces). We study small system sizes (e.g. N = 128)
so that we may easily make tens of thousands of packings to study the tails of the elastic
modulus distribution.
Since the predictions of the theory are for an unstressed spring network with equal spring
constants, we study the unstressed spring network derived from the packing instead of the
exact linear response, a common procedure which gives qualitatively similar results to the
true linear response. [105, 170, 172] The prediction also assumes |Ei is normalized, so we
do so; it is easy to calculate the norm of |Ei theoretically using the same method we used
to calculate the affine moduli in 6.3.8, so this factor can be accounted for in the prediction.
For the change in rest length of a single bond, the mean value hḠi is mathematically
guaranteed to be equal to the prediction for random |Ei. We thus do not concern ourselves
with it. We study the contribution of the non-special states of self stress to both the shear
and bulk moduli, and the full distribution for both a single-bond inclusion and for the shear
and bulk.
Figures 6.4 - 6.7, shows the shear modulus distributions in 2d-5d, with a few different
values of Nsss . The fitting curves are of the form
1

P (G) =
B



Nsss f (d)Nbonds −Nsss
2 ,
2

G

Nsss
−1
2

(1 − G)f (d)

Nbonds −Nsss
−1
2

,

(6.47)

i.e. a beta distribution as predicted for a random deformation, but with a “kludge”:
the number of bonds is adjusted by some factor f (d) which is apparently independent of
∆Z. Thus, the theoretical prediction of the distribution of moduli is actually qualitatively
correct, except the number of bonds must be adjusted by some dimension-dependent factor.
Since the mean of the predicted distribution is Nsss /Nbonds , one could also think of this
kludge as multiplying Nbonds by the ratio of the predicted and true modulus means.
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Figure 6.4: The distribution of the normalized shear modulus in d = 2 is of the same form
as predicted by equation 6.40, except with an “effective number of bonds” f (d)Nbonds . We
find f (2) = 0.31
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Figure 6.5: The distribution of the normalized shear modulus in d = 3 is of the same form
as predicted by equation 6.40, except with an “effective number of bonds” f (d)Nbonds . We
find f (3) = 0.46
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Figure 6.6: The distribution of the normalized shear modulus in d = 4 is of the same form
as predicted by equation 6.40, except with an “effective number of bonds” f (d)Nbonds . We
find f (4) = 0.54
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Figure 6.7: The distribution of the normalized shear modulus in d = 5 is of the same form
as predicted by equation 6.40, except with an “effective number of bonds” f (d)Nbonds . We
find f (5) = 0.59
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The same works for the contribution of the excess states of self stress to the bulk modulus, as shown in figures 6.8- 6.11.

Figure 6.8: The distribution of the normalized excess bulk modulus (beyond the primary
state of self stress) in d = 2 is of the same form as predicted by equation 6.40, except with
an “effective number of bonds” f (d)Nbonds . We find f (2) = 0.75
Figure 6.12 shows the “kludge factors” f (d). The distributions appear to gradually
be converging to the prediction as d rises. Note that, remarkably, the excess bulk modulus
appears to already match the theoretical prediction for random states of self stress at d = 4.
The single bond inclusion modulus Ḡbond , on the other hand, has quite a different form
from our theoretical prediction (figure 6.13). Although equations 6.40 and 6.47 predict
a pseudogap in the distribution of Ḡ at small G as long as there is more than two excess
states of self stress, the distribution of Ḡbond appears to display a divergence at Ḡ = 0 for
any number of states of self stress.
I struggled for a while to come up with a good explanation for these results, but came
up short.
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Figure 6.9: The distribution of the normalized excess bulk modulus (beyond the primary
state of self stress) in d = 3 is of the same form as predicted by equation 6.40, except with
an “effective number of bonds” f (d)Nbonds . We find f (3) = 0.9
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Figure 6.10: The distribution of the normalized excess bulk modulus (beyond the primary
state of self stress) in d = 4 is of the same form as predicted by equation 6.40.
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Figure 6.11: The distribution of the normalized excess bulk modulus (beyond the primary
state of self stress) in d = 5 is of the same form as predicted by equation 6.40.

Figure 6.12: f (d) for bulk and shear; f (d) = 1 corresponds to the theoretical prediction for
random states of self stress (except for the one special one |f i). f (d) < 1 indicates that the
excess states of self-stress contribute more to the elastic modulus than predicted.
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Figure 6.13: The distribution of the single-bond inclusion modulus (without the special state
of self stress) Ḡ in d = 2 is of a qualitatively different from than that predicted by equation
6.40 - the distribution of Ḡ diverges at 0, when for Nsss > 1 the random-state-of-self-stress
theory predicts it should have a pseudogap.
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6.7

A connection between the displacement and inclusion
moduli

Let’s figure out the connection between these two ways of defining local or random moduli.
Consider an inclusion field |Ei. It has long been known (at least since [169]) that the
displacement field induced (after relaxation) by |Ei is the same as that produced by a set
of force dipoles: if we imagine instantaneously applying |Ei, then before the system relaxes,
we have induced a force dipole kri Ei on each bond i, leading to a field |f i of forces on each
particle. The displacement field induced by |Ei is then the same as that produced by |f i;
the energy costs of these two deformations are different however because the rest lengths of
the bonds have changed.
We define the displacement field |c(E)i such that |f i = σ̃ |c(E)i.
Recall that if the energy cost associated with |c(E)i is 21 G̃γ 2 , we can rewrite this as
1 2
2 σ̃ /G̃.
We can see that, at least in some cases, Ḡ is quite different from the associated G̃.
For instance consider a single-bond inclusion, which we know has an energy cost Ḡ ∼ ∆Z,
which can be arbitrarily close to zero. If instead we force the two particles connected to
that bond to be closer together, it is clear that G̃ ≥ k, the spring constant of that bond.

6.7.1

Unstressed springs of equal spring constant

If we specialize to the case of a set of equal-spring-constant unstressed springs, we may
obtain a simple connection between Ḡ for |Ei and G̃ for |c(E)i.
We may split |Ei into a component in the space of self-stresses and an orthogonal component in the space of “compatible stresses” which may be induced by a valid displacement
of particles:
|Ei = |Ess i + |Ecs i .

(6.48)

After relaxation of the inclusion, the final set of bond extensions (relative to the new rest
lengths) is |Ess i. Thus, the set of bond displacements relative to the original coordinates
is −Ecs . So the energy cost of the inclusion is just |Ess |2 and the work done by the force
dipole is just |Ecs |2 !
Thus:

k |E|2 = Ḡ2 +
This equation implies a couple of things:
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|σ|2
.
G̃

(6.49)

1. If Ḡ becomes very small, e.g. scales with ∆Z, then unless the normalization of induced
force σ/ |E| has some scaling behaviour, we should expect Ḡ to approach a constant.
2. If G̃ becomes very small (e.g. scales with ∆Z or with 1/ log N ) then it seems like
the only possible way to avoid a contradiction is for the normalization of the induced
force σ/ |E| to go to zero.
Finally we note that while the inclusion-like deformation may always be mapped to some
|ci, the reverse is not true; e.g. the completely uncorrelated random |ci will generically not
be expressible as some set of displacement dipoles.

6.7.2

The random inclusion field

The above result suggests something somewhat surprising. We know that in 2d the randomdisplacement modulus seems to go to zero in the thermodynamic limit. Thus, unless something funny is happening to the normalization factor as described above, this random deformation cannot be the same as the field produced the random inclusion field!
This seems at least a bit surprising because the correlations in |c(E)i for the random
inclusion field are short ranged. But we will see that this short-ranged correlation is enough
to destroy the log N decay of the modulus.
Let |Ei be an uncorrelated gaussian random variable with each component having variance |E|2 /Nb . The set of induced forces σ |c(E)i is related to |Ei by the equilibrium matrix
Q:
σ |c(E)i = kQ |Ei .

(6.50)

If x is Gaussian with covariance matrix Σx , then y = Ax is Gaussian with covariance
matrix AΣx AT . Also, the Hessian is H = QkQT . Thus:
σ 2 hci cj i =

|E|2 2 k
Hij .
Nb

(6.51)

Thus, the correlations of c are diagonal in the normal-mode basis:
σ 2 hcωi cωj i =

|E|2 2 k
δij ωi2 .
Nb

(6.52)

We now have two ways we could calculate G̃: we could use the results of section 6.6
for Ḡ together with equation 6.49, or we could do the direct calculation using our newfound equations for |hωi |ci|2 . Let’s start with the direct calculation, and then check their
consistency.
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The direct calculation
We have

D
E
G̃−1 = hc|H −1 |ci

(6.53)

=

1 X |hc|ωi|2
Tr H ω
ω2

(6.54)

=

1
dN − d
= 2 .
Tr H
hω i

(6.55)

(The −d are the translational zero modes omitted from the pseudoinverse.)
Compare this to the result hω −2 i for the random-displacement modulus with ξ = 0:
when we have an abundance of low frequency modes we can become very floppy to the
latter deformation, but remain stiff to this “random-dipole” deformation.
The consistency check
Being slightly sloppy about the possible correlation between G̃ and σ 2 , we have:



σ2
G̃



= σ2

dN − d
Tr H

|E|2 kTr H dN − d
=
Nb
Tr H
dN − d
.
= |E|2 k
Nbonds

(6.56)
(6.57)
(6.58)

Meanwhile we recall the previous theoretical result:
Ḡ = k |E|2

Nss
Nb − dN + d
= k |E|2
.
Nb
Nb

(6.59)

Equation 6.49 thus reads:
1=

Nb − dN + d dN − d
+
!
Nb
Nb

(6.60)

So it all works out in the end. We have found that if we apply a set of random dipolar forces or displacements parallel to each bond, it works out much like the case of a
single dipole: even though the inclusion modulus would have been small (O(∆Z)), the
corresponding displacement modulus is not.
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6.8

Future work

We will soon have finished computing G̃ for Gaussian correlated fields of various ξ in 2d
and 3d. We thus hope to verify our theoretical predictions for its behaviour in 2d, which
should show no interesting lengthscale. On the other hand, in 3d the acoustic modes do
not dominate, and therefore it may be possible to see a signature of a diverging lengthscale
as ∆Z → 0.
It would also be very interesting to know whether the lack of symmetry between G̃/G̃affine
and G/Gaffine in finite d is caused solely by the contribution of acoustic modes. Unfortunately, in finite systems it’s actually quite irritating to classify modes as acoustic modes
or not: Ref. [106] introduces a “phonon order parameter” for this purpose, but looking
at their numerical data (even in very large systems) it is clear that it doesn’t make an
unambiguous classification of the modes.
Zeb Rocklin has shown how to use the states of self stress to compute the displacement
modulus as well, in the unstressed system. We hope to confirm these results.
As alluded to vaguely in the introduction, I have some hope that the formalism we have
developed may have some use in the study of the response of simulated glasses to local
deformations, on which there is a growing literature. For this purpose it would be useful
to try to generalize the results of section 6.7 beyond the simple case of unstressed springs
with equal spring constants.
Finally, we still hope to one day understand why the form of the G distribution for
the unstressed system is so similar to the prediction for random states of self stress, and
whether or not the excess bulk modulus really has an “upper critical dimension of four”.
One direction I thought had promise was to try to do calculations in a field theory where
the states of self stress are taken to be fluctuating fields σij obeying force balance ∂i σij = 0,
along the lines of [46]. My rough calculations, however, seem to show that the prediction
of G in such an approach depends on the UV cutoff of the theory, making it unclear how
to proceed.

6.9

Conclusions

We have considered two different ways of generalizing shear to random or local deformations,
the “displacement” method and the “inclusion” method. For the displacement moduli,
we have shown that a simple theoretical formalism can be used to compute the linear
response for a random displacement, finding a dramatic system-size dependence not noticed
in previous numerical work. For the inclusion moduli we have presented an exact calculation
for the case of a random inclusion field in the unstressed case, and shown that the real
distributions of shear moduli for unstressed spring networks derived from jammed packings
have a form that is remarkably similar to it, after removing the finite-size effect caused by
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the single state of self stress present at unjamming.

6.10

Appendix: The issue of rattlers

In jammed packings at zero temperature, some nonzero fraction of particles are “rattlers”:
particles with fewer than d + 1 contacts which do not participate in the rigid jammed
network. Unless the contacts of the rattler have very high symmetry, the constraint of
force balance immediately forbids the rattler contacts from bearing nonzero forces. In the
high-symmetry case (for example, in 2d, two contacts on either side of a particle that are
exactly parallel) instead stability at second order in displacements forbids the contacts from
bearing nonzero forces.
It is conventional in the study of jamming to ignore rattlers; many well-known facts
e.g. isostaticity at the transition require this caveat. Because we are considering somewhat
unconventional kinds of forcing, however, let us be careful and return to the question of
whether rattlers ought to be included in the analysis.
As long as we don’t have rattlers with very high symmetry, the energy cost of an
inclusion-like deformation is unaffected by removing rattlers and their bonds:
For a rattler without exceptional symmetry, the forces on its bonds must remain nonzero
after application of the deformation. Thus after applying the deformation the force on each
rattler bond is zero and its energy as well. Now remove the bonds, and the particles
which only have such bonds. The force is still balanced on each particle, and therefore this
displacement field is also the solution to the applied deformation in the rattler-free system;
the energy is unchanged by removing the rattler bonds and therefore the energy cost of the
rattler-free deformation is the same as that of the original deformation.
The case of the displacement modulus is a bit weirder.
In the as-quenched state, rattlers will generally make the displacement modulus associated to a random |ci zero: the localized zero modes associated with rattlers are highly
likely to project onto |ci.
Thus, the motion of the system for small γ̃, in the quasistatic limit, consists solely of
the reorganization of rattlers, achieved with zero energy cost. (We have learned in private
communication that [108] indeed observed this behaviour.) After this initial reorganization,
the system will quickly find a state in which the rattlers are no longer unconstrained. If we
do not want to have to simulate this initial reorganization before computing the modulus G̃,
we should like some reassurance that the reorganized rattlers make a zero or at least small
contribution to G̃. Furthermore, we might be concerned that this initial reorganization will
create special correlations between the normal modes and |ci which might undermine our
theoretical arguments.
This issue remains unsolved, but for the time being we assume that the small fraction
of rattlers present in the initial state can be safely removed without affecting our results.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
In this thesis we have tackled a variety of topics in the physics of glasses and jammed packings, studying the relationships between their structure, dynamics, and elasticity. Another
recurring theme has been the relationship between finite-dimensional jammed packings and
mean-field theory.
In chapters 2 through 4 we focused on the connection between local structure and
dynamics, as revealed in part by machine-learned Softness. In Chapter 2 we showed a
new method for identifying which local structures correlate with dynamics in systems with
long-ranged elastic correlations, and used this to help show that local structure appears to
correlate just as well with plasticity in higher-dimensional systems as in 2d or 3d, suggesting
a new view on the connection between mean-field theory and low-dimensional physics. In
Chapter 3 we studied the interplay of local structure, rearrangements and elasticity in
avalanches of athermal jammed packings, showing how the effect of rearrangements on
softness in these systems can can be explained by continuum elasticity in the far-field, while
displaying other effects as well, and how the strain combines with the softness to determine
which particles will rearrange next. In Chapter 4 we showed how, in a supercooled liquid,
we see a shorter-ranged effect of rearrangements on the softness of nearby particles, and
how the physical necessity of time-reversible dynamics in equilibrium constrains the type
of model we can use to describe these changes. This has allowed us to build a model for
dynamical facilitation which incorporates the microscopic rules inferred from the machine
learning analysis, but is still physically sensible, which we are in the process of testing.
In Chapters 5 and 6 we studied the elasticity of jammed packings in greater detail. In
Chapter 5, we showed how mean-field theory not only predicts the (presumably universal,
in the critical-phenomena sense) exponents of scaling laws above the upper critical dimension, but also the dimension-dependence of the amplitudes. We then showed how, for one
of these scaling relations, the same dimension-dependence of the amplitude is actually easily explained by a calculation that makes no mean-field approximation. In Chapter 6, we
studied the relationship between ordinary elastic moduli and the moduli associated to dif189

ferent types of random deformation, which should presumably be equivalent in a mean-field
limit. We found that considering one type of random deformation allows us to predict the
shape of the modulus distribution for the unstressed spring network derived from a jammed
packing (with a niggling correction factor we can’t yet explain), and for a different type of
random deformation we showed that a simple analytical calculation can produce dramatic
system-size dependence not previously noted in numerical simulations.
Our work leaves many open questions. Is it possible to compute the distribution of
Z for rearranging particles in mean-field, showing that one of the asymptotic scenarios we
described in Chapter 2 is correct? Will the progress I have made in eliminating poor models
for the dynamics of Softness in Chapter 4 finally result in a model that can explain the
paradoxical aging behaviour reported by past work? Can the work in chapter 5 be extended,
either by showing that other mean-field prefactors are correct, or by understanding what’s
so special about the scaling laws for which mean-field theory gets the prefactors right?
From the work in Chapter 6, it seems at least that the prefactor for the shear modulus
isn’t quite right, although it might be close. In a completely different direction: it doesn’t
even seem that anyone has checked whether mean-field theory can explain the prefactors
of scaling relations in the Ising model! (It isn’t the same thing as a universal amplitude
ratio.) Finally, the work in Chapter 6 also leaves open as many questions as it answers.
What’s so special about a beta distribution of elastic moduli, that it shows up even when
the deformation isn’t quite equivalent to a random one? Is it possible to calculate the
effective number of bonds f (d) theoretically? Is it perhaps even possible to show directly
that the states of self-stress are random in the mean-field limit?
We have tried to gain some insight into amorphous systems both using machine learning
and the traditional techniques of physics, and although this problem is quite old, there are
still many interesting questions to answer in both directions.
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